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THE INSJITUTE FOR ADVANCED ST1JDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held

February 2, 1945.

Present: Profs. Einstein, Morse, von Neumann, Veblen, Weyl, and Alexander, Secretary.

1. The primary purpose of the meeting was to discuss the appointment

of new members to the Mathematics Faculty. It was the opinion of the group that

we should nominate one candidate for a chair in matbema;tical physics, and one for

a chair in pure mathematics. Also, it was agreed that we should notify the other

Schools that we were about to make nominations and should urge them to do the same.

2. Professors Einstein and eyl were appointed as a subcommittee to

draw up a report on possible candidates for a chair in mathematical physics.

The names of Pauli, Rabi, Fermi, Oppenheimer, Dirac, Gamow, and Bethe were dis-

cussed. The group favored Pauli as the most desirable candidate.

5. As for an appointment in pure mathematics, the group felt that

one candidate -- Siegel -- stood head and shoulders above all others. Professors

Weyl and Alexander were appointed as a subcommittee to prepare a report on Siegel.

4. It was moved that the stipends of G(Jdel, Pauli, and Siegel be re

newed for another year and that Siegel's stipend be raised to $4,000.

5. It was moved that Chern's stipend be renewed and raised to $1,800.

6. It was moved that the basic rate of stipends for visiting members

and assistants be raised to $1,800 for unmarried men, and $2,100 for married.

7. The group discussed the question of securing a permanent position

for G~del similar to the one now held by Mayer. No final decision was reached.

8. It was moved that if it should be impossible to obtain a position on

the faculty for Siegel in the immediate future, we should make every effort to hold

him as a visiting member at an enlarged stipend.

James W. Alexander

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV NCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics with Dr.
ydelotte, held ch 5, 1945

Present: ·Dr. Aydelotte, Professors Einstein, orse, von Neumann, Veblen, Weyl,
am Alexander, Secretary

88

A general discussion was held about candidates for stipends.

ation in regard to the various candidates may be summarized as follows:

The situ-

1. Professor Sbiing-shen Chern. Chern has taken up the matter of

his return to China with the Chinese Legation, which advises him to continue

work in this country for the time being. [ t our last meetin , February 2, 1945,

we voted to offer Professor Chern a stipend of $1,800 for the year 1945-46.]

Professor Loo-Keng Hua. Negotiations between Professors Hua and

Weyl have been dragging on for some time. According to the latest word received

from Hua, the latter claims that he !la.s not been able to make the necessary ar-

rangements to come to this country. At the same time it is reported that Hua

is still trYing for an appointment in the United states throu h Professor Albert

of Chicago.

It was voted to drop negotiations with Professor Hua, at least for the

time being.

5. Professor Shih-Tsun Ma. Professor f is anxious to work with

Professor Pauli who would, in turn, be glad if

as a visiting member

were to come to the Institute

1945-46.

It was voted to offer Professor Ma a stipend of $1,800 for the year

Negotiations were left to Professor Weyl.

4. Dr. Jacques Dutka. Action postponed.

5. r. William Taussig Scott. Action postponed.
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Mme. Chang. Funds are available to invite Mme. Chang to spend
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(

a few months at the Institute.

It was voted to leave the matter in the hands of Dr. Aydelotte and

Professor Weyl, with power to act.

7. Professor Tibor Rad~. Professor Weyl suggested that it would be

desirable to offer Professor Rad6 an additional stipend of $1,000, so that the

latter could prolong his visit for another three months, and thus have the oppor

tunity to finish his book. Dr. Aydelotte felt that if Professor Rad6 remained

longer at the Institute the Ohio state University should be asked to bear part of

the expenses. The matter was left to Professor Veblen to negotiate.

It is here recorded that informal action in June 1944 allotted $1,500

to Professor Rad6' for 1944-45, about 6 months ending March 7, 1945.

In answer to a question, Dr. Aydelotte stated that funds for assistants

would be available in 1945-46, if use could actually be made of assistants.

As the head of two nominating sub-committees, Professor Weyl rea~ pre

pared statements recommending the appointment of Professors Wolfgang Pauli and

Carl Ludwig Siegel for chairs in the School of l~thematics, with Professor

J. Robert Oppenheimer as an alternate for Professor Pauli. Dr. Aydelotte s·t;ated

I

that he was strongly impressed with the recommendations and would give them most

serious consideration.

James V{. Alexander

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held April 7,1945.

Present. Professors Einstein, Morse, von Neumann, Veblen, Wey1, and Alexander, Secre
tary

1. Professor Weyl presented a revised draft of the report of the

Nominating Committee dealing with new appointments to the Faculty of the School

of Mathematics. It was voted that the report be formally presented to Dr.

Aydelotte with an accompanying letter stating that the Faculty of the School had

unanimously endorsed the conclusions of the report. It was also voted to file a

copy of the report in the official minutes of the School. [Attached]

2. As a matter of general policy, Professors Morse and von Neumann

urged that a chair in the Sehool of Mathematics should be offered, in the near

future, to a mathematician in the younger age group. They were of the opinion

that, with the restoration of normal conditions after the war, a suitable candi-

date would in all probability emerge before many years. It was voted that

Professors von Neumann and exa.nder prepare a statement for presentation to the

Policy Committee of the Faculty endorsing the appointment of a certain number o£

younger scientists and scholars to the Faculty.

5. It was voted to keep open the offer of a stipend of $1,800 to

Dr. Helen Braun. [ ccording to Dr. Aydelotte, special funds are available for

(
this stipend.]

4. It was voted to offer a stipend of 1,800 to Dr. Ky Fan. Nego-

tiations were left in the hands of Professor Morse.

Action on other applications for stipends was postponed.

James W. Alexander

Secretary
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.ormal talk, eo as to provide contacts with our young r ern.ber, he can exer

ei an enormou and very h lthy influenc •

In the 1 tter quoted before, Courant, who know 8i e1 0 tint

continue

Th on or ntin 5i"g 1 to r in in thi
eountr,y i hi cientific person lity and sci ntific thio.. Siegel

n ronal 8.J:lbition what 0 r. He do not want oney nor do s
n recognition. Hi lif i truly and fully d voted to th r-
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANC ED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics with Dr.
Aydelotte, held April 28, 1945

Present; Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Veblen, Wey], and Alexander,
Secretary

1. The meeting was called by Dr. Aydelotte to discuss toe implications

of a proposal suggested by Professor von Neumann of the Institute and Professor

Henry D. Smyth of the University. The proposal - still in a very tentative

stage -- was to offer Professor Enrico Fermi a chair in Theoretical Physics under

the joint auspices of the Institute and University, with the understanding that

his salary would be paid by the Institute and that laboratory facilities would be

furnished him by the University. In particular, Dr. Aydelotte wanted to know

whether the School of Mathematics might care to delay its nominations of Professors

Pauli and Siegel while the question of inviting Professor Fenni was still under

consideration. It was the unanimous opinion of the group that the nominations

of Pauli and Siegel should be allowed to stand, and should be pushed to the fullest

extent. On the other hand it was agreed that the Fermi proposal should also be

thoroughly explored with a view to possible future action.

2. It was voted to recommend the admission of Professor Lifu Chiang

as a member of the Institute for the academic year 1945-46. Professor Weyl

undertook to communicate with Professor Chiang.

James W. Alexander

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics with
Dr. Aydelotte June 2, 1945

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and. Profs. Einstein, Morse, von Neumann, Veblen, Weyl
and Alexander, Secretary

Meeting ca:lled to discuss to what extent the Institute should become

involved in questions involving Experimental Physics.

Von Neumann: In all probability, Fermi and Oppenheimer lliil soon be

leaving full-time war work. Doubtful whether they will return to former uni

versity posts. Oppenheimer reported not happy in Berkeley and considering

offer from Harvard, and according to Rabi also offer from Columbia. Fermi is

still attached to Columbia but very seriously considering offer from Chicago.

Aydelotte: Smyth thinks U.S. Government will continue to support ex

perimental work generously. Should work be done in U.S. Government laborator

ies or at picked universities? Aydelotte and smyth suggest Government labora

tories, with scientists from universities working on leave of absence.

Einstein: Fears that emphasis on such projects lliil further ideas of

"preventivett wars.

Morse: Doubts 'Whether scientists will ever be able to run such proj-

ects.

Aydelotte: Points out that Government "Will probably insist on some

"classification" for such projects.

How secret will they be?

Von Neumann: Government may subsidize

work in physics on a straight scientific basis.

oratories, each serving a group of universities.

Veblen calls attention to expenses for engineering 'Which will put much

work beyond means of private universities, hence the necessity for regional lab

oratories. In view of these laboratories, the Institute could afford to go in

for physics on a grander scale than previously contemplated. In future, private

funds may be insufficient to provide for scientific research. Congress may vote

large appropriations and leave detailed allocation of funds to universities in

hands of scientific committee.

Von Neumann: In future, Government may play the role of the great

foundations. May see the need of independent research in addition to strictly

military projects.
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Einstein: Insists on importance of independence and emphasizes dangers

of secret war work.

Von Neumann and Morse: If we had a man like Fermi on our faculty we

would stand a better chance of getting a share of appropriations.

Morse: How far mll Princeton University gamble on a joint project to

get Fermi?

Von Newnam: Smyth says Physics Department approves offering labora

tories am that approval of Dodds is expected.

Einstein: This means that the Institute would pay the salary and that

the University would get the man. Precedent might develop into a common prac

tice on part of University.

Veblen: Many University supporters might complain that the University

was providing the equipment for the benefit of a man belonging essentially to the

Institute.

Von Neumann: Impossible for Princeton to match the salary ceilings of

Chicago, Columbia, etc. If we make arrangement with University we should impose

condition that Fermi do research work only.

Morse: The Government is inclined to let contracts to establish in

stitutions that have organization and. equipment, rather than to start entirely

new undertakings. Fermi question should be considered from the general point of

view, taking all possible eventualities into consideration (i.e. l'lhether or not

we get Government funds).

Veblen: Situation analogous to that l'lhen we set up Mathematics group

at Institute, building on group already at University. At the University we

now have a nucleus consisting of Wigner and Wheeler. By building around these

men we might try to obtain leadership in this area.

Aydelotte: Are we on the verge of great new discoveries in physics,

or is it merely a question of engineering applications?

Weyl: It is never possible to guarantee such a thing in advance, but

further progress in atomic physics certainly requires great apparatus which is

best obtained in the manner discussed.

Einstein: Agrees with Weyl that such a procedure wi1l. probably lead

to important scientific progress. He considers it desirable. However, we

must keep in mind not to spend our energy on engineering applications.

Veblen: Mount Wilson is a great engineering establishment, yet it

serves the purposes of pure scientists such as Russell, etc.
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Aydelotte: We don't know what prospects are for the future. At

present most Government projects seem to be of a purely engineering character.

Morse: Our first consideration should be to get good men, but good

men are liable to gravitate to points where funds are available. On the other

hand, it would be dangerous to engage on a program that would make us dependent on

continuing Government support.

Veblen: There is a good chance Trustees would be interested in plan.

They may even get too much interested, to the detriment of other things.

Von Neumann raises question of automatic computation machines. There

may be opportunity for us to take on directing role.

Veblen: Fluid mechanics. There is a proposal to have a panel on

this subject, no doubt with military support. Work has been done for Army in

this field by Bleakney and F.arvey at Princeton. Problems of mathematical in

terest are involved.

James W. Alexander

Secretary
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THE ll'STITU

.inutes of a meeting of the pro~eQsors of the chool of <lathematics ~~th Dr.
ydelotte, held in Prof. Veblen's office at 11 a.m., June 16, 1945

Present: Dr. ydelotte and Profs. Einstein, orse, von Neumann, Veblen, and
.•eJl, Secretary pro tern.

I. Dr. ydelotte reports that Professorships in the School of ~the-

matics have been offered to :'rofesoors olfe,ang auli and CarlL. C;ieoel. He

described t.e circumstances w. ich make it lecessary for Pauli to return to ~t1rich

before he can decide.

2. YJeyl reports that Professor Lifu Chiang, LTS. Cheng Shu Uano Chang,

and Professor Shih-Tsun a have accepted our invitations for next year. Of these,

only .."a receives a stipend fro'l the Institute (..;1800). Dr. Herbert Jehle with

drew his application for ne..t year.

5. Professor .u:orse considers askin;:; Mr. Richard F. rens to serve as

is assist .t. ~f that a rangement ails, the School recommends .~. r s for

apFointment as a mertber for 1 45-4.6, "'iith a stipend of 2100.

4. It isurther voted to turn down the applications of Jacques Dutka,

, illiam T. Scott, and Yung-ehow rong. The case of John • Blatt is left unde

cided.

5. i'he Director and such reenbers of the faculty as will be available

in Princeto during the summer are authorized to negotiate for the appointment of

the following en if funds are a ailable:

a) Dr. J. L. Kelley, now at Aberdeen Proving Ground. His minimUl'1l requirements
are about :2400. Arrangements woulc have to be made with the Universit of
Chica~o (see letter L.M. raves to Ve en, June 15, 1945).

b) Prof. tto -euoebauer, Brown University. • e:,l ";'s asked to sound out leuge-
bauer as tv l EX there is a ssibilit ~ havin him at the T "'titute
next year, on leave of absence rom ro on the 5 per cent. salary asis.

C) lumbia niversity.

6. 1+ is rec rde that Frofessor Ti or ado ound it unnecess~- to

accept t e Ins itu\:; '5 invitatio •.inutes, Larch 5, 1945, p. 89) to extend his

stay 3 months, as Ohio State University made satisfactory arra eoents •

.ermann eyl

ecretar pro t •
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics with Dr.
Aydelotte held July 2, 1945, at 11 a.m.

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Professors Morse, von Neumann, ani Wey1, Secretary pro tam.

1. Wey1 reports on ~. In view of the conmlitment implicit in Dr.

Aydelotte's letter of May 17 to Hu's draft board, and Hu's application for trans

fer to England, it is voted to postpone any action until September. It is very

likely that Hu t s Chinese fellowship of $100 monthly will be continued. In case

nothing else turns up for him he should be continued as a member of the Institute

arxl the sum of $500 annually added to his Chinese fellowship.

2. Ky Fan has accepted our invitation.

5. Arens has accepted Morse's offer of an assistantship.

4. Veblen has talked to Kelley. It is extremely unlikely that he

will be released for the coming year.

5. It was voted to reject Blatt.

6. Dr. Aydelotte reported on Kusaka, who will now enter the U.S.Army.

It is hoped that after bis naturalization his scientific abilities nil be made

use of by the armed forces: Morse and von Neumann l'li.1l inform the proper authori

ties about him.

7. A rene\ved invitation from the Institute to Antonio Flores - who

returned to Spain early in 1957 after only a few months work at the Institute,

fought against Franco, and is now living in Madrid eking out a meager existence

by private tutoring - has been suggested to Weyl by some Spanish friends of

Don Antonio. Later placement in Mexico or South America does not appear too

difficult. It is found, however, that an. invitation at the present moment by

the Institute is not feasible. Weyl is asked to try to resume contact with

Flores.

8. llfeyl reports on his conversation with Neugebauer. Neugebauer will

not be free before the middle of October, and he would be loath to inteITUpt work
~ea.-r::;.~~

with his collaborator ~ who is financed by the Rockefeller Foundation. Weyl

is asked to carry on negotiations with Neugebauer on the basis that Brown pays half

of his salary while the Institute would offer $5500 to Neugebauer and $500 to Saks

for the year 1945-6, with the understanding that they start work at the Institute

about a month after the beginning of our academic year.

9. Wladimir Seidel, back as Associate Professor at Rochester from war

research work in Canada, wrote to Morse that he would like to come to the Institute

for a year. No offer is extended now, but Morse is asked to make further inquiries.

Hermann Weyl

Secretary pro tem.
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THE mSTITUTE FOR AniANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the profe6sors of the School of Mathematics nth Dr. Aydelotte
held September 26, 1945, at 11 a.m.

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Einstein,Morse,von Neumann,Weyl and Alexander, Secy.

1. Professor Veblen was appointed secretary of the Sehoo1 of :Mathematics

for the academic year 1945-46.

2 0 Professor Morse undertook to edit a biographical directory of In

stitute members.

30 It was voted that Drs. Salomon Bochner, Deane Montgomery, Albert w.
Tucker, Valentine Bargmann, and Abraham J. sachs be carried as members of the In

stitute for the year 1945-46.

4. Dr. Aydelotte reported that Professor Carl L. Siegel was still con

sidering whether to accept the professorship offered him by the Institute, and that

Professor olfgang Pauli felt himself under obligation to return to Ztlrich for

short stay before accepting a permanent position here. Dr. Aydelotte remarked that

he might ask the Executive Committee to offer Professor Pauli a temporary professor

ship pending the departure of the latter for Zttrich. [Professor Siegel's formal

acceptance has since been received.]

5. Dr. Aydelotte reported having received a letter from Dr. Helene Braun

through Professor Rado, accepting the invitation sent her by the Institute. However,

difficulties were still being encountered about getting Miss Braun's transportation

and admittance to the United states.

6. It was voted to recommend to the Faculty and Trustees that Professor

J. Robert Oppenheimer be offered a chair in the School of Mathematics. Professors

von Neumann and Einstein were appointed to draw up a biographical report on Professor

Oppenheimer for presentation to the Faculty.

7. Professor Weyl reported that Professor WJ.adimir Seidel would be un

able to accept membership at the Institute for the year 1945-46, but that he would

welcome an invitation for the following year. The motion was passed to put aside

$1000 from this year's budget, to be offered to Dr. Seidel at a later date, should

the occasion arise.

8. Professor von Neumann reported that he had received an application .

for a stipend from Dr. Pesl Masani (writing from Harvard). It was voted not to

offer Dr. Masani a stipend at the present time, and to make no commitments for the

future.
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9. Professor eyl reported that he had received an application for a

stipend from Dr. Kurt Mahler (now in Manchester, England). It was voted that no

action be taken pending inquiries as to the permanency of Dr. Mahler's position

at the University of Manchester. Professor Weyl undertook to make inquiries trom

Professor Max Newman.

10. Professor Weyl further reported that he had received an application

for a stipend from Dr. Henryk :M. Schaerf, a Polish mathematician now at the Tech

nische Hochschule in ZUrich. [Dr. Schaerf wishes to come to the United states far

political reasons, as he fears repatriation to Poland.] It was voted that Professor

Weyl follow up the case for further details, and that no formal action be taken now.

Dr. Aydelotte suggested that Dr. Schaerf's name be sent to the Quakers to be added

to their list.

li. Professor Weyl recommended that the Institute Libra:by make no at

tempt to keep up a complete collection of Acade~ Proceedings not primarily devoted

to mathematics. It was voted to endorse the recommendation.

12. It was voted to send the usual annual announcements about stipends

for publication in Science and in the .AMS Bulletin.

James W. Alexander

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held
~~=er-ll, 1945, at 11 0 t clock
Oc.~ .~

Present: Profs. Alexander, Einstein, Morse, von Neumann, Siegel, Weyl, and Veblen,Secy.

After considerable discussion of individuals ani of the general policy

of trying to help in the reorientation of mathematicians and theoretical physi

cists who have been engaged in war work toward regular scientific work, it WaLt

agreed to make the following recommendations for stipends:

1. Professor Francis J. Murray of Columbia, $2500 or $5000 for the

period from February 1946 to F bruary 1947. Professor Murray bas leave of ab

sence from Columbia at half pay. His salary is $5000 a year + $1000 for summer

teaching. He has collaborated with Professor von Neumann in the past and it

would be helpful to von Neumann1s York if this collaboration could be further

facilitated. Professor von Neumann to follow up.

2. Capt. A. Everett Pitcher of the Ordnance Department, for one aca

demic year beginning at his discharge from the A:rmy, $1800. The stipend for a

single man is recommended because though Pitcher is marri d his wife is working.

Pitcher also understands that if he receives a stipend from the Government this

will be deducted from his Institute stipend. Professor Morse to follow up.

3. Professor Leo Zippin, at the rate of $200 a month for the period

subsequent to the end of his work at Aberdeen, up to his resumption of work at

Queens College. Zippin is well known to our mathematical group as having done

valuable work in the past. It is thought that this would be a very good invest

ment for mathematic. Professor Veblen to follow up.

4. It is recorded that it was previously voted informally to admit

Dr. Gordon N. Patterson for the second term of 1945-46.

5. A letter from Dr. Karl T. Compton to Veblen proposing that Dr.

S. atanabe be invited to the Institute was discussed at some length. Watanabe

is a Japanese with a German wife, lfhom Compton bad seen on his recent visit to

Japan. The general opinion was that it would be better to resume relations with

Japanese scientists in the person of more distinguished scientist. A great deal

of interest was expressed in Professor Kakutani, and it was agreed that steps will

be taken to learn of his present lYhereabouts and condition.

6. Professor Weyl reported that a cable has been received from Professor

Terradas stating that Antonio Flores is not inclined to leave Madrid.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE F R AJJVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held October 24,
1945, at 11 o'clock

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Alexander, Morse, von Neumann, PaUli, Siegel, Weyl,
and Veblen, Secretary

1. Dr. Aydelotte pointed out that while he is glad to make everJT effort

to obtain the necessary funds for the latest three recommendations for stipends

(namely those for Murray, Pitcher and Zippin), we have already exceeded the appro

priation for stipends for the current year (see attached statement), and he needs

to understand each case in detail. It came out in the discussion that the Murray

appointment would cover half of the present academc year and half of the next one,

so that it would require $1,250 for the present year. Professor ~orse stated that

$1,200 would be needed for Pitcher. Veblen explained that the intention was to

offer Zippin an appointment at 200 a month for something like three months. The

sum total is therefore approximately $5,000 for the present academic year. On

this basis it was decided to go ahead with these three cases, Professors von Neumann,

Morse and Veblen being delegated to follow up the cases of Murray, Pitcher and Zippin

respectively.

2. Professor Weyl reported that Professor Lefschetz offers the L~stitute

the use, beginning November 1, of the room heretofore occupied by Dean Eisenhart.

This is the largest of the offices in Fine Hall and one of the best. There was a

general expression of appreciation of this gesture on the part of the University

Department of ~ thematics. It was decided that this room would be put at the use

of the professors of the Institute.

5. It is recorded that it has been voted informally to invite to the

Institute for the present academic year Professors Pavel Sergeevich Alexandroff and

Andrei Uikolaevich Kolmogoroff, with a stipend for each of $5,000. This took place

during the summer vacation, after Professor Alexander's visit to Russia.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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!AS SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS STIPENDS 1945-46

Pavel Sergeevich Alexandro!! ----------------------------- 5,000

Helene Braun -----------------~--------------------------- 1,800 Special fund?

CoS. Wang Chang (Rackham Fellow of Univ.Mich.)

Shiing-Shen Chern ---------------------------------------- 1,800

Lifu Chiang (No stipend)

Ky Fan --------------------------------------------------- 1,800

Kurt G3de1 ----------------------------------------------- 4,000

Edwin Hewitt (Guggenheim Fellow)

Ning Hu (Fellow of Nat1.Tsing Hua Univ.) + -------------

John L. Kelley (= t salary, Univ.Chicago) ---------------- 1,700

Andrei Nikolaevich Kolmogoroff -------------------------- 3,000

Shih-Tsun Ma --------------------------------------------- 1,800

otto E. Neugebauer (= t salary, Brown Univ.) ------------- 3,500

Gordon N. Patterson, 2d TERM (No stipend)

Abraham J. Sachs ----------------------------------------- 750 Stipend or salary?

Robert Schatten (NRC Fellow)

Wladimir Seidel ------------------------------------------ 1,000 for 1946-7, but from
1945-6 budget---

$24,450

Proposed:

Francis J. Murray (- t salary, Columbia Univ.) j'/J¢{)¢/pj: 2,500 over 1945'-6 and 1946-

A. Everett Pitcher --------------------------------- Jh~P¢ 1,200

Leo Zippin ------------------------------ per month 200 j for 5(?) mos.---

(Bargmann, Bochner, Montgomery, Tucker, though listed as Members are legally Employees)
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV~ED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held
November 21, 1945, at 5:50 o'clock

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Alexander, Morse, von Neumann, Pauli, eyl
and Veblen, Secretary

1. After discussion, which was in general favorable to the idea

of cooperating with the University by giving ha1!-time appointments to men

doing half-time teaching in the University, it was voted to recommend a sti

pend of $1500 fo.r such an arrangement in the case of Prof. Israel Halperin.

It was understood that the details will be worked out by Professors Morse

and von Neumann.

2. There was a discussion of the recommendations of Helsel,

Reichelderfer and Youngs contained in a letter from Prof. Rado. It was

agreed that Professor Veblen should write to Rado inviting him to have such

men make formal applications when they are ready to make use of the opportunity.

5. It was voted to recommend that Mrs. Alice Ambrose Lazerowitz

should be admitted to the Institute for the second term of this year.

4. There was some discussion of an application from Prof. Ivan Niven,

and it was agreed to let this case lie over for consideration with the other ap

plications for next year.

5. It was voted to recommend a stipend of $1800 for Abraham Pais

subject to negotiation and final decision by Dr. Aydelotte,- for the year 1946-47.

6. Professor Weyl called attention to the following remark in a

letter from Prof. A.A.Albert: .

"I have been toying myself with the idea of spending another year at
the Institute. You will recall my earlier plans. The best time will
probably be the year 1947-8 and I hope this can be arranged. I go on a
new contract July 1, 1946 and arrangements for a leave of absence are
much simpler under this contract. I presume that the time to make the
proper arrangements is the autumn of 1946, but I hope you will talk to
the other Institute professors and keep this in mind."

7. Professor Veblen was authorized to write to J.H.C.Whitehead and

raise the question whether he would like to spend a year at the Institute with

a stipend of $5000.

8. For the record, Professor Veblen reported the following letter

which he had written to Professor A. Rosenblatt of Lima, Peru:
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I 'Was glad to have your letter of October 25 about your trip to the
United states. My colleagues in the Institute for Advanced Study have
authorized me to invite you to give a lecture on some subject to be chosen
by yourself, perhaps after you arrive in Princeton, and to offer you an
honorarium of $100.

If you should like to stay in Princeton for a longer time in order to
make use of the library facilities and to get more intimately acquainted
with mathematical colleagues, we should be glad to have you stay here as
the guest of the Institute for a month, or as large a portion of a month
as you can spare for this purpose. It would be desirable to let us know
somewhat in advance of your arrival so that we can find quarters in the
Nassau Club or some other suitable place."

[Prof. Rosenblatt's acceptance 'Was received November 25.]

9. Professor Alexander brought up the question of stenographic help

in the typing of lecture notes. It was unanimously agreed that there is a

great deal too much 'Work on hand now for Miss Blake to handle, and Dr. Aydelotte

stated that he would authorize a full-time stenographer if one can be found.

Professor von Neumann and Veblen stated that a part of their work could and

probably would be charged to Governmental accounts. It is understood that the

cost of preparing mimeographed notes of lectures under the auspices of the In

stitute is to be borne by the Institute.

10. Professor Weyl reported about the case of Kurt Mahler. Pro

fessor Weyl had received a letter from Prof. Newman assuring him that Mahler's

position at Manchester is quite secure. The general sentiment was against tak

ing any further action at this time.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of lathematics held
December 15, 1945, after a full Faculty Meeting

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Alexander, Einstein, >orse, Pauli, Siegel, Weyl
and Veblen, Secretary

1. It was agreed to recommend that Dr. Feodor Theilheimer be admitted

to membership for the second term of this academic year, with no question of stipend.

20 Professor orse mentioned briefly the informal application which

he had received from Profo L. W. Cohen of the University of Kentucky. It was

agreed that Morse would suggest that he submit a formal application but indicate

that the probabilities of a stipend are rather small, especially because we must

take into account the claims of younger men.

5. Professor Veblen reported for the record that, after consulting

Professor Pauli and other members of the School of Mathematics as well as Pro

fessor Wheeler of the University Physics Department, he was authorized by the

Director to write the following letter to Dr. Edward M. Corson:

"As a result of your interviews with Professors Pauli and Ylheeler,
I am now able to say that the Institute will be glad to admit you as a
member. We hope that you will be able to make the necessary financial
arrangements with your company. With best wishes,1I

This refers to the second term 1945-46.

4. For the record, Professor Veblen stated that the request of

Professor Tucker of the University that Dr. J.H.C.Whitehead be invited to give

one advanced course in the Universityvdth an additional grant from the Univer

sity of 1,500 (making a total of $4,500 for the year 1946-47), has been approved

by our Mathematics Faculty and Dr. Aydelotte. Professor Tucker will write White-

head.

5. Also for the record, Professor :orse stated regarding Prof. Israel

Halperin, that he and Professor Tucker have agreed to the offer of $1,500 each

from the Institute and the University (total of $5,000) for the year 1946-47, the

University requesting 6 hours teaching in the first term, and 5 hours in the

second term. Professor Tucker will write Halperin.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE rnSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held
February 15, 1946, at 11 0'clock

Present: Profs. Einstein, orse, von Neumann, Pauli, Siegel, eyl, and Veblen,Secy.

10 Professor Morse presented the follcming statement of the financial

status of the 50,000 appropriation for stipends for the current academic year:

stipends paid, or now to be paid, 1945-46

Chern --------------------------- 900
Ky Fan -------------- --- 1,800
G8del _. -------------- 4,000
Kelley ------------------------- 1,700
'Ma ---.------ ------------ 900
Murray ------ - -- ---- 1,250
Neugebauer ----------- 5,500
Pitcher ----------------- 1,200
Sachs -------------------------- 750
Siegel to 10/1/45 ------- 1,000
Zippin ---- ---------- 520

17,520

The following stipends were voted. but have not been taken

up and it now seems doubtful whether they will be used

this year:

Alexandroff ------------ $5,000
Braun ------------------ 1,800
Kolmogoroff -------------- 5,000
Seidel ------------------------- 1,000

8,800

26,520

It was Dr. Aydelotte's opinion that these would be carried forward for use in

1946-47, but this will require action by the Board of Trustees. In any case

there seems to be a sufficient margin for such further appointments as are

deemid advisable.

2. It was agreed to recommend a stipend for Dr. Pesl Masani of

$150 a onth for the period of his residence between now and September 1.

Whatever negotiation is necessary in this case is left to Professor Morse.
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5. It. was agreed t.o recommend a ont.h1y st.ipend for Dr. Lee Lorch

of $150 if unmarried or $200 if married, for t.he period of his residence bet.ween

now and Sept.e er 1, if an applicat.ion is received. What.ever negot.iat.ion is

necessary in t.his case is left. to Professor von Neumann.

4. Af'ter SOMe discussion of the ease of Chako it was felt that the

group ...as not sufficient.ly well informed t.o make a decision. The case was re

ferr d t.o Professor Wey1 wit.h power t.o make an arrange ent. similar 'to t.hose

described above if he finds t.he case t.o be sufficient.ly meritorious.

5. Professor Veblen reported t.hat. he had heard from J.H.C.Whit.ehead

to t.he effect. t.hat it. would probably not fit in well with his scient.ific and

other arrangements to come to the Instit.ute in 1946-47, but that. he would wel

come an invitation for 1947-48. Professor Veblen had replied after consulting

some of the colleagues that it would be our int.ention to make him the same

offer for 1947-48 as had been made for 1946-47, subject to the proviso that. the

Trustees have not yet appropriated funds for 1947-48. This action was unani-

ously confirmed. Professor Lefschetz has already lI'rltten Whitehead in t.he

same sense on behalf of the Universit.y.

6. Professor Veblen reported that he had learned fro Professor

Wigner that Professor P.A.M.Dirac has accepted an invitation to give a lecture

at Princeton University in September 1946. He also recalled the previous ar

rangements with Dirac. It was voted to invite Dirac to be in residence at the

Institute for the first. term of t.he academic year 1946-47, with a stipend. of

$4000 from the Institut.e.

7. Professor Mor e reported a suggest.ion f Eilenberg and Zygmund

that it. 'Would be desirable t.o invite for the year 1946-47 one of t.he Polish

mathematicians 'Who are concerned in rebuilding scientific 'Work in their count.ry.
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After some discussion, chiefiy of the que tion which one to sel ct, it was

agreed to invite Professor Karol BO,rsuk with a stipend of $5000 for the first

term of 1946-47 and as much of the second te s he could afford to spend in

Princeton. Professor Morse will write to Borsuk.

8. A letter from Professor Oscar Halecki of the Polish Institute of

Arts am Sciences in America suggesting that the Institute hould invite the

philosopher Professor Jan Lukasiewicz has been referred to the School of Mathe

matics by the Director's Of1'ice. It was felt that such an act would have no

important place in the program of the School of Mathematics.

9. Professor Veblen reported the receipt of a letter from Prof s or

A. Rosenblatt,lrho had been invited [see :Minutes Nov.21,1945, p.10l-102] to give

a lecture t the Institute about this time, stating that he has found. it im

possible to come to the United States.

10. Professor Weyl reported on a number 01' requests which have

reached him for reprints and help in restoring European libraries. Professor

Siegel agreed to collaborate with Professor Chevalley in dealing nth such

cases, especially insofar as -they refer to the Princeton group of mathematicians.

ll. The question of office space was discussed and it was agreed that

the room connected with Dro G3delts office might be used for people wor1d.ng on

the computing machine. Professor Pauli offered to make his room available

while he is away. Reference ...as made to the need for more suitable rooms for

Professors Siegel and Pauli, and Professor orse called attention to a room on

the fourth noor which he thought would make a d sirable office.

12. Professor Veblen reported letter fro Professor Marshall H.

Stone dated January 27, 1946, reading as foll s:
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"The matter of Indian mathe tics and mathematicians has been inter-
mittently on my mind since la t y, as you know. letter recently re-
ceived informs me that Dr. M• .Raziuddin Siddi , Director, Research Insti
tute, Osmania University, Lalagudi, Hyderabad (Deccan) expects to make a
trip to the U.S. and England this spring on Goverrunent s rvice. According
to his present plans he will be in this country during May am June -
possibly for a week or two at the end of April, as well - and then again
for about three months in th autumn. n I talked with him in India,
I promised to do everything in my power to make his trip interesting and
successful. Johnny knew him in Leipzig, where Siddigi took his Ph.D.
(if I remember correctly), and can tell you so thing about him personally
and scientifically. It is my impression that he i8 a pretty good mathe
matician and is probably the most effective politically ong the group of
active Indian JIl&thematician8. I propose to arrange for him. to give a lec
ture here, if he can come. Perhaps you will wish to do something similar,
after making suitable inquiries."

It was voted to offer hospitality to Dr. Sidd14l1 for one or two weeks and to in

vite hiJIl to give a lecture nth an honorari of 100 in case he feels that he

has a suitable subject. Professor Veblen will follow up.

15. Th same letter from Stone contained also the following paragraph:

"Having in mind your expression of interest in younger Indian mathe
maticians, I intend to suggest to two of them that they make applications
for stipend at the Institute in case they are prepared to c e to the U.S.
for a year. The two mathematicians I have in mind ar K. Chandrasekharan
(aet. 25) and Minakshisundaram (aet. ca. 50). From such inqiiiries as I
hav been able to make, I gather that these two are about the best to be
found ther. ;r met Chandrasekharan in Madras and 'WaS very favorably im-
pressed by him in a general way. D.D.Kosambi thinks that Minakshisundaram
is the better of the twoo"

It was unanimously agreed that such applications would be welcomed.

14. It is recorded that the following cable was received from

Professor Pavel Sergeevich Alexandroff December 25, 1945, by Dr. Aydelotte:

"Professor Kolmogorofr and myself greatly appreciate your very kind
invitation which reached us only a short time ago. e both hope to be
able to come to Princeton next winter for a half year. Respectfully
your, Alexandro!flt

15. It was reported that Miss Claire A. eray bas been engaged as

secretary for Professor von Neumann in connection with the co puting machine

project; and Miss Mary E. Ray as an assistant secretary available for steno-

graphic work and typing for the mathematical group.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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ADDENDUM TO MINUTES OF FEBRUL'iY 15, 1946

Professor Alexander, who was unable to attend the meeting on

account of illness, ent the following note lfhich, however, was over-

looked:

"If 'We are goin:~ to consider mathematicians from Central Eu
rope 'We should keep tech in mind, along with the Polish mathemati
cians."

This seems to me an excellent suggestion.

O.v.
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held March 5,
1946, at 11 o'clock

Present. Profs.J.lexander,Einstein,llor e,von Neumann,Siegel, eyl,and Veblen,Secy.

1. It was voted to admit Mi B Barbara Maitland of the University of

anchester, England, to me ership in the Instit te for the year 1946-7. There

is no question of a stipend. Professor ey11l'i1l conduct the necessary cor

respondence.

2. It was voted to admit Dr. Ivan Nivin and to inform him that it

is not possible to offer him a tipend. Profe sor Veblen will carry on the

nece sary corre pondence.

5. It was voted to decline the applications of

Dr. Nicholas Chalco :
Dr. Christopher Gr go J. Prof sor eyl to conduct the corr spondence
Dr. Fumio Yagi :

Dr. Alsovin
f

C
i

• SFugarSin vI: Professor von Neumann to c nduct the correspondence
• ~eg r • ger.

• Pro essor Veblen re orted that he' writing to • George u of

ational Universit of Chekiang, advi °ng at least a year's stud with Pr f ssor

Chern in Piping before attempting to co e to thi country.

5. The e a a short discussion of Dr. K ~ Fan, the gist of 'Which

a th t hi stipend should be extended for another yea:r if he desire it.

Professor Morse will tak car of this robl •

• Professor von Neumann reported letter from Professor Max H. A.

_emnan of the University of Manchester, England, who i actively c °th

the develo ent of co puting d vices and would like to make a visit to Princeton

in connection nth t is work. It was felt that such a visit would be desirable

both from t e point of vi of von "eumann '5 Computing achine Project and fro

the general point of view of the Instit tee It 'W s ther fore agreed that an

amount not to exceed 500 could be assigned from the stipend funds for thi pur

pose. Professor von Neumann to write.

7. It wa voted to a ard stipend to • Barankin, ---.....;.;.
cL.ane an RicharC:J. Schafer. It was agreed that Professor orse rlll con-

duct the corr s nd ee with e acLan and Schafer, and Professor yl

with Barankin. The possibilit 'Was envisaged that Barankin might be offered

a position as Prefes or eyl'8 8i t t instead of as a temporary member.
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e.Corr 5 ondence in the e c ses 'W

or V blen read a 1 tter fro Prof9.

and. K. G. RaJ

It was agreed that these tipends hould b. t th rate of 2100

for unmarried, and .2500 for married I:'en.

8. There as a lengt di cussion of the Indian athe +icians who

had applied and who were likely t apply for embership in the In titut. It

was voted to offer sti nds at the rate of 2 00 to 'eS8rs. K. Chs.ndr !'l

February 21, 19 , to t effect that
It

"J. C. Burki (fo 1 of this College J no lectur r of
Peterho e) c e to ee m yest •

His college ha given him 1 :ve of absence for 2 terms fro
210 he will be fr fro the end of Jan to the be· . g of Oct. . e ould
like to spend Fe -Jul in the U.S. if he can, and to take his wife "With
him -- he thinks he can make arrangements for hi children here.

Hi 1 e is on full pa; and I imagine that bis salary is a prett
good on. But of course a visit for 2 people to the U.S. is a pretty B 

ver strain on an English income. I aid I would write to you to ask
whether there is any chance, as thin are now, of either the In titute or
t e Rockefeller people doing anything to hel ."

Profe sor Veblen as requested to explore the po ibility of get ing an appr 

riation to erds Dr. Burki~'S travel fro 0 tside Bource. If thi should

not e possible, it was agreed that Burkitt hould be ded tipend of

1000. Profes or Veblen is to conduct the corre pondence.

10. The following nam IS r discussed as en .... 0 might uit bl
oJ

be invi.ted at 0 f ture t· e, but no action was taken: Prof. Eduard Cech

Leon S. Pontrva in, Shizuo Kakutani, and Andrej osz ti, and • F . ederich
- I'f.c.-r

I. aut er, and Dr. Herbert Federer. Professor eyl as to tudy the ca e of

Mautner 'With a vi to action in the near futur , and Profe or orae to get in

touch wit Fe erer.

OS'Wald V blen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held March 21,
1946, at 11 o'clock

Present: Profs. Aley-ander,Einstein,Morse,von Neumann,Siegel,WeYl,and Veblen,Secy.

1. Professor Morse reported that the Executive Committee of the

Trustees had agreed to a mininmm scale of $2100 for single, and $2500 for mar

ried assistants.

2. Professor Weyl reported that Barankin, who would otherwise have

been awarded a stipend, had accepted a position as his assistant.

5. Professor Morse was authorized to write to Professor Pauli to

say that if he has a suitable candidate in theoretical physics he will have the

support of this group in reconnnending such a candidate for a stipend at the

usual rate. In this connection it Tras recalled that Professor Pauli also bas

the authority to appoint an assistant for himself.

4. A recommendation from Lefschetz via von Neumann to increase the

Institute's portion of Mrs. Weber's salary for work on the Annals of Mathematics

from $400 to $500 was adopted. This is additional to the Institute's annual

subvention to the An..l'lals of $2,750. Professor von Neumann to write Professor

Lefschetz upon approval by the Standing Committee.

5. Professor von Neumann reported a suggestion from Professor Lef

schetz that the Institute pay half of the salary of Professor Harald Cram~r

who is in any case being invited by the University for the next academic year.

It was agreed to do this in case Alexandroff or Kolmogoroff cannot come, and

in case the Trustees of the Institute agree to this use of the funds set aside

for Alexandroff and Kolmogoroff. Professor von Neumann will conduct these

negotiations.

6. It was voted to give a stipend of $450 to Professor Nelson Dun

ford of Yale at the rate of $200 a month beginning April 15, 1946.

Professor von Neumann reported a conversation with Professor Dunford

about a possible leave of absence which the latter might take from Yale. The

consensus of opinion was that a stipend from the Institute in 1946-47 is not

likely, but that there is no prejudice with respect to 1947-48.

Professor von Neumann will notify DunfOrd.
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7. It was voted to award a stipend of $500 to Mr. Eckmarm for a

three months stay in Princeton,- presumably February, March and April, 1947.

Professor Weyl will correspond with Eckmann.

8. After a discussion of the future work of the Institute in theo

retical physics it was agreed that in case Borsuk or Chandrasekharan and Ramana

than should decline the stipends which have been offered, thus releasing suffi

cient funds, Professor R. P. Feynman of Cornell University should be placed at the

head of the list of alternates for the year 1946-47.

9. For the record it was reported that Professor Wladimir Seidel will

be unable to accept the stipend which was offered him; also that Herbert Federer,

who had been discussed as a possibility for the year 1946-47, will be not avail

able because of having accepted a position as Assistant Professor at Brown.

10. The foiloring are the remaining candidates for stipend for the

year 1946-47 in case funds should become available:

R. P. Feynman (see above)
Shizuo Kakutani
Pesi Masani
F. I. Mautner
S. Minakshisundaram
~. S. Fillai
Ake Pleijel
Julian Schwinger

11. Commitments against the 1946-47 appropriation for stipends now

stand at $24,750 plus Professor Pauli's possible candidate and Masani, leaving

possibly less than $2,750 for allocation.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held March 28,
1946, at 11 o'clock

Present: Profs.A1exander,Einstein,Morse,von Neumann,Siegel,Neyl,and Veblen,Secy.

1. Professor Weyl reported on the problem of making a subject index

for the library. It was the consensus of opinion that it would be a proper

use of library funds to engage Professor Brauer to come to the Institute for

at least a portion of the academic year in order to work on this problem.

Professor Weyl in the course of the discussion pointed out that it might be

desirable to have a number of the assistants devote part of their time to the

project under Brauer's guidance.

2. Professor Weyl reported on the steps which had been taken, chief

ly by Miss Blake, in order to secure adequate secretarial help. He suggested

that it would be desirable to have a small committee to exercise general over

sight over the secretarial problem. A committee was appointed consisting of

Professors Morse (Chairman) and Veblen.

5. Professor ~orse pointed out that there is an unexpended surplus

of about $5,000 in this year's Stipend Fund, and it was the consensus of opinion

that some of this might well be used for IIl..athematicians who wish to come to the

Institute this spring or summer for the purpose of reorientation of mathematical

work interfered with by the war. The stipends recently voted for Dunford

(March 21) and Masani (February 15) come frore the 1945-46 stipend appropriation.

4. It was voted to recommend to the Standing Committee that a stipend

of $150 a month might be offered to Dr. Paul R. Halmos for the-remainder of the I.

~t fiscal y~ar. Professor von Neumann is to conduct the negotiations.

5. Professor von Neumann reported on a letter from lrr. Louis Rougier

saying that two French theoretical physicists, Jean-Louis Destouches of Institut

Henri Poincar , and Jean ~ariani of the ColI ge de France, would be interested

in coming to the Institute. It was requested that Professor von Neumann should

obtain further information.

6. Professor Veblen reported a negative response from Warren 1Veaver
.u

to the suggestion that the Rockefeller Foundation might finance Dr. Burki~ls

visit to this country.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held May 14,
1946, at 10 o'clock

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Einstein, Morse, von Neumann, Siegel, Weyl,
and Veblen, Secretar,y

1. There was a short discussion of a number of stipends allocated

from the 1945-46 appropriation for 'Work during the summer of 1946. The stipends

of this sort are:

Nelson Dunford ------------------------ $ 450
Paul R. Halmos --------------- 600
Pesi Masani ------------------ 500
W.R.Transue • ------ - ------ 600

$2,1001
500

1,800
2,100
2,500

K.G.Ramanathan ---------------------
R.D.Schafer ---------------------
J.H.C.Whitehead (1st term) + $1,500

from P.Univ. ------------ 1,500

$25,950

To this total should be added $2,500 allocated for a candidate to be nominated

by Professor Pauli. Thus the total amount allocated from 1946-47 funds is

$28,450. Question overlooked at the meeting: Should not the stipend for Pais

be increased to $2,100 to conform 'With the normal rate?

Another case a little different from those above is that of Shih-Tsun Ma. Al

though he was appointed a year ago at $1,800 for 1945-46, transportation diffi

culties prevented his reaching Princeton in time to begin before the middle of

the academic year. tis stipend should be payable from 1945-46 funds.

2. For the sake of the record, the following stipends are still

chargeable against the 1945-46 appropriation:

P.S.Alexandroff (alternate, Cramlr?) - $5,000
H.BrallD ----------------- 1,800
A.Kolmogoroff (alternate, Cramer?) -- 5,000

5. The following stipends have been allocated and accepted for 1946-47:

Karol Borsuk (1st term +) ---------- $5,000
J.C.Burkill (2d term?) ------- 1,000
K.Chandrasekharan ------------------- 2,100
P.A.ll.Dirac (1st term) --------------- 4,000
B.Eckmann (Feb.-Apr.) ------------- 500
Ky' Fan. ---- -------- ------- 2,100
I.Halperin (+ $1,500 from P.Univ.) --- 1,500
G.R.MacLane ------------------- 2,100
F.J.Murray (1st term) --------- 1,250
M.H.A.Newman (official assent still

to come) --------------------
Abraham Pais --------,-.--
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4. The question was raised whether it would be possible to increase

the appropriation for stipends for 1946-47 by $5,000. Dr. Aydelotte promised

to take this under advisement.

5. Professor von Neumann explained the proposal for a Naval contract

to further research in dynamic meteorology for the purpose of putting this sub

ject on a better theoretical foundation, in view of the probability that high

speed computing devices will make it possible to attack problems which have been

heretofore inaccessible. The project involves bringing to the Institute a small

number of theoretical meteorologists who will work under the guidance of Professor

von Neumann. Office sPaCe for this work would be provided by enlarging the pro

posed computing laboratory. The discussion considered the effect of such activi

ties upon the progress of mathematics and upon the general atmosphere of the In

stitute. The personal views expressed ranged from that of Professor Siegel who,

in principle, prefers to compute a logorithm which might enter into his work

rather than look it up in a table, through that of Professor Morse who considers

this project inevitable but far from optimum, to that of Professor Veblen who

simple-mindedly welcomes the advances of science regardless of the direction in

which they seem to be carrying us. In spite of this variety of personal points

of view, it was agreed that the Institute should go forward with the project as

proposed.

6. It is recorded that Ike Pleijel, listed in Minutes of March 21,

1946 (p. 111) as a candidate for further consideration, has written that he would

preter to come for the year 1947-48.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Interim actions by SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS subsequent to meeting of May 14, 1946

1. Shizuo Kakutani. As agreed by the group, and after Dr. Aydelotte

had arranged to provide funds for Kakutani outside the regular Mathematics sti-

pend budget, Professor von Neumann sent through Army charmels an invitation to

Kakutani dated June 6, 1946, to "spend a year" at the Institute, stipend unspeci-

fied, which Dr. Aydelotte says Kakutani would understand to mean the same as

before, $1,500.

2. Irving Kaplansky. It was voted to admit Kaplansky as a member

September 1 - December 31, 1946.

3. Pes! Masani. It was voted to continue Masani as a member with

a stipend of $850 from the Institute, while at the same time he will hold an

instructorship at the University with a salary of $1,250,- total $2,1000

4. On information from Dr. Aydelotte to Professors Veblen and Weyl

that an additional $5,000 was available for the Mathematics stipend fund, the

following stipends were approved, offered, and accepted:

. Friederich I. Mautner ---- $2,100
S. Minakshisundaram ----- _2~,:-5_0..;.O $4,600

To Pesi Masani (as above) ------------------------------- 850

Previous grants from 1946-7 Stipend fund (May 14,1946, Minutes) -- 25,950

Held for allocation by Professor Pauli --------------------------- 2,500

$33,900

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
September 3, 1946
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

lnnutes of a meeting or the professors of the School of Mathematics held
October 8, 1946; at 11 o'clock

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Alexander, Einstein, Morse, von Neumann, Weyl
and Veblen, Secretar,r

1. Proressor Weyl told of a letter which he has had from Andre Weil

who is now at ~ Paulo, Brazil. Andr~ Weil reports that Dieudonne is now at

Sao Paulo, and he strongly recommended Delsarte for a year at the Institute.

(The story is abroad that the Institute had offered Dieudonne, Delsarte and Fisot

stipends and then been unable to give them because of lack of funds. The cor

rect story - namely that we agreed to receive these men as members with the un

derstanding that the French Government was providing stipends - is doubtless

less interesting.)

2. It was agreed vdth Dr• .Aydelotte that the stipends for Drs. Ma

and Pais should be increased to $2100 per year in accordance with the action of

the Board of Trustees. In the case of Ma this applies to the first term of the

year 1946-47. (Copy sent Miss Miller]

3. Dr. Richard A. Leibler' s application for a stipend was discussed,

but it was felt that sufficient information as to his accomplishments is not

available. It was agreed that in ;my discussion with him or with other candi

dates in a similar situation the candidate should be asked to supply copies of

his published or written work.

4. A number of possible European and Oriental candidates were dis

cussed, and it was agreed that these and other analogous candidates should be

decided for or against in time to begin negotiations with successful candidates

before the end of the calendar year. Among those mentioned were

Wei-Liang Chow
G.L.Destouches
Kat~tov (recommended by ~ech)
J. Mariani
S.S.Fillai
Qharles Fisot
Ake V.C.Pleijel

During the past summer Professor Siegel offered Fisot his assistant

ship. Fisot replied however that although he would like very much to take ad

vantage of this opportunity, he had recently accepted a chair at Bordeaux and

would be obliged to attend to his new duties at least for this year.

5. After some discussion it was agreed to admit as a member of the

Institute Mr. Peng-Wang Sun who came here as an assistant to Professor Rua. It

was pointed out that Mr. Sun is in the same situation as a Guggenheim or National

Research Council fellow, being here with financial support from the Chinese

Government. "'--.~~ ~~~_
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6. The application of Curtis M. Fulton was declined and Professor

Veblen instructed to inform him of this action.

7. It was recalled that Professor Morris J. Gottlieb had been noti

fied last M~ that it was not possible at that time to give him a stipend, but

that it was worth while to apply since a vacancy might develop later. Profes

sor Veblen was instructed to write him that there is now the possibility of a

stipend of 1250 for the second term lIhich covers the period from February to

May, and ask him whether he would be in a position to take advantage of it.

He would probably find it advisable to leave his family behind.

B. An application from Professor Walter Prenowitz was left to Pro-

fessors Morse and Veblen with power to act. It was suggested that in his case

a stipend of $100 a month would be sufficient to enable him to work in Princeton,

leaving his ,family in New York.

9. There was a short discussion of possibilities for an appointment

in the field of Theoretical physics, centering mostly about the possibility of

an appointment shared by the University, perhaps on the basis that the appointee

would be a professor in the University for one term, and a permanent member of

the Institute for the other term, of each academic year. It was agreed to go

into this question more thoroughly at a meeting to be held at 11 o'clock on

Monday, October 14.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

lhinutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held
October 14, 1946, at 11 o'clock

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Alexander, Einstein, Morse, von Neumann, Weyl
and Veblen, Secretary

1. Dr. Aydelotte brought up for discussion a letter from W.L.~es,

Associate Secretary of the American athematical Society, notifying us that in

accordance vdth the rules the dues of the Institute as an institutional member

of the American Mathematical Society should be increased from $200 to $775. A

copy of this letter is appended to these minutes. Dr. Aydelotte thought that

this method of financing mathematical publications is unsound in principle. He

thou~ht that the great Foundations or the American Philosophical Society ought

to make this sort of contribution. It was pointed out by others that efforts to

obtain funds from these sources have been repeatedly tried in the past, but it

has been found that the only feasible way to support the mathematical journals

is to appeal to the- individuals and institutions who understand the need. It

was accordingly reconnnended by the School to the Director that the request should

be met.

2. Professor von Neumann reported that the Annals of Mathematics are

faced with a crisis due to the fact that the cost of printing has gone up while

the number of acceptable manuscripts has increased. Publication is now about

Ii years in arrears. It was agreed to propose an increase of ~~SOO in the sub

vention from the Institute on condition that Princeton University should make

an equal increase in its subvention.

3. Professor von Neumann reported that Professor Francis J. Murr~

is proposing to do some work of a type which could be charged against the Com

puting ~achine Project. It was agreed that there was no objection to shifting

his stipend to this account, thereby releasing additional funds to the regular

stipend fund.

4. Professor von Neumann reported that Miss Cray is to be on leave

of absence for two or three weeks beginning October IS, in order to get married,

and after some discussion it was agreed that during her absence Miss Ray should

occupy her desk and handle some of the incidental work which goes with l~ss

Cray's position. It was understood that this was not to be sufficiently heavy

to prevent lfJiss Ray continuing the typing of the more important manuscripts.
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5. It was voted to recommend that Professor Mals stipend be extended

for another term. (This is for Dr. Aydelotte's action.)

6. It Tfas stated that Professor Loo-Keng Hua has not yet been formal

ly notified of his admission as a member of the Institute. Such admission was

authorized. (This is for Dr. Aydelotte's attention.)

7. Professor Morse reported that the 1.athematics Department of Prince

ton University purchases a number of publications of the Princeton University Press

to use as exchanges, and suggested to Professor We,yl as Chairman of the Library

Committee that we might make a similar arrangement. This suggestion was left to

Professor Weyl.

8. Professor Veblen reported that he had suggested to Professor

Walter Prenowitz that it is possible to give him a stipend of $100 a month for

the period ending February 1. Miss Miller has agreed to let him have one of

the cots on the top floor. (October 15: Prenowitz has decided that under the

present difficult circumstances he had better stay in New York.)

9. Dr. Aydelotte then brought up the principal business of the meet

ing, which was to discuss the possibility of making a new appointment in

theoretical physics. The gist of the discussion was that it is generally con

sidered that the two leading men among the young theoretical physicists of this

country are Richard Feynman and Julian Schwinger. Feynman was invited some

months ago to spend the present academic year at the Institute, but was unable

to accept because he has just taken on a position as an Assistant or Associate

Professor at Cornell University and felt that he must devote himself to his new

duties. Schwinger is an Associate Professor at Harvard and is now entertaining

a call to a full professorship at Columbia. He gave a course of lectures in

Princeton University during the summer ,which were described by Professor Smyth

as brilliant. The difficulties of estimating the qualities of the younger theo

retical physicists at the present time were rather fully aired, but the consensus

of opinion was that Schwinger is probably the stronger candidate. Several mem

bers (at least four) of the group would favor offering Schwinger a professorship

in the Institute without further ado. After considering various courses of ac

tion Dr. Aydelotte volunteered to invite Professor Schvfinger to spend a couple

of days in Princeton as his guest, which would afford an opportunity for dis

cussions which might give a sounder basis for a decision.

Dr. ~delotte raised the question of bringing distinguished theoretical

physicists from other parts of the world to Princeton for periodic terms of ser

vice, - fibr example one term every two years. As suitable for such invitations
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the names of Niels Bohr, P.A.M.Dirac, Wolfgang Pauli, H.A.Kramers, were suggested.

To these the names of I.I.Rabi and Erwin Schr~dinger might be added. Professor

Veblen recalled that Dr. Flexner had entered into such an arrangement with Pro

fessor Dirac some years ago, but that this had lapsed during the war.

Dr. Aydelotte reminded the group that the name of J.R.Oppenheimer had

been approved both qy the School of lliathematics and the Faculty as a whole, so

that it would be perfectly proper for him to bring it up at this week's meeting

of the Board of Trustees. Sentiment was that it would be better first of all

to settle the question about the appointment of a younger man. Oppenheimer is

still regarded as a first-rate candidate, although there is some doubt about the

effect of the political activities into which he has felt it his duty to allow

himself to be drawn.

It was also felt that the appointment of a younger man is more important

than a rotating arrangement with a visiting group of distinguished theoretical

physicists. Dr. Aydelotte pointed out that the two things are not by any means

mutually exclusive, but it was felt that we need at least one more man in this

field in order to ma~e a series of visitors very useful.

10. Note by the Secretary: In the course of the discussion summar

ized in the paragraph above, Professor von Neumann reported informally about the

conference which he and I had ~~th Professor Harry Smyth about the possibility

of a joint offer to one of the young theoretical physicists on the part of the

University and the Institute. The conditions in brief were that a man might be

a professor in the University for one term and a permanent member of the Institute

for the other term. Smyth made it clear that it would. be hard for the University

to go above an ~?8000 appointment. This would mean ~S4000 from the University and

$4000 from the Institute. It seems to me that it would be perfectly in order to

enter into an arrangement of this sort y;~th Fe;y-nman without delay and without pre

judice to the negotiations .7ith Schwinger, who seems beyond the reach of the sort

of offer which the University would be able to make. O.V.

11. In the course of the discussion of part-time arrangements with

other universities, Professor Morse suggested that Professor Kenneth S. Cole,

who is now at the Nuclear Institute of the University of Chicago, might well be

the subject of a part-tiEe arrangement with Professor Harvey of the Biology De

partment of Princeton University. Professor ~orse remarked that he had had Rabi

and Cole simultaneously as pupils at Cornell a.."'ld that they then seemed to be of

quite comparable capacity. There was general agreement that Professor Korse's

suggestion was probably a sound one and should be studied further.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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Purdue University
Lafayette, Indiana

-,ERi:CA:. -,A'l'IiEI.:.ATIC,AL SOCIETY

19 July 1946

study

COP Y

'N.L.Ayres
Associate Secret~

Professor O. Veblen
Institute for Advanced
Princeton, New Jersey

Dear Professor Veblen:

I am. -writing to you concerning the dues of the Institute for Advanced

Study as an institutional member of the American Mathematical Society. As you

remember, during the year 1934 the An1erican liathematical Society established in

stitutional memberships with the understanding that the amount of the dues re

quested would be in proportion to the amount of publication of the staff of the

institution in the various journals controlled by or affiliated w-lth the Society.

The method of determining the dues is as follows: The average space used annually

for a six year period by the staff of each institution in the Transactions of the

American kathematical Society, the Bulletin of the American Mathenmtical Society,

the American Journal of ~lathematics, and the Annals of Mathematics is computed.

Using these averages and $2.75 a page as a basis of estiIJ1.ate, the dues are set in

multiples of $25. This form of membership was inaugurated with the understanding

that each six years a revised schedule of dues would be made on the basis of the

data for the preceding six years. This plan has received general acceptance and

there are now more than ninety colleges and universities cooperating.

The Society has now completed its second six year period of institu

tional membership operating under this plan. During the period 1940-45 the dues

of the Institute for Advanced study were $200 a year. I know you will be glad

to know that during 1940-45 the average number of pages published annually from

the Institute was 283.83. This increased productivity of the members of the In

stitute necessitates the Society's requesting the Institute for Advanced study to

raise its annual dues to $775. Would you be 'willing to take this matter up with

your administration and obtain its consent to increase the annual dues by $575?
The first payment of the dues on the new basis V'lill become effective on January 1,

1947. Under the new dues, the Institute for Advanced study would have the privilege

of receiving the Transactions and the Bulletin and nominating 38 members to the

Society.

Enclosed is a recent list of the institutional members of the American

~athematical Society.

If I can be of any help to you in this matter, please let me know.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) W. L. AYRES
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

ltinutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held
November 29, 1946

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Alexander, von Neumann, Weyl and Veblen, Secy.
[Prof. Horse absent on a short trip to France.]

1. Dr. Aydelotte reported that he had been authorized at a recent

meeting of the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees to enter into an

arrangement viith the University by which Richard Feynman would be appointed a

permanent member of the Institute and an Associate Professor in the University,

at a salary of $7,000. It would be understood that he would be for one term

at the Institute and for another term in the University, or might serve a full

year at the Institute and a full year at the University in alternate years.

Dr. Aydelotte expects to take no formal action until he has been formal~ ap

proached by the University authorities with this proposal.

2. Professor von Neumann reported on a conversation which he had had

with Professor and l~s. P.A.M.Dirac. It was the unanimous opinion of the mathe

matical group that Dirac would be an excellent choice for a permanent professor

ship in the Institute. Since it is not clear what Dirac's oYm attitude would be,

and since he had intimated to von Neumann that he would be interested in a tempor

ary appointment, it was recommended to the Director that he invite Dirac to become

a Visiting Professor for one year.

3. The question of making Wolfgang Pauli a permanent member was dis

cussed, but it was thought that this sort of arrangement might be misunderstood

outside and would not increase the chances of Pauli's returning to the Institute.

4. It was stated for the record that after informal consultation of

this group Professor Morse was authorized to discuss in France with Jean Delsarte

an invitation to the Institute for the second term of this year.

5. It was stated for the record that after informal consultation of

this group Professor Banesh Hoffmann of Queens College should be offered a sti

pend of $1500 for the second term of the present academic year. The Director

undertook to write to Hoffmann. [Copy sent Dr. Aydelotte.]

6. It was voted to admit Dr. Sven Hilding of Traneberg, Sweden, to

membership without stipend. Dr. Aydelotte will notify Hilding.

7. It was voted to offer Dr. Abraham Pais a stipend of $2500 for the

year 1947-48. Dr. Aydelotte will notii.'y Dr. Pais.
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8. It was voted to recommend a stipend of $2500 to Dr. Abe Gelbart

for 1947-48. The correspondence will be continued by Professor Weyl and the

Director.

9. It was voted to recommend stipends for the academic year 1947-48 for

Dr. Atle Selberg ------------- $3,000
Dr. liCe Vilhelm Carl Pleijel - 3,000 Prof. Weyl to conduct the correspondence
Dr. Miroslav Katgtov --------- 2,100 The Director will consult with Prof. Hlavaty

about this case
Dr. Jean Mariani ---------- 2,100 Prof. v.Neumann and the Director will attend

to this correspondence

10. There was some discussion of the cases of Paul Turcln,and Dr. Erling

Foelner in Copenhagen. It is understood that Tur~ will be in Copenhagen for a

portion of this year. Professor Veblen will correspond with Harald Bohr about

the possibilitJi- of Turcfu continuing his work at Princeton in 1947-48, and also

about Foelner.

11. Professor Charles Fisot was considered to be a strong candidate,

but it was decided to wait until further information is available, perhaps from

Profesro rs Siegel ani Morse.

12. It is hereby recorded that menbership in the School of Mathematics

(without stipend) has been declined by Dr. R. Finkelstein and Mr. Peng-Wang Sun.

13. The total of the stipends recommended at this session is $15,200.

OSlyald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting 01· the professors of tile School of Mathewat:..cs with Dr.
Aydelotte held Februa...-rwy 13, 1947

Present: Dr. Aydelotte and Profs. Einstein,Morse,vonNeumann,l1eyl and Veblen,Secy.

1. It was recalled that there are deferred commitments to Alexandroff,

Kolmogoroff, Kakutani and Braun which will be dealt with by the Director according

to circumstances.

2. Professor von Neumann gave an account of the present status of

Professor Israel Halperin. At present Halperin is on leave from Queens University

(Kingston, Ontario) for the purpose of doing research here in Princeton. Being

in this status he receives no salary from Queens, and because he cannot leave

Ontario he gets nothing in Princeton. It is impossible to predict when his trial

will take place, because the testimony of a Mr. Lunan is regarded by the Govern

ment as essential and Lunan refuses to testify until his own case, which is now

being appealed, has been settled. It was voted to recommend a stipend of $2000

for Halperin in the expectation that this can be supplemented by other funds from

PrincetGn University or elsewhere. If no such supplement is forthcoming the

appointment could be regarded as one for a single term. The correspondence with

Halperin was assigned to Professor von Neumann.

3. It was voted to recommend a stipend of $2,500 for Professor

Loo-Keng Hua for the year 1947-48. The hope was expressed that some sort of a

stipend could be found for Hua for the present second term of 1946-47. The

Director will look after this matter.

4. A stipend of $2,100 was recommended for Mr. Aadne Ore. The

Director will conduct this correspondence.

5. It was recommended that the Institute enter into a cooperative

arrangement with McGill University by which Professor Edward RosenthaJ1 will re

ceive a stipend partly from his university and partly from the Institute, the

Institute's contribution being not more than $2,000. The Director will handle

this correspondence.

6. A stipend of $2,100 was voted for OWen G. Owens, the correspondence

to be conducted b.Y the Director.
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7. Together with previous actions, the votes taken above imply the

following commitments:

Abe Gelbart --------- $ 2,500 (Accepted)
Israel Halperin ---- 2,000
Loo-Keng Hua .----- 2,500
Miroslav Kat~tov ---- 2,100 (Accepted)
Jean Mariani ---- 2,100 (Accepted) - f;i \
Aadne Ore -------- 2,100-:L>ec-\~--ec\- ~e""""~ ~ \~"'"
Owen G. Owens ------ 2,100
Abr$am Pais ------- 2,500
he Vilhelm Carl Pleijel 3,000 (Accepted)
Edward Rosentha.IJ.,not over 2,000
Atle Selberg ----- 3,000

$25,900

B. After a lengthy discussion a number of names were eliminated from

the list of candidates. Among those eliminated were a number of candidates who

are highly recommended and show definite promise, but it seems extremely improbable

that any funds would be available for them. The following names were kept on the

list of candidates with the expectation that another meeting will be held soon to

make a further selection:

Harish Chandra, Ph.D. June 1947 Cambridge Univ., student of Dirac
Francois Chatelet, D.Sc. 1945 Univ. Paris
Kai-Lai Chung, Ph.D. 1947?Princeton (B.A., M.A. Tsing Hua. Univ.)
Hubert Delange, D.Sc. 1940
Raouf Doss, Ph.D. 1944 Univ. Cairo (1ecturer, Farouk I Univ., Alexandria)
Erling Fprner, Ph.D. 1944 Copenhagen
Walter H. Gottschalk, Ph.D. 1944 Univ. Va. (Instr. U. of P.)
Samuel Karlin, Ph.D. June 1947 Princeton
Nicolaas Kuiper, Ph.D. 1947? Leiden
Paola Nesbeda, Dr. Pisa (under Tonelli)
Leslie G. Peck, Ph.D. June 1947 New York Univ.j Instr. N.Y.U., on leave
Irving Reiner, Ph.D. June 1947 Cornell
Pierre Samuel, Ph.D. June 1947 Princeton
Richard D. Schafer, Ph.D. 1942 Chicago
Paul Tur~
Daniel Zelinsky, Ph.D. 1946 Chicagoj Instr. Chicago
[!he name of Edwin H. Spanier would have been included in the list above,

except that Veblen reported that he has been appointed a Jewett Fellaw.]

9. It was requested that Professor von Neumann should, without committing

the Institute in any way, study the case of Andrej Mostowski with a view to giving

him a year at the Institute at some time in the near future. It was pointed out

that his work would be of great interest to G&del.

10. Professor von Neumann reported that Professor Frederic Riesz is to

be in this country at some time in the near future and suggested that he ought to
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be invited to visit the Institute. Nothing was done at this meeting, because

of the press of other business.

11. Professor Morse reported about a proposal that the Institute

should accept a contract from the Navy for a study of

the broad problem of the description and classification of critical points
of functions (such as points of equilibrium), and of critical points of
functionals including integrals (such as natural orbits) and the determin
ation of relations among them

by Professor Everett Pitcher under Professor Morse's direction. This is an in

dividual contract but the Navy is developing a systematic program which will in

volve contracts like this which are intended to develop pure science without re

spect to specific military applications. General approval of this contract was

expressed.

12. For the record, a copy of Professor Morse's report of January 9,

1947, on French and Italian Mathematicians is appended.

13. It is recorded that the following stipends have been voted and

accepted from 1946-47 funds:

Prof. Jean De1sarte - -- $2,500 for spring term
Prof. Vac1av m.avatf - ---- 300 Nov.ll-Dec.19, 1946
Prof. Hendrik A. Kramers ---=-- 5,000 for spring term
Leslie G. Peck -------- 750 n n n

that Professor T. R. Bachi11er is invited to give a lecture with an honorarium

of $100 during a visit to Princeton from about April 1 to July 1, 1947; and

that Professor Alfred Rosenblatt accepted for the month of February 1947 the

invitation of November 2, 1945 (Minutes, p. 102), to visit the Institute as a

guest, and to give a lecture with an honorarium of $100.

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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January 9, 1947

MEMORANDUM CONCERNING FP..ENCH AlID ITALIAN MATHEMATICIANS

to be appended to the Minutes of the School of Mathematics

The three young French mathematicians who were spoken of most favorably

by the professors of mathematics in Paris (December 1946) were

Francois chatelet, son of the professor at the University
Charles Pisot, and
scmra:r:tz, of Nancy I believe

I consulted about ten eminent mathematicians concerning these young men. I

found no one who agreed that Pisot was the most promising young French mathe

matician. He was put rather on a par with the other two. His political his

tory during the war was questioned with varying degrees of censure. From what

I heard I would say that Chatelet was a more likely candidate for our help. He

works in algebra and number theory, and I have a copy of his thesis if my second

suitcase arrives. Schwartz is regarded as a man of great ability, concerning

whom Delsarte should be able to give us much information when he arrives the

middle of this month he hopes.

Other young men who were mentioned with varying degrees of emphasis are

Jacques Dufresno~, 31 years of age, of' Bordeaux, who for the moment is at Istanbul
Hubert Delange, 3 years of age, of Clermont-Ferrand
Lariani whom we have invited is not very highly regarded by Cartan, Chazy, or

Darmois, who should know him best. They admit that he is worthy, but think that

he does not excel in comparison with the others. I had a long talk with

Destouches who impressed me as second-rate, and this impression was confirmed by

some of the professors in Paris who said that he is fuzzy in his thinking -- at

tempting to be much broader than he can be deep.

I had two long conversations with an interesting young Italian mathematician,

Paolo Nesbeda, 25 years old, a pupil of Tonelli. He is a Doctor from the University

of Pisa 1943, writing his thesis on the integrals of Fourier. He is a"lincenci~lt

of the University of Pisa 1944. He is interested in almost-periodic functions

and in the calculus of variations. He gave me the names of the following young

Italian mathematicians, of whom the first three are in his opinion in the order of

merit:

Faedo, Doctor, Rome, now at Pisa
Cinquini, Doctor, Pavia; field, differential equations and calculus of variations;

40 years of age
Cesari, Doctor, Bologne; theory of functions real and complex, variational theory
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Do1cher, Trieste; set theor,y and topology
Giu1i~o, Pisa; variational theory
Ba:iada, ·Pisa

The address of Nesbeda until June 30, 1947, will be Cit~ Universitaire, Pav. du Gapon,

9, 00. Jourdan, Paris (XIV). His address at Trieste is Via D. Rossetti 89.

I will endeavor to find out something more about these men by reference

to the mathematical literature. I strongly favor offering something to Chatelet;

and after making a suitable investigation of inviting one of the Italians over

here. In a sense the Italian field is probably the ripest of all because they

lost heavily during the war. With Tonelli dead and Severi more or less out of

the running for good reasons, the Italians will be open to such leads as we can

give them. The French, particularly Borel, are making ever,y effort to resume

intimate scientific relations with the Italians.

W:GB MARSTON MORSE
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THE n~STlTUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics with Dr.Aydelotte
held March 6, 1947

Present: Dr.Aydelotte and Profs.Einstein,Morse,vonNeumann,Weyl and Veblen,Secy.

1. Professor P.A.M.Dirac is to be at the Institute for the whole of

the academic year 1947-48. The Director was requested to correspond with Dirac

and with Mr. Harish Chandra with a view to appointing Harish Chandra as Diracts

assistant for that academic year.

2. It was voted to recommend to the Faculty and Trustees that Dr.

Abraham Pais should be made a permanent member, cmd a salary of $6,000 a year was

suggested as appropriate.

3. With regard to other arrangements in theoretical physics it was

noted that Mr. Aadne Ore had withdrawn his application for a stipend because he

has been appointed a Jewett Fellow for the year 1947-48.
Professor von Neumann stated that if no other arrangement for financial

support for Miss Bruria Kaufman were possible he would recommend her for a post

as his assistant.

4. Professor Weyl stated that if it were not possible to give a sti

pend to Mr. Leslie G. Peck, and if the latter could not be appointed as Professor

Siegelts assistant, and if Dr. Barankin accepts another academic post for next

year, he would recommend. Mr. Peck for the post of his assistant.

Professor Veblen stated that he had a similar intention with regard to

Mr. Nicolaas Kuiper in case Ambrose should receive a Guggenheim Fellowship.

Professor Morse explained that he would be glad to have the funds for

his assistant used for Dr. Paolo Nesbeda. The Director pointed out that visa

arrangements for a foreigner are simpler if he comes as an assistant rather than

as a member. Professor Horse therefore agreed that Dr. Nesbeda should be ap

pointed as his assistant.

5. It was voted to authorize Professor Veblen to negotiate with Pro

fessor Lefschetz and others with regard to a stipend. not to exceed $3,000 for

Professor Alonzo Church for the academic year 1947-48. It was understood that

Professor Church is receiving leave of absence from Princeton University at half

pay, to enable him to work on a book on mathematical logic. In the course of

discussion it turned out that there may be a possibility of getting financial

help for Church's project from the new Naval committee for the support of pure

mathematics. Professor Veblen stated that he will look into this possibility

before committing us to a stipend for Professor Church.
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8. It is recorded that Assistant Professor Herbert Jehle of the

lfniversity of Pennsylvania has been appointed a member (without stipend) for

the year 1947-48. (He will not be able to come to Princeton from Philade1phiJi

for more than one or two days a week.)

6. It was voted to recommend a stipend o£ $2,500 each for Messrs.

SUbharamiah Minakshisundaram, Komaravo1u Chandrasekharan, Erling Fplner and

Hubert Delange, and $2,100 for Irving Reiner. It was agreed that Dr. Francois Chat

~ should be regarded as an alternate for Dr. Delange, and Professor Morse stated

his intention of recommending to Dr. Chatelet that he should keep his application

in for the year 1948-49.

It was understood that the Director will notify Minakshisundaram, Chan

dras~aran and Reiner without further preliminary; that Pro£essor Weyl will com

municate in a preliminary way with Fplner; and Professor Morse with Delange.

7. Taking account of the above actions, the commitments against the

stipend fund of $40,000 which has been appropriated for the School of Mathematics

for the year 1947-48 are as follows:

Komaravolu Chandrasekharan ----- $ 2,500
Alonzo Church, not to exceed --- 3,000

- - Hubert Delange (or Francois
Chatelet) -------------------- 2,500

Erling Fplner ---------------- 2,500
Abe Gelbart -------------------- 2,500 (Accepted)
Israel Halperin ---------------- 2,000
Loo-Keng Hua ------------ 2,500
Miroslav Kat~tov ------------- 2,100 (Accepted)
Jean Mariani ---------------- 2,100 (Accepted)
Subharamiah Minakshisundaram --- 2,500
Owen G. Owens ------------------ 2,100 ~
!lee Vilhelm Carl Pleije1 ---- 3,000 (Accepted)
Irving Reiner ------- 2,100 ~'. <::-.

Edward Rosenthal1 ------ 2,000
Atle Selberg -------------- 3,000

$36,400

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics with
Dr. Aydelotte held in the Faculty Dining Room May 5, 1947

Present: Dr. Aydelotte, Dr. J. Robert Oppenheimer, and Profs. Morse, von Neumann,
Weyl, and Veblen, Secretar,y

1. On the recommendation of Dr. Oppenheimer, it was voted to admit
L.,

Louis Finkelstein and Leslie Foldy, both of the University of California, and
"-

S. T. Epstein of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, to membership in

the Institute for the academic year 1947-48 without stipend.

2. It was voted to admit S. Wouthuysen of Holland and Harold Lewis,

with stipends of $2,100 each. The address for both is leConte Hall, University

of California.

3. The School of Mathematics recommends very strongly an invita-

tion to Professor Niels Bohr to spend a part of the next academic year at the Institute

as Visiting Professor.

4. It is recorded that the Faculty of the Institute approved a

5-year membership for Dr. Abraham Pais.

5. It is recorded that the School of Mathematics have recommended,

confirming Professor Dirac1s suggestion, a stipend of $1250 for the first term

of 1947-48 for Professor T. S. Chang, now at Cambridge, England.

6. The Trustees of the Institute at their annual meeting approved

an item in the budget of $15,000 for stipends in Theoretical Physics. The

commitments against this fund are now the following:

Dr. Abraham Pais --- $ 6,000
Prof.T.S.Chang ------- 1,250
S.Y,fuuthuysen --------- 2,100
Harold Lewis --------- 2,100

$11,450

7. Harish-Chandra has been appointed assistant to Professor Dirac

for the year 1947-48 at a salary of $2100.

8. There was a lengthy discussion of the cases of Morris J. Gottlieb

and L. C. Young, as a result of wIllch the Director was requested to consider ways

and means of providing for both men for at least part of next year.

[Subsequently it has been arranged to award a stipend of $1,500 to

Morris J. Gottlieb with the understanding that this will be supplemented by part

time teaching at Princeton University which will bring in approximately $1,800.]
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9. The present commitments against the appropriation of $40,000

for stipends in Mathematics (including Gottlieb stipend above) are as follows:

Prof. Warren Ambrose (summer 1947) ----------- $ 400 7 , l ....r
Mr. Komaravolu Chandrasekharan ------------ 2,500
Dr. Marie Charpentier (1st term) ------ 450
Prof. Hubert Delange ------------ --------- 2,500
Prof. Beno Eckmann (summer 1947) ---------- 600
Dr. Erling F¢'lner -------------- 2,500
Prof. Abe Gelbart -------------------- 2,500
Prof. Morris J.Gottlieb(+$1800 Princeton Univ.) 1,500
Prof. Israel Halperin (+ ? Princeton Univ.) --- 2,000
Prof. Loo-Keng Hua (2 actions, $2500 + $500) -- 3,000
Dr. Miroslav Kat~tov ----------------------- 2,100'
Dr. Jean Mariani ----------------------------- 2,100
Prof. Arthur N. Milgram (summer 1947) --------- 400
Dr. Subharamiah Minakshisundaram --------- 2,500
Dr. Owen G. Owens ---------- --- 2,100
Prof. Ake V. C. Pleijel ----------------- 3,000
1~. Irving Reiner ------------------------ 2,100
Prof. Edward Rosenthall (+ McGill $1,500) ---- 1,500
Dr. Richard D. Schafer ------------- 2,500
Dr. Atle Selberg ------------------ 3,000

$39,250 ,-
The addition of items of $450 for Mlle. Charpentier, $1,500 for Morris J. Gottlieb,

$500 for Loo-Keng Hua, $2,500 for Richard D. Schafer, and of $400 each for Pro

fessors Warren Ambrose and Arthur N. Milgram, and $600 for Professor Beno Eckmann,

was made by circularizing the School of Mathematics and reporting the results to

Dr. Aydelotte.

10. The following additional persons have been admitted to member

ship wi thout stipend:

Warren Ambrose - Guggenheim Fellowship (in addition to IAS summer
stipend 1947)

K.K.Chen (funds from United China Relief)
Wei-liang Chow (independent)
Robert Debever (Fellowship of Belgian-American Educational Foundation)
Mar,y P.Dolciani (Sigma Delta Epsilon post-doctoral Fellowship)
S.T.Epstein
Louis Finkelstein
Leslie Foldy .
Paul R. Halmos (Guggenheim Fellowship)
Sven Hilding (Fellowship from Univ.of Stockholm + research grant from
~ TT-' Wallenberg Foundation)
(Tong~ (NRC Fellowship)
Herbert Jehle (Asst.Prof.,U.of Penn. - here weekends)
Samuel Kaplan (G.I.Bill of Rights)
Fichard A.Leibler (G.I.Bill of Rights + Princeton Univ. teaching)
Herman Rubin (NRC Fellowship)
Alfred Schild (Jewett Fellowship)
Edwin H. Spanier (Jewett Fellowship)
Abraham H. Taub (Guggenheim Fellowship)
Daniel Zelinsky (NRC Fellowship)

(Continued)
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lviembers without stipend continued:

Associated with Prof. Morse:
Walter H. Gottschalk

Associated with Prof. von Neumann:
William F. Eberlein
Donald S. ~,ti.ller /'

ll. The following assistants have been appointed:

Harish-Chandra (Prof. Dirac)
Bruria Kaufman (Prof. von Neumann)
Nicolaas H. Kuiper (Prof. Veblen)
Paolo Nesbeda (Prof. Morse)
Leslie G. Peck (Prof. Siegel)
Ernst G. Straus (Prof. Einstein)

Oswald Veblen

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics with Drs.
Aydelotte and Oppenheimer held September 23, 1947

Present: Drs. Aydelotte and Oppenheimer, and Profs. Alexander, Einstein,
von Neumann, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl, and Morse, Secretary

1. Professor Morse was asked to serve as Faculty Secretary of the

School of Mathematics for the next two years.

2. Dr. Oppenheimer reported that he had written Professor Niels Bohr

offering him, after consultation with Mr. Maass and Mr. Leidesdorff, a salary of
\

$8000 for the second semester of 1947-8. No answer has as yet been received.

3. Memberships in the Insti tute without stipend have been offered by

Dr. Oppenheimer to Drs. Egil A. Hylleraas and Nicolas G. van Kampen, physicists,

for the present year.

4. Dr. Oppenheimer's recommendations for an invitation to Professors

Rideki Yukawa and Wolfgang Pauli for the year 1948-9, were approved by the

School of Mathematics.

It is understood that the salaries for the above-named physicists are

to be outside of the Stipend Fund, and to be determined by the Director and the

Trustees. Dr. Oppenheimer recommended the following policy with regard to

salaries of visiting professors: When these visitors could appropriately be con

sidered for permanent appointments in the Institute as professors, the basis for

determining their salaries should be essentially the same as that used for deter

mining the salaries of the faculty.

5. The following recommendations by Dr. Oppenheimer were approved,

and will be followed through by him:

Dr. James W. Follin, Jr., a physicist, now half-time instructor in Princeton Uni
versity with a salary of $1500, will be offered $1000 from the Institute for
the present year.

Dr. Louis Finkelstein, physicist, will be offered a stipend of $2100 for this year,
or less, depending upon his other sources of support.

Robert E. Marshak, Professor of Physics at the University of Rochester, will be
offered a stipend of $1000 for the spring semester of this year, with the
understanding that this sum will be raised by Dr. Oppenheimer from other
sources if possible.

1, weB ift8i8~ej s~ ~P. 8~~enfteimep ~a.

:81c ]?li't1 W, beM8R, M 8Jij,R:8M ,:AYil;i,9;i,e~, we-.x3:a Be vepy we3:e81B8 if lie fe1eER&: N
,Iistsle ~8 e8IBe aepe,
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6. It was reported that Professor L.J.Mordell of Cambridge, England,

has been invited to give a lecture on Thursday, September 25, on "A chapter in

the theory of numbers". Professor von Neumann will make the necessary arrange-

ments. It is understood that Professor and Mrs. Mordell's room and board at

the Institute will be paid for by the Institute.[Copies to Misses Miller and Trinterud]

7. Professor Morse reported that Professor Maurice Frechet of Paris

will lecture in Princeton on Tuesday, October 21, at 5 o'clock. Professor

Morse will make any arrangements which may be necessary. It is understood that

Frechet will be the guest of the Institute from Sunday afternoon (October 19)

until Wednesday (October 22), under an arrangement similar to that for Mordell.

[Copies sent Misses Miller and Trinterud.]

8. The following mathematicians were granted membership in the In

stitute without stipend: Dr. Alfons M.F. Borgers (Fine Hall), Dr. Carl-Erik

Fr6berg (Institute Computer Building), Dr. Szu-Hoa Min ( arrived September 23

from England; address, Insti tute), Dr. Luis A. Santalc (Guggenheim Fellow),

and Dr. Christine S. Williams. The Director will send official notifications.

9. It was voted to refuse admission to Chao-Tsuan Hu because of his

lack of a Doctor's degree. Professor Morse will notify Hu.

10. It was voted that Dr. Edward M. Corson should be admitted to the

Institute provided he fulfills certain conditions inclUding half-time residence

in the Institute. Professor Veblen will undertake to determine Corson's in-

tentions and to notify him whether or not he is admitted according as the con

di tions are or are not fulfilled.

11. It was voted to offer Prof. S. Chowla a stipend of $1500 for the

second term of this year, with the informal understanding by the School of Math

ematics that this appointment would be renewed at $1500 for the fall term of

1948-9. It was agreed that Dr. Oppenheimer will cable Prof. Chowla, and that

Professor Morse will write Prof. Chowla by air mail at once.

12. It was voted to offer a stipend not to exceed $1500 for the

present year to Dr. Cengiz U1u<iay. It was understood that he has an income

of $50 a month. Professor Morse was authorized to conduct the negotiations

offering Dr. U1u~ay whatever part of $1500 is necessary to bring his total

income up to $2100.

13. It was voted that the stipend of Prof. Helene Braun should be

raised to $2400 and should be drawn from the regular stipend fund. Dr. Ayde

lotte agreed to search the auditor's records to see whether it is possible to

charge this stipend against funds previously allocated.
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14. The cases of Prof. Wei-Liang Chow and Mr. Herbert J. Ryser will

be further considered if additional funds for this year should appear to be

available.

15. It was agreed that it would be desirable to ask the Trustees at

the October meeting for a preliminary grant for stipends for the year 1948-9,

in order that the School of Mathematics could make its appointments of visitors

from distant countries as soon as possible. In particular it was desired to

make as early as possible definite appointments of Profs. Kazimierz Kuratowski

and Andrzej M2stowski for the year 1948-9.

16. It is recorded that since the last preceding meeting (May 5,1947):

The following drafts on the stipend fund have been approved by vote of the Mathe
matics Faculty:

Richard F. Arens (summer 1947) ----- $400
Maurice Frechet (lecture) ---------- 100
Banesh Hoffmann (1st tem 1947-8) -- 1500
L.J.Mordell (lecture) ----------- 100
Laurence C. Young (1-2 mos. in

2d tem) ------------------------ 1000
$3100

Prof. Tsai-Han Kiang, Dr. Hwa-Chung Lee and Dr. Shien-Siu Shu have been admitted
without stipend.

Prof. Loo-Keng Hua' s stipend from the Insti tute was decreased to $2000, with per
mission to teach at Princeton University at an additional $2000.

In view of Prof. Warren Ambrose's departure at midsummer to teach at 1l.I.T., he
drew only $200 of the summer stipend awarded him.

17. Lists showing the present status of the 1947-8 Stipend Funds fol

lowing actions of September 23, and of members admitted without stipend for 1947-8,

are appended.

Marston Morse

Secretary.
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October 15, 1947

lAS SCHOOL OF l!.ATHEMATICS STIPENDS ALLOCATED FOR 1947-8

Mathematics Appropriation ------------------------------------------ $40,000
Stipends allocated:

Prof. Warren Ambrose (summer 1947) ------------------- $ 200*
Dr. Richard F. Arens (summer 1947) --------~--------- 400
Prof. Hel Braun ------------------------------------ 2,400§
Dr. Komaravolu Chandrasekharan ----------------------- 2,500
Prof. Marie Charpentier (1st term) ------------------ 450
Prof. S. Chowla (2d term) -------------------------- 1,500**
Prof. Hubert Delange (1st term) ----------------- 1,875
Prof. Beno Eckmann (summer 1947) --------------------- 600
Dr. Erling F¢lner ----------------------------------- 2,500
Prof. Maurice Frech~t (Lecture) ---------------------- 100
Prof. Abe Gelbart ----------------------------------- 2,500
Prof. Morris J. Gottlieb (+ $1800 from P.Univ.) ------ 1,500
Prof. Banesh Hoffmann (1st term) ----------------- 1,500-lHPk
Prof. Loo-Keng Hua (+ 2000 from P.Univ.) ------------ 2,000
Dr. Jean Mariani ----------------------------------- 2,100
Prof. Artllur N. Milgram (summer 1947) ---------------- 400
Dr. Subharamiah Minakshisundaram --------------------- 2,500
Prof. L. J. Morde1l (Lecture)------------------------- 100
Prof. Jakob Nielsen (Visit and lecture(s))----------- 300
Prof. Ike V.C.Pleijel -------------------------------- 3,000
Dr. Irving Reiner ------------------------------------ 2,100
Prof. Edward Rosenthall (+ McGill $1500) ------------ 1,500
Dr. Richard D. Schafer ---------------------------- 2,500
Dr. Atle Selberg ------------------------------------- 3,000
Dr. Cengiz Ulu~ay ------------------------------ 1,500
Prof. L. C. Young (1-2 mos.) ------------------------- 1,000 40,025

Sure overdraft ---------------------------------------- $ 25
Stipends offered and accepted; Visa difficulties (see

attached letter copies):
Prof. Israel Halperin (+ ? P.Univ.) ------------------ 2,000
Dr. tliroslav Kat~tov --------------------------------- 2,10~

Possible overdraft -------------------------------~-----$4,125
§[Stipends for Profs. A1exandroff, Braun ($1800), and Kolmogoroff, when accepted,

come from other funds -- see !tinutes May 14/46 (p.113) and Feb.13/47 (p.123)]

Theoretical Physics Appropriation ----------------------------------- $15,000
Stipends allocated:

Prof. Tsung Sui Chang (1st term) ----------------------$1,250 --r:. "-... "' "'~r .,
Dr. Robert J. Finkelstein ---------------------------- 2,100
Dr. James W. Follin, Jr. ----------------------------- 2,100
Mr. Harold W Lewis --------------------------------- 2 100. , ~~

Prof. Robert E. Marshak (2d term) ------------------ 1,000
Dr. Abraham Pais ------------------------------------ 6,000
Dr. Siegfried A. Wouthuysen ------------------------- 2,100 16,650

Fbssible overdraft ------------------------------------- $1,650

* Left at midsummer. ~~ Reduced from $2500 for yr. See FA to D June lc>/47.
~H''''~ Revised. See FA to Hua June 5/47. ~Hh'P~ Marshak stipend from other source if

possible.
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IAS SCHOOL OF MATIfEMATICS MEMBERS AD .LTTED WITHOUT STIPEND 1947-8

Prof. Salomon Bochner (C.N.R. Contract and Prof., Princeton Univ.)

Dr. Alfons M.F.Borgers (Fellow at P.Univ. and IAS of Belgian-American Educational
Foundation)

Prof. Kien-Kwong Chen (Research Fellow of Academia Sinica)

Prof. Wei-Liang Chow

Dr. Edward M. Corson (assistance by Union Carbide and Carbon Co. for ~ time residence)

Robert Debever (CRB Advanced Fellow) - 2d term

Dr. Mary P. Dolciani (Sigma Delta Epsilon post-doctoral Fellow)

Dr. William F. Eberlein (O.N.R. Fellow)

Dr. Saul T. Epstein

Mr. Leslie L. Foldy (NRC Predoctoral Fellow)

Prof. Carl-Erik Fr8berg (Stipend of Roy.Swedish Acad.of Eng.Sciences)

Prof. Walter H. Gottschalk (O.N.R. Fellow)

Prof. Paul R. Halmo s (Guggenheim Fellow)

Dr. Sven H. Hilding (Wallenberg Fdn.Fellow and Amer.Scand.Fn.Hon.Fellow) - 1st term

Dr. Tong Hing (N1tC Fellow)

Prof. Egil A. Hylleraas

Prof. Herbert Jehle (Penn.Univ • Prof .) --,J)r. Nicolas G.. V'an-Kampen D·
Dr. Samuel Kaplan (G.I.Bill of Rights)

Dr. Richard A. Leibler (Part-time on Electronic Computer)

Dr. Pesi Masani

Dr. Szu-Hoa Min (Scholar of Sino-British Educ.and Cultural Endowment Fund)

1Ir. George D. Mostow O/4-time Instr. at P.Univ.)

Prof. Everett Pitcher (O.N.R.Fellow part-time; Lehigh Prof.)

Dr. Herman Rubin (NRC Fellow)

Dr. Luis A. santa16 (Guggenheim Fellow)

Prof. Alfred Schild (Jewett Fellow)

Dr. Irving E. Segal (Guggenheim Fellow until Jan./48)

Dr. Shien-Siu Shu (funds from Chinese Govt.)

Dr. Edwin H. Spanier (Jewett Fellow)

Prof. Abraham H. Taub (Guggenheim Fellow)

J:.rof. William R. Transue (0. ~. R. Fellow) - summer 1947

Dr. Christine S. Williams (C.N.R. Fellow "at Univ. of 111.")

Dr. Daniel Zelinsky (NRC Fellow)
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

September 24, 1947

Dear Professor von Neumann,

Thank you very much for your letter. I am sorry that the delay

wi th the visa goes on but I trust that it will finally come out all right

and that if the delay is unavoidable, at least it will then be over. I

can well imagine how much lowe to the trouble to which you have gone and

I want to thank you, Prof. Veblen, Prof. Lefschetz, and Prof. Tucker for

all you have done. I appreciate your veI71- kind help more than I can say.

~ present position is not good and I may be out of a job for a

year. Queen's gave me formal leave for 1947-48 and the Principal has just

told me that there is no possibility of my teaching here this year. And

there seems to be little prospect of my having academic employment else

where in Canada.

Last year when I was also on leave, Queen's generously put my

name back on the salary-roll in April. But according to the Principal

there is some feeling against my remaining on the staff on the part of

some of the Trustees. He thinks that their reaction to my visa delay will

be unfavorable, just as, presumably, the opposite impression ViOuld have re

sulted from my having a year 'with the Institute for Advanced study. The

people here seem to be strongly influenced by "how others do".

I hardly know what to try to plan for until the visa and other

difficulties are cleared away, but I would of course be happy to visit

Princeton whenever I could.

With best regards and my most grateful thanks,

Yours sincerely,

(Signed) ISR~L HALPERIN

To: Professor J. v. ~reumann,

The Institute for Advanced Study,
Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.
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COY
Praha II, U Karlova 3,
C ec oslovakia
September 26, 1947

Dear Doctor Aydelotte:

Referring to your letter of Dec ber 16, 1946 in hich I was of

fered me bership in the Institute for the Academic year 1947-1948 I am sorry

to have to inform you th t th re will be a delay in my comin to Princeton

and there is little hope that I should be able to co e there at all.

The reason of the d l~ i that having ecently obtained Czecho

slovak citizenship I have to settle matters conce ng co scription etc. be

for getting the pass~ rt. I su pose ho v r that I sh I be able to get it

in Octobe at the 1 test

A mar seriou obsta le is th t b ing a m b r of th Co unist

Party of Czecho lov ia I am not likely to obtain the visa to nt r th United

sta s I ave alre wri tten about t . s ter to fes or V blen. La t

e Professor ech was re ed visa for the s e reas nit be

hardly sup sed th t t e att tude of the erocan authorit"es °11 be more

favor hIe ow th it was year ago.

At any v ts I 1 info you about f rther develop ents as soon

as possible.

Yours i c rely,

Of

TETOV
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics with
Dr. Oppenheimer held October 21, 1947

Present: Dr. Oppenheimer and Profs. Alexander, Einstein, von Neumann, Siegel,
Veblen, Weyl, and Morse, Secretary

1. Professor Morse' s report on visas was to the effect that in

or4er to lecture in this country and receive a stipend, it is necessary that

the visitor obtain written approval on these matters by the Consul at the

place where the visa is obtained.

2. It was voted to offer stipends of $3000 each to Professors

Kazimierz Kuratowski of Warsaw
Kurt Reidemeister of Marburg-Lahn
Herbert Seifert of Heidelberg

starting in the fall of 1948, with the understanding that these men would re

main in Princeton at least through the first term, and that they would be wel

come to stay for as much of the remainder of the Year as seems possible to

them. Morse was requested to invite Princeton University to supplement the

stipend of one or more of these men by an BIOOunt sufficient to permit him to

remain in Princeton throughout the year, with the understanding that the re

cipient of this additional grant might give a course in the University.

3. It was voted to offer stipends of $3000 to cover the year

1948-9 to

Prof. Andrzej Mostowsld. of Warsaw
Dr. Edmund Hlawka of Vienna

4. In the opinion of the mathematics group the appointment of

Otton Martin Nikodym to Kenyon College would be suitable.

,. Professor von Neumann remarked that 1:J?e case of Steinhaus of

Poland for the future is comparable to that of Kuratowski, and Professor

Morse indicated the common mathematical interests lVhich he has wi th Professor

Edward Marczewski of Cracow.

6. The cases of Behrend of Australia and Raouf Doss of Egypt were

discussed without action.
~"

7. Dr. Oppenheimer will take care of W.F.H.M.Mommaerts.s application.

8. It was voted to recommend that Turan of Hungary receive a stipend

up to $2000 for the spring tem of this year subject to the limitations of the

budget, to be determined by Professor Veblen in consultation with the Director.
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9. It was agreed also that Professor Harald Bohr should be invited

for the second tem of this year with a similar small grant, again subject to

budget limitations to be negotiated with the Director by Professor Veblen.

Professor Veblen will conduct the correspondence in the cases of both

Drs. H. Bohr and Tur~ if the inntations are possible.

10. The possibility was discussed of having a 5-year fund in Mathe

matics 'Which could be used as a source of stipends for invitations to men whose

acceptance is problematical, so that in the case of a declination the funds

might be used in a subsequent year. Dr. Oppenheimer indicated that he would

take this matter up with the Trustees. The case of Professor Hel Braun is

of this character, and remains outstanding. The money which was reserved for

Professors Alexandroff and. Kolmogoroff has never been used by the School of

Mathematics. The question arises whether these reserve funds might be the

source of money to take care of the cases of Harald Bohr and Turan-.

li. Dr. Oppenheimer described the arrangements for mimeographing

notes and photostating lectures in mathematics and physics, with the Princeton

Press as administrative agency.

12. It was agreed that the application for admission of F.W.Cagle

would be answered by Professor Morse recommending that Cagle seek assistance in

his research at some other institution, but leaving open the possibillty for him

to come here if for reasons no t disclosed it seemed that we could be of real

assistance.

13. Professor von Neumann brought up a question concerning the Annals

of Mathematics and the suggestion of Lefschetz that Artin and. Steenrod be ap

pointed additional editors. It was the sense of the group that it would be

better to add at least one new anaJ..yst as editor, and in case a reco1IDIlendation

*was sought from us, that Bochner might be named.

14. Professor Alexander requested permission to change his status to

a member at half-salary, continuing this arrangement up to normal retirement age.

Dr. Oppenheimer responded essentially as follows: The Institute recognizes the

need and the possibility of variability in the choice of activities of members

of the faculty, and there is in fact nothing in Alexanderts contract that re

quires a fomal attendance at meetings or the perfomance of administrative

duties. Dr. Oppenheimer stated that he 'WOuld be very reluctant to believe

that a professor could not follow his Olm separate path without the burden of
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admj nj strative details. On the other hand, he hoped that the School of Mathe

matics would back him up in doing just what Professor Alexander wished, even if

he desired to resign his professorship. The mathematicians indicated that they

approved of Dr. Oppenheimer's attitude in this matter.

Dr. Oppenheimer 'Wished some doors left open for the future, suggesting

the possibility of a leave of absence for Alexander. He stated that the ques

tion of a new appoin'bnent of a professor of mathematics should be separate from

that of Alexander's change of status.

15. It was agreed that a new appointment in mathematics, if made,

Ylould be of a man considerably younger than anybody now a full professor of

mathematics in the Institute. A meeting to discuss this matter will be held

on November 3, at 10 :30.

Marston Morse

Secretary
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* Appendix to :Minutes of October 21, 1947:

Professor von Neumann has amplified the conclusions of the mathematicians

with regard to the Board of Editors of the Annals of MatlJ,ematics (paragraph 13) as

follows:

It was the sense of the meeting that we should nominate an addi

tional Insti tute editor in any case, and that we would like Siegel to ac

cept this. Von Neumann undersmod that he was instru.cted to tell Lef

schetz that we felt one or more analysts should be added; but that we

wished Siegel could be persuaded and that we also felt Bochner should be

put on the Board if that is possible.
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THE INSTITUTE F R ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held
November 3, 1947

Present: Profs. Alexander, Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen
and Morse, Secretar,y

1. The principal object of the meeting was.to discuss the appoint-

ment of a mathematician on half time. It was agreed to reconunend that Professor

Deane Montgomery be offered an appointment as permanent member of the Institute

to serve half time, with compensation that might range from $8,000 in case he

decides to give up his university duties, to compensation of $5000 to $6000 in

case he spends half his time at another institution. It was agreed that Mont-

gomery should be left entirely free to determine the conditions under which he

would wish to work at the Institute. Dr. Oppenheimer will present the situation

to ontgomery, as will various members of the School of Mathematics.

2. It was voted to reconunend raising the salary of Dr. Kurt G6de1

to '9,000, without change of status.

3. It was agreed to recommend that Professor S. ChoTTla be informed

of his appointment for the first term of 1948-9, in continuation of his previous

appointment for the second term of 1947-8, with a stipend of $1500 for each tenn.

Morse will write Chowla. [Done]

4.

Mathematics.

Professor Siegel agreed to serve as an editor of the Annals of

Von Neumann suggested that several persons talk over with Lef-

schetz the Annals of Mathematics situation.

the discussion.

Morse agreed to participate in

arston Morse

Secretary
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The Annals of athematics Studies came into being some years ago
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Tiithout any formal organization. The editorial "Iwrk has been handled

chiefly by Professor Tucker, and the Studies has published a considerable

number of important books in planographed form. During the last couple

of years however things have bogged down, and it now seems desirable to

have a more formal setup. The present proposal is that the organization

be made parallel wi th that being arranged for a similar series of publi

cations in Physics under the editorial management of Professors- Oppenheimer

and Smyth.

At a meeting of the M.athematics Department of Princeton Univer

sity last week this scheme was endorsed oy nominating Professor Emil Artin

as their representative on the new Editorial Board.

The undersigned propose hereby that we take the corresponding

action by nominating Professor arston orss as our representative on the

Editorial Board. If this is agreed to, this memorandum will be incor-

porated for the sake of the record, as part of the 1u.nutes of the School

of _athematics.

James r. Alexander

John von Neumann

Carl L. Siegel

Oswald Veolen

Hermann 'eyl

Albert Einstein

J. Robert Oppenheimer
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held
February 4, 1948

Present: Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl, and
Morse, Secretar,y

1. At Dr. Oppenheimer's request the School of .athematics approved

the granting of $1,000 £rom the Sivian Memorial Fund as a stipend for Dr.~

T. Epstein, for the second term of this year. Dr. Oppenheimer will notify

Epstein.

2. It was voted that the following mathematicians should be admitted

as members of the Institute wi. thout stipend:

For 2d term 1947-8:

Prof. otto Szasz of Institute of Numerical Analysis,
U.S. National Bureau of Standards
Professor von Neumann:will notify Szasz

For year 1948-9:
Prof' • arren Ambrose (Guggenheim Fellow)
Dr. Paul Olum (now Jewett Fellow, expecting fel101'1ship 1948-9)
Mr. Leopold A. Pars (Lecturer, Jesus College, Cambridge)

The Director will send formal notifications.

3. Dr. Oppenheimer suggested that a Committee on ~sics of the School

of athematics be appointed. Professors Einstein and von Neumann were appointed

to act with Dr. Oppenheimer. It ...as understood that this Committ"ee will act on

matters within its jurisdiction with the same authority as the School of ! athematics.

4. It l'laS voted to offer Professor Henri Cartan, now lecturing at

Harvard, an honorarium of $100 for a lecture on mathematics to be given in Prince

ton this spring. Profess::> r aorse will write Carlan.

9,500

$26,000

could be

$16,500

Dr. Oppenheimer stated that it was his belief that the above grants

regarded as assured and he will send official notifications.

5. In addi tion to the stipends already granted for 1948-9:

Prof. Sarvadaman Chowla (1st term only) ---------- $ 1,500
Dr. Edmund IUawka ----- ---- 3,000 '1
Prof. Kazimierz Kuratowski (1st term only) ------ 3,000
Prof. Andrzej ostowski - -- -------- 3,000
Prof. Kurt Reidemeister (+ $3000 from Princeton Univ .) - 3,000
Prof. Herbert Seifert (1st term only) ----------- 3,000

it was voted to offer the following stipends for that year:

Prof. Lamberto Cesari, for that part of the 1st term which
precedes his visit to Ohio State Univ. in Decem-
ber (Prof. Morse will write) ---------- 1,000".,

Prof. Wei-Liang Chow ------------------ 3,000 I"~

Prof. he V.C.Pleijel (1st term) ----------- 2,000
Dr. At1e Selberg --------- 3,500
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14,000

$40,000

2,000
3,000

Brought fOr'r'lard from paragraph 5 ----- .. 26,000

6. Subject to further action by the Trustees appropriating funds

for School of Mathematics stipends, it was voted to recommend the grant of

the following stipends for the year 1948-9 unless otherwise noted:

Nx. Roy B. Leipnik - ----- $ 2,500 'I

Dr. Irving Reiner - ----------- 2,500
Hr. Herbert J. Ryser --------------- 2,500
Prof. William T. l\lckett, to supplement 2/3 of his

salary which he will receive from the Univ.
of California on leave of absence ----- 1,500

Dr. Kurt l::ahler (2d term), negotiations to be contin
ued by Prof. Weyl --------,-------

Mr. K.GoRamanathan ---- ----.-----

7. It was voted to recommend that the Institute should make a com

mi tment of ~3,OOO to Dr. Hel Braun for the year 1949-50.

8. The School of Mathematics listed the following mathematicians to

be considered in case further funds are available:

Dr. Harish-Ghandra ~2,500

Dr. Laurent Schwartz
Dr. _~yeh Dvoretzky
Prof. Mahlon • Day
Dr. Paul T. Bateman

9. Professor Weyl indicated that he "WOuld probably ask Dr. Komar

avolu Chandrasekharan to be his assistant for the year 194 9, providing Chandra

sekharan does not accept an offer from Bhabha to join the staff of the Tata In-

sti tute in Bombay. Professor Veblen has appointed Dr. Nicolaas Kuiper as his

assistant for 1948-9. Professor Morse has appointed Professor liorris J. Gott

lieb on his Navy 3.esearch program.for a period of 3 months.

10. It is recorded that Dr. Walter Habicht of ZUri.ch, and Dro John

.:I:~ and his wife Dr. Olga Tausskv Todd connected ....lith the Computer Project,

have been admitted as members of the Institute for the 2d term 1947-8.

11. It was agreed that another meeting. of the School of Mathematics

should be held as soon as convenient following the meeting of the Executive

Committee of the Institute Trustees at which the final stipend appropriation

for mathematics will presumably be determined.

Marston {orse

Secretary
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THE IJSTITUTE FOR AJJv. CEl) STUDY

. nutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics held
February 16, 1948

Present: Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl and
Morse, Secretar,y

10 Dr. Oppenheimer reported that the Trustees had approved the ap-

pointment of Prof. Deane Montgomery on a permanent basis and that l:ontgomery

had accepted.

2. Dr. Oppenheimer stated that the Trustees had appropriated

$40,000 for 'athematics Stipends, and '15,000 for Physics Stipends. The pos-

sibility of other funds being available for research by American citizens in

l.athematics and Physics was indicated.

3. Professor Siegel approved the a plication of Paul T. Bateman for

an O._'.R. contract, with the Institute as the contracting institution and Siegel

the scientific officer. In accordance with the usual procedure the contract,

if approved by the O._"B.. Committee, will be submitted to the Director's office.

4. Professor von Neumann stated that he would like to continue Miss

Bruria aufman as his assistant for 1948-9 unless other financial provision

can be made for her.

5. Professor :eyl stated that he had arranged to have Dr. Komaravolu

Chandraselharan as his assistant for 1948-?, at a salar,y of .3500.

6. It was voted to invite Professor Arnaud Denjoy to give a lecture

at the Institute this spring with an honorarium of 100, with the understanding

that room and board vrould be provided for him dUring his visit.

7. It was voted to offer membership in the Institute for 1948-9 to

Profs. David G. Bourgin and Orin J. Farrell.

Prof. 'illiam R. Transue was admitted as a member during his present

short stay.

The Director will notify all three.
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8. It was voted to add Novak to the preferred list of candidates

for 1948-9 stipends.

9. The following stipends were voted:

Mr. Roy B. Leipnik ------------------------------------
Dr. Kurt Mahler (2d term.) -----------------------------
Prof. rilliam T. Puckett, to supplement his 2/3 salary on leave

from Univ.Calif. -----------------------
Mr. K. G. Ramanathan ----------------------------
Dr. Irving Reiner ------------------------------------------
Mr. Herbert J. Ry"ser ------------------------------------

$ 2,.500 '"')
2,000*

1,.500
3,000
2,.500 ....
2,.500

$14,000

* In the case of Mahler it is understood that Professor vreyl will write him tenta-

tively before the final offer is made. Professor orse will write infor.nal

letters to the remaining mathematicians on this list.

will be sent by the Director.

The fonnal invitations

10. The hour of 11:30 on Monday, February 23, was suggested as the

time for the next meeting of the School of Mathematics. The committee advis-

ing the Navy on O.N.R. contracts meets in Washington Friday of this week, Feb-

ruary 20. Among other cases the mathematicians Day and Bateman, on our pre-

ferred list, will be considered.

arston Morse

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADV: rcm STUDY

'1nutes of a neetinb of tLe professors of the School f l.~athematics held
February 23, 1948

Present: Profs. Einstein, von reumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, 1leyl, and
l~rse, Secretary

1. The folIo-wing mathematicians who had applied for stipends from the

Institute have now been offered contracts with the Office of Naval Research:

Paul T. Baternan
David G. Bourgin

~Jane S. Cronin
Mahlon u. Day
Yael N. (us. Clifford H.) Dowker
George D. hostow
Daniel Zelinsky '\{.

The contract for Bourgin will presumably go through in case arrangements can be

made by the Office of Naval Research with the University of Illinois on a 50-50

basis.

2. Prof. A. H. Taub has been appointed Research Professor of Applied

Eathematics at the Universi ty of Illinois.

3. A letter from Professor Kurt Reidemeister indicates that the U.S.

military authorities state informally that it appears to be in the interest of

the United states that he be permitted to come to Arnerica.

4. The follo'wing priority list was drawn up for use in case further

money for stipends becomes available:

1. Prof. Shizuo Kakutani
2. Prof. AVeh DvoJ;'etzky --
3. Prof. Josef Novak -----
4. Dr. Erling F¢'lner -----
5. Frof. Carl B. Allendoerfer
6. Dr. Harish-Chandra -----
7. Dr. Edwin J. Akutowicz -
8. PrQf. Alfred L. Putnam -

~ 3,000
3,000
3,000
3,500
i salary
2,500
2,500
1,000

In the case 01 llendoerfer it is understood that Professor Veblen

will write to the Office of Naval Research telling of the interest of Professor

Mayer in having Allendoerfer here to write a book 'with him, and of the approval

by the School of l:athematics of this project.
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The application of Putnam was exceptional in character inasmuch as

Putnam is not primarily interested in research, but rather in more effective

teaching of modern mathematics. The grant of ~?l,OOO if made is to be con-

di tioned on an adequate grant from the Universi ty of Chicago.

A letter from Kakutani indicates that Harvard has abandoned its at

tempt to make arrangements for Kakutani to come to this country because of the

difficulties met, and that Kakutani has up to the present time found it impos

sible to obtain permission to leave Japan for America.

Marston l~orse

Secretary

145
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVA JCED STUDY

Record of an informal discussion among the Professors of r.athematics,April 12,1948.

Present: Profs. Einstein, :von neumann, Siegel, Veblen, reyl, and orse, Secretary

1. It was reported that

Dr. Edmund IUawka has resigned his appointment (stipend 3000)
Dr. Irving Reiner has resigned his appointment (stipend ~250 )
Dr. Atle Selberg "Will probably decline his appointment if he can complete his

arrangements for going to Syracuse Universi ty (IAS stipend .",3500)
Dr. Erling F~lner has withdrawn his application

2. In view of the above resj.gnations it was voted to recommend a

stipend of ,p3,OOO for Prof. Atyeh Dvoretzky.

3. It was voted to revise the priority list as set up in the minutes

of February 23, 1948, by placing Prof. Martin Eichler before Prof. Josef Novak,

and to place Prof. Ake V. C• Pleijel immediately after Eichler, with the under

standing that in the Pleijel case a grant of $1000 (additional to the $2000 voted

in minutes of February 4, 1948) will be made if the money becomes available.

The new priority list now stands as follows:

1. Prof. Shizuo Kakutani ----------- 3,00
2. Prof. 11artin Eichler
3. Prof. Ake V.C.Pleijel (additional grant) 1,000
4. Prof. Josef Novak ------------ 3,000
5. Dr. Harish-Ghandra ----- 2,500
6. Dr. Edwin J. Akutowicz ---- 2,500
7. Prof. Alfred L. Putnam -------- 1,000

4. The following names have been added to recipients of Office of

Naval Research contracts for work at the Institute:

Prof. Carl B. Allendoerfer
Dr. Seymour Sherman
Dr. Edward Silverman

Dr. Daniel Zelinsky ¥fill work at the Institute under renewed National Research

Council Fellowship, instead of ONR contract. Mrs. Yael N. Dowker has resigned

her ONR contract.

5. In regard to Dr. George D. ostow1s ONR contract for work at Harvard

and the Institute, Dr. Oppenheimer has sent De under date of April 9, the following

letter:

"Insofar as Dr. lOStow plans to spend the greater part of his time here,
I think it appropriate that he be appointed a member.

We are, however, very short of housing space and we cannot now make a
commitment about the apartment Dr. Mostow occupies."
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6. Since the meeting of Februar,y 23, 1948, the follo~~ng actions

have been voted:

Re Prof. Kurt Reidemeister: To conform with the requirements of the American
trill tar,y Government in Germany, the Institute by Dr. Oppenheimer's
letter of December 24, 1941, to Col. Ray J. Laux will assume re
sponsibility for Prof. Reidemeisterts visit to Princeton for the
whole year 1948-49; and as Prof. S. 1efschetz wrote Prof. Weyl on
December 19, 1941, Princeton University "will contribute ,.;3000 toward
his expenses for the year.

Prof. Lamberto Cesari of Bologna University has been offered a stipend of $1000.
for September, October and November 1948.

Prof. George Uhlenbeck has been invited to the Institute for 1948-49 as Visiting
Professor, in Physics.

Prof. Pierce W. Ketchum has been admitted to membership in the Institute in March
for the remainder of this academic year.

Prof. Abe Gelbart' s membership in the Institute has been extended until September
1948; and it has been voted to recommend to the Director that

Prof. Abraham H. Taub' s membership be extended, at the expense of the University
of Illinois, until February 1, 1949.

It has been voted to recommend the admission of

Prof. Alfred 1. Putnam as a member for the year 1948-49, this being without preju
dice to later grant of a stipend if funds should become available.

1. The name of the Egyptian mathematician, Dr. Raouf Doss, was brought

up again and will be considered at the next meeting.

8. It was understood that Professor Siegel would correspond with

Prof. Eichler about the possibility of his coming to the Institute for the next year.

9. The following physicists have been admitted:

Dr. Kenneti1 M. Case ------------------------ $ 3,000
lIr. F.J.Dyson
Dr. Daniel B. Feer ------------------- 3,000
Dr. Robert Karplus (Jewett Fellow)
M. orman Kroll ( TRC Fellow) Physicist?
Prof. ax von Laue (J weeks) ------------- 1,000
Dr. Joaquin.!.. 1uttinger (Jewett Fellow)
Dr. Cecile horette -------------------- 3,500
Prof. Wolfgang Pauli (Visiting Prof.)
Dr. Sheila C. Bower --------------------- 3,500
Dr. F. Rohrlich -------------------- 3,000
Dr. Richard N. 'Ihomas (Jewett Fellow)
Prof. George Uhlenbeck (Visiting Prof.)
Dr. Kenneth • watson ------------------- 3,000
Prof. Hideki Yukavra (Visiting Prof.) ------- ---

oJl>20,ooO

arston Morse,

10. It was Professor Veblen' oS suggestion that Professor orse take re

sponsibili ty as to recommendations for the School of Mathematics during the summer,

understanding that he would consult such other members of the School as could be

reached.

Secretary
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INSTITUTE F R ADV, TCED STUDY

ME1,QRANDUl4

At Dr. Oppenheimer's invitation Professors von Neumann, WeyI and Morse

met with him. on Friday, May 21, 1948, to discuss certain matters that affect the

School of Mathematics:

1. At Dr. Oppenheimer's suggestion it was agreed that Professor

Barge C. Jessen could be extended an invitation to be a member of the Institute

for the fall term of 1949-50 with a stipend of $2000. Dr. Oppenheimer will

write to Professor Jessen.

2. It was agreed that the grant of $1000 to Professor Max von Laue

would be put in some other category than the Mathematics Stipend Fund•

.3. Professor Oppenheimer suggested the possibility of granting

Professor otto NeUgebauer a fund of the order of $J.5oo a year, outside the Math

ematics Stipend Fund, in order that he might feel free to visit the Institute

for Advanced study for a feN weeks each year whenever it seemed to be in his in

terest.

It is here made matter of record:

a. Word has been received that Professor U>o-Keng Hua has obtained

the desired visa. The cases of Professor Wei-Liang Chow and Dr. Atle Selberg

remain as yet undetermined.

b. '!he stipend of $2500 for Mr. Roy B. Leipnik was named in error in

Minutes of February 16, 1948 (p. l4.3), since Mr. Leipnik is married (and has a

child) • The Director has accordingly been requested to not:ify • Leipnik of

increase of his stipend to $3000. [Done.]
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c. Since idle meeting of April 12 it was voted by the School of Mathe

matics to increase the stipend of Professor .Ike V. C. Pleijel from $2000 to 3000.

to enable him to continue at the Institute through the first term of 1948-49.

d. It has been recommended by the faculty of the School of Mathematics

that Dr. Harish-Ghandra be offered the $1000 remaining in the Mathematics Stipend

Fund as an aid for next year, with the understandi ng that this amount will be

raised to the regular stipend of $2500 if and when the money becomes available.

[Dr. Oppenheimer has sent notifications of c·and d above.]

e. Professor Siegel has agreed to contribute $3500 of the salary budget

for his assistant for 1948-49 as stipend for Professor Martin Eichler.

f. Since April 12 the follol'ling physicists have been admitted to

membership in the School of Mathemati cs:

For 1948-49:
David Feldman (A.E.C. fellowship)
Joseph P. Leport (A.E.C. fellowship)
Prof. Jan Weyssenhoff (Internatl.Union of Ihysics) - fall

term

For 1949-50:
Herbert S. Green (IAS stipend 3,500)
Felix Villars (IAS stipend $3,500)

Marston Morse

Secretary

June 2, 1948
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the professors of the School of Mathematics, held
October 25, 1948, at 3:30 p.m.

Present: Profs. Einstein, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl, and von Neumann (Secre
tary pro tem.), and part.of the time Montgomez:y

1. Professor Morse was reelected Faculty Secretazy of the School of

Mathematics. In his absence Professor John von Neumann was asked to draw up

the minutes.

2. Professor Siegel suggested a preliminar,y discussion of a proposal

to add Professor Atle Selberg (now of Syracuse University, originally from Oslo,

Norway) in some pennanent capacity to the membership of the Faculty of the Insti

tute. It was realized by the entire group that no decision on .formulating this

proposal and submitting it to the Faculty could be made before the return of

Profesmr Morse from Europe. The preliminazy discussion of evezybodyts views

on the subject was, however, felt to be called for.

Professor Siegel gave a detailed account of Selberg ts work and his as
sessment of his future promise. Selberg is 31 years old, and has already three
major mathematical achievements to his credit. The opinion of those present was
unanimous regarding the desirability of a.ttracting Selberg to the Institute. Dr.
MontgomelY was also consulted on this subject, and concurred in essence. It was
decided to have some.more conversations on this subject, but the sense of the
group appeared to be very clearq favorable.

The question was also considered as to wether Selberg should be ap
pointed a permanent member, with a tax-free stipend of about 9,000, in a status
like that of Dr. Montgomery, or as a Faculty member with a taxable
salary of $15,000. Professor Veblen tentatively suggested the latter" Dr. 0p
penheimer equall,y tentatively the former. There appeared to be no vezy strong
preference either way, although the second view seemed to be somewhat more preva
lent. It was decided to keep this question also open until the entire matter
is taken up again.

It was also the sense of the meeting that the entire matter should be
brought to a decision in the next one or two months, since Selberg is likely to
receive an invitation to a professorship in Oslo in the course of the next year.

3. The invitation to be extended to Professor otto Neugebauer, of

Brown Unive.rsity, was rediscussed. In this respect an informal decision had

been reached last year to invite Professor Neugebauer for short periods, to be

repeated with reasonable frequency. It was now decided to recommend making

tr..is arrangement in the following form: The invitation should be extended as

soon as possible for the first term of 1949-50, with the suggestion to discuss

with Professor eugebauer at that time how his visits can be made more frequent

and regular in the future. It. was also agreed that this arrangement should be
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reported. to the School of Humanistic Studies in the sense that while Neugebauer's

saJ.ary should be chargeable to the School of Mathematics budget, it nevertheless

seemed very desirable to have his work under the joint auspices of both Schools,

to the extent to which the School of Humanistics considered it practical. It

was also decided that some form should be found to consult with Professor Neuge

bauer in matters of such stipendiaries as will come to the Institute in order to

work in his field. Adequate stipend funds should be reserved for this purpose

from the School of Mathematics budget, and if feasible, from other budgets (Hu

manistics? Director's fund?). It was recommended that the stipend for Pro
fessor Neugebauer should be $5,000 for one tem in 1949-50. Dr. Oppenheimer

will discuss this matter with the other schools.

4. It was voted to admit Dr. Alfons M.F•Borgers (Belgian, of the

Princeton Utivers~:w Graduate School) to membership in the School of Mathematics
1948-9.

for a second year,L Dr. Oppenheimer requested to notify Dr. Borgers at Graduate

College.

5. It is recorded that since the meeting of May 21, 1948, the fol-

lowing stipends have been reSigned:

Atle Selberg $3,500
Wei-Liang Chov{ - 3,000
.Ike V.C.Pleijel (summer

stipend) ---- 1,000
17,500

The following stipends have been awarded:

Shizuo Kakutani --- --- $3,000
Sarvadaman Chowla (2d term

1948-9) ---- 2,000
Harish-Chandra (addi tional -

total now $2,500) - 1,500
Alfred L. Putnam - 1,000

'17,500

John von Neumann

Secretar.y pro tem.
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STITUTE OR ADVAnCED STUDY

. nutes of a meeting of the School of athematics, held December 3, 1948

Present: Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl and ~orse, Seey.j
and by invitation Deane Montgomery

eyl)

orse)

Veblen)\I

II

II

"

II

II

1. On behalf 0 f Fhysics Dr. Oppenheimer reported:

a) That there are three physicists fro abroad to whom we have commitments for 1949-50:

Herbert S. Green --- 3,500
B R.A.Nijboer ---- 4,000
Felix Villars -- 3,500

b) Oscar IUein has been invited orally for the first semester, with $5,000 stipend.

c) Dr. Oppenheimer will present to the general Faculty the proposal that
Freeman J. Dyson be asked to spend 3 semesters here during the next 5 years,
at a stipend of $3,000 a semester. The Mathematics Faculty concurred.

2. The sum appropriated for rathematics Stipends for the next year 1949-50

is at present 20,000.

3. It is recorded that for 1949-50 (and in case b subsequent years)

a) Prof. otto JTeugebauer has been appointed for the second term, with a stipend
of 1'5,000, vd. th the possibility of this stipend coming from other sources.
(Correspondence by Dr. Oppenheimer.)

b) Prof. Shiing-Shen Chern has been invited to come here with a stipend of 4,000
a year for the next 3 years. (Correspondence by Dr. Oppenheimer.)

c) It is here recalled that Prof. rge C. Jessen was invited last .ay to spend
the fall tem at the Institute with a stipend of 2,000, but has not yet
sent a definite acceptance.

4. The follovling a pointments were voted, conditiol1eO on the pro

posed arrangements being accepted by the mathematicians involved:

Prof. Georges de Rham of Lausanne, for 1 term -- 3,0 O.l(Correspondence by Korse)
Laurent Schwartz of aney, for 1 tem -------- 2,500 v( II II v.tTeumann)
Prof. Kunihiko Kodaira of Tokyo Univ., for

the year ---------------------- 4,COO.l(
Raouf Doss of Farouk Univ.,Alexa.ndria, for

the year ------------------------------ 3,500 "C
Prof. Josef 1ov of"Prno Fac.of Science, for

the year ----------------------- 3,50 J(

$16,500

fbssible commitments under paragraph 3 above -- 11,000

,21,500

5. The question of reappointments for men now at the Institute was

discussed. It was agreed that the follolring men should be consulted as to their
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plans i'or next year, in order that reappointments might be considered i'or them

if they so desire:

of. Sarvadaman Chowla (Siegel to consult)
Dr Aryeh Dvoretzky (Mo se to consult)
Dr. Barish-Chandra ( orse to consult)
Dr. Bruria :aufman (lIrs.Z.S.Harris) (v•• eUIJann to consult)
Dr. Jicolaas H Kuiper (Veblen to consult)

• Roy B. Leipnik ( orse to consult)
Prof. Shizuo Kakutani (Weyl to consult)
Prof. Willian. T. Puckett (Montgomery to consult, though he sug

gested that Puckett would probably want to return to his Univ.)
Mr Kollagunta G. Ramanathan (Morse to consult)
Dr. Herbert J. Ryser ( fontgomery to consult)

rarston orse

Secretary
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$ 2,000
4,000
5,000
3,500
3,000
2,500*

$20,000

4,000
3,000
4,000
3,000

3,250 (Prof. Morse Vlill write)
3,500?(Same as last year's offer -

Prof. Siegel will write)
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held February 23, 1949

Present: Profs. von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, and Morse, Secy.;
and by invitation Prof. Deane Montgomery

1. There was a discussion of the conditions to be placed on stipends

granted to members who come here for an amount of time which cannot be definitely

ascertained in advance. It was agreed that it would be appropriate in the case

of artY" individual to fix a ma.x:inn.nn stipend payment for a specified period of time;

Vii th the understanding that if' the member remains at the Insti tute on]y for a,
shorter period the total p~ent would be proportional to the time spe t.

2. It is reported that the folloVling have accepted previous appoint-

ments for 1949-50:

Prof. Bsirge C. Jessen, fall term ----------
Prof. Kunihiko Kodaira -----------------
Prof. otto Neugebauer, spring term ---------
Prof. Josef Novak --------------
Prof. Georges de Pham, spring term ----
Dr. Laurent Schwartz, fall term -------

*3. As conditioned by 1 above, it was voted to increase the stipend

of Laurent Schwartz to $2,750 for three months in the fall ·of 1949. Prof.

von Neumann to write.

4. Addi tional grants of stipends for 1949-50 were voted as follows:

Prof. Sarvadarnan Chowla, 1st hali of
academic year ----------$ 2,000

For entire year
Dr. Aryeh Dvoretzky -------
Prof. Shizuo Kakutani -----
Mr. Roy B. Leipnik --------
Mr. Kollagunta G. Ramanathan -------

Prof. Lipman Bers ----------
Dr•• artin Eichler ----------

$22,750

(The stipend to be offered Bers is an amount equal to hali his salary at the
University of Syracuse; the other half will be paid by Syracuse University.)
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These cases are all ready for formaJ. letters from the Director. In the cases

of Chowla (who, it is now reported, intends to remain in the United states for

severaJ. years) and of Kakutani (if he intends to remain in this country) it is

understood that membership in the Institute should not stand in the way of ac

cepting academic positions. It is understood that ProfessDr Siegel will ex

plain this to Chowla, and Professor Weyl to Kakutani.

5. The following mathematicians were granted admission to the In

stitute as members:

It is

Dr. William Hester (spring term 1949)
Prof". William Karush
Prof. D. D. Kosambi (April [and part of May?]) _ ("-,,
Dr. Heinz Rutishauser (perhaps Apr.l-June 15)
Dr. Ernst Specker (1949-50)

understood that the Director will now notify each of" these mathematicians

of" their appointments.

Professor Veblen was authorized to write to

Prof. T.G.Room of the University of Sydney, AustraJ.ia,

but now in this country, that he will be admitted to the Institute as a member

during his brief stay here this spring.

It was voted to pay the living expenses of Prof. Kosambi during his

visit here this spring.

6. The following younger mathematicians were put on a preferred list

to be considered for stipends as soon as the awards of the NationaJ. Research

Co~cil Fellowships are made:

Edwin E. Moise
John D. Newburgh
Harry E. Rauch
MuITay Rosenblatt
Max A. WoodbUIy

Of the more mature mathematicians, it was agreed that

Lars GArding
Sze-tsen Hu

should be given special consideration at the next meeting.

7. The case of Felix Bernstein was discussed at the suggestion of

Einstein, pademacher and Morse.

6. Professor von Neumarm brought up generaJ. questions concerning the

AnnaJ.s of Mathematics. To help solve the difficulties Professor Montgomery is

willing to resign his editorship of the A.M.S. Bulletin to become an editor of
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the Annals of Mathematics, and Professor Siegel is ldlling to assist in editorial

problems of the Annals. The importance of ontgomery's having a scientific

assistant, a part of whose time lVould be spent on editorial problems of the

Annals, was discussed and given general approval. The hope was expressed that

the contribution of the Institute's staff to editorial problems of the Annals

may be such that 50 per cent. of the papers submitted to the Annals may be auto

matica~ referred to the staff of the Institute.

Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTI TU'IE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held March 23, 1949

Present: Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Way-l, ani
Morse, Secretary; and by invitation Prof. Deane Montgomery

1. Professor von Neumann presented the case of Dr. Carl G. A. Rossby,

outstanding meteorologist, who would like to be on the pennanent staff of the "

Institute. He was fonnerJ.,y at the Universi ty of Chicago, and is at the present.,

time in Sweden. He will return to this country after several months. It was

agreed that his merits are such that his case should be f'urther studied. Pro

fessor von Neumann 'Will make some of his papers available to the professors of

the School of Mathematics through Miss Blake.

2. Professor Morse presented the proposal, emanating from Herbert S.

Bailey, Jr., of the Princeton University Press, that the Press take over the

business and manufacturing responsibilities of the Annals of Mathemati.cs Studies.

It was agreed that the proposal has its merits, and that a suitable contract

should be submitted to the University and the Institute for Advanced study.

3. It was reported that Dr. Martin Eichler has declined his stipend.

It was agreed however that Professor Siegel could offer him an appointment for

the year 1951-52.
It was also reported that Professor Shizuo Kakutani has been offered

an Assistant Professorship at Yale, but does not wish to resign his Institute

sti.pend for next year unti.l the offer has been form~ approved by the Board

of Trustees of Yale.

Professor Shiing Shen Chern is going to the University of Chicago to

discuss with the Vice President of the University an appointment as Professor.

4. Professor Morse reported that John D. Newburgh, MuzT83T Rosenblatt

and Max A. Woodbury have been recommended for contracts with the Office of Naval

Research, and Paul T. Bateman is recommended for a renewal.

It is understood that Dr. Edwin E. Moise will receive a National Research

Council Fellowship.

5. Prof. Seymour Shennan was not recommended for reappointment with

the Office of Naval Research. Professor Way-l will talk with Shennan and offer

him membership fo r next year with stipend from Weyl' sass':' tant' 5 appropriation.

6. '!be following new stipends were voted:
. .

Dr. Lars Garding --- $3,500
Dr. Sza-tsen Hu -- 3,500
Dr. Harry E. P..auch - 3,000

Professor Morse will write these men informalJ.,y. '!he Directo-r's Office will send
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formal notices of appointment.

1. It was voted to admit the following as members without stipend

for 1949-50: .

Dr. Harish-Chandra
Dr. James A. Jenkins (
Prof. Yue K. Wong

'!he Director's Office will send formal notifications.

It is recorded that Dr. Shih Hsun Chang has been admitted as member

without stipend for the spring tenn 1948-49.

8. It is agreed that all applicants for stipends for next year who

have not received appointments should be notified of this fact, with the excep

tion of those receiving National Research Council fellowships or Office of Naval

Research appointments and the following reserved list:

Dr. Felix A. Behrend
Mr. Henry D. Block
Dr. Raoul Bott
Dr. Yael N. (Mrs. Clifford H.) Dowker
Mr. John R. J(yhill
Prof. P'J.degoro Nakano (see below)
Prof. Henry M. Schaerf
Mr. Joseph L. Ullman

Min Teh Cheng
Mrs. Verena Haefeli
Chuan-Chih Hsiung
V. S. Krishnan
Robert Schatten (Prof. v.Neumann to write)
S. M. Shah
K. Venkatachaliengar
Dennis P. Vythoulkas

agreed that Prof. Edward l~arczewski is possibly the next inIt was9.

It is understood that Professor von Neumann may write to Nakano that bis applica

tion might be favorably acted upon another year.

List for declinations, to be written by Professor Lbrse except as noted

otherwise:

order to receive a grant going to a Polish mathematician.

10. It was a&reed that Dr. S. S. Fillai might very well be the next

mathematician from India to receive a stipend from the Institute.

11. Professor Veblen was authorized to write Prof. Hassler Whitney

that he will be welcome if he comes here next year during his sabbatical leave;

and as soon as we know of his definite plans to come, arrangements nIl be made

to provide him with office space and reserve a room for him if he so desires.
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12. '!he question of aiding people who wish to come here for the pur

pose of the 1950 International Congress was discussed. Various names were pre

sented. It was agreed that the subject should be given systematic study at the

proper time.

Marston Morse

Secretar,y
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held ay 19, 1949

Present: Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl,
and MOrse, Secretar,y

1. It was reported that Princeton University is contemplating

making an additional subsidy of $1500 to the Annals of Mathematics for

160

next year. In such a case it was agreed that the Institute for Advanced

study would make a similar supplementar,y grant for that year, from the

Publication Fund.

2. The question of appointment of Professor Carl G. A. Rossby

was discussed. It was agreed that it would be desirable to offer him an

appointment as a member for a period of two years if suitable financial

arrangements can be made. Dr. Oppenheimer suggested offering him a sti-

pend of ~9,000 a year, together with coverage of professional expenses in

connection with meteorology. Professor von Neumann was authorized to de-

termine the reaction of Professor Rossby to such an offer. If these con-

ditions do not appear adequate to Professor Rossby and Professor Rossby is

still interested, the problem will be reconsidered.

3. Since the meeting of :arch 23:

a. Dr. Sze-tsen Hu has notified us of his acceptance of a position at
Tulane University for the year 1949-50, with the understanding that
the Institute stipend of .~3500 previously offered him will be avail
able to him for the year 1950-51.
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b. Dr. Huts temporary resignation releases $3,500 for 1949-50, which it was
voted to grant as a stipend to Raoul Bott.

c. From the professors t assistants I fund:

Prof• von Neumann has again appointed Dr. Bruria Kaufman
(1f.rs. Z.S.Harris) with a tax-free stipend of ---- $2,500

Prof. Weyl has appointed Prof. Seymour Shennan with a
tax-free stipend of - --- ------- 4,000

Profs. Siegel and Veblen have appointed Prof. Kurt
Reidemeister with a tax-free stipend of -===----- 7,000

Prof. Morse has invited Prof. Emilio Bajada of Pisa to
act as his assistant with a salary of -------- 4,000

d. The following mathematicians have been admitted to membership for 1949-50
without Institute stipend:

Felice Davidson (Mrs. Paul T.) Bateman - independent
Dr. Paul T. Bateman (ONR contract extension expected)
Dr. Olof Hanner (Scholarship from Swedish Royal Academy of Science)
Prof. Edward J. McShane (with Electronic Computer Project)
Dr. John D. Newburgh (ONR contract)
Dr. Gordon K. Overholtzer (G.I. Bill of Rights)
Mr. Claude A. Rogers (Commonwealth Fellow)
Dr. Max A. Woodbury (ONR con:tract)

4. Attached is the list of prospective members of the School of

athematics for 1949-50 as it stands at present.

Marston orse

Secretary

161
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1949-50 SCHOOL OF MA'lHEMATICS TEMR>RARY MEMBERS
AS OF }lAY 19, 1949

161-a

Mathematics Stipendees:

Prof. Lipman Bers --------------- $ 3,250
.LYr. Raoul Batt ----------------- 3,500

Prof. Sarvadaman Chowla (faJ.l term) ---- 2,000
Dr. Raou.f Doss ----------- 3,500
Dr. Aryeh Dvoretzky --------- 4,000
]Jr. Lars Ghding ---------------- 3,500
Prof. BIrge C. Jessen (fall term) - ..- - 2,000
Prof. Kunihiko Kodaira ------------- 4,000
Mr. Roy B. Leipnik --------------- 4,000
Prof. otto Neugebauer (spring term) ------- 5,000
Prof. Josef Novak ---------------- 3,500
Mr. Kollagunta G. Ramanathan -------- 3,000
Dr. Harry E. Rauch --------------- 3,000
Prof. Georges de Rham (spring term) ------ 3,000
Dr. Laurent Schwartz (fall term) ----- 2,750

$50,000
From Professors' Assistants' Fund (taxfree stipends):

Dr. Bruria Kaufman (Mrs.Z.S.Harris)-
appointed by Prof. von Neumann ---- $ 2,500

Prof. Kurt Reidemeister - appointed by
Profs. Siegel and Veblen ------- 7,000

Prof. Seymour Sherman - appointed by
Prof. Weyl ------------- 4,000

Fgrsics Stipendees:

Dr. Herbert S. Green ---- ------
Dr. Leon C. P. van Hove ----------
Mr. Robert Jastrow ---------------
Prof. Oscar Klein -------------
Dr. Conrad Longmire --------------
Mr. Maurice Neuman --------------
Dr. B.R.A.Nijboer ---------------
Prof. Wolfgang Pauli (1 term) -------
Dr. George Rayski ------- -------
Dr. T. H.R.Skyrme -----------------
Dr. Sin-itiro Tomonaga -----------
Dr. Felix Villars ------------
Mr. Arthur S. Wightman ------- ----
Dr. Chen Ning Yang - -------

$ 3,500
4,000
3,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
4,000
7,500
4,000
3,500
6,000
3,500
3,000
3,000

WJJ.$Wlf
Salaried Assistant invited:

Prof. Emilio Bajada (invited by Prof'.Horse) $ 4,000
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embers 'Without IAS stipends (Mathematics and Ihysics):

Felice D. (Mrs. Paul T.) Bateman (11) - independent
Paul T. Bateman (M) - ONR
John F. Carlson (p) J fall term - independent
Herbert Goldstein (p) - independent
Olof Hanner (M) - Scholarship from Swedish Royal Acad. Sciences
Harish-Chandra (M) - Jewett Fellow ..l.;;", (

James A. Jenkins (M) - Jewett Fellow at IAS and Princeton U.
E. S. Kennedy (M), spring term - Rockefeller Found. Fellow to work with O.Neugebauer
Joaquin M. Luttinger (p) - Jewett Fellow
Edward J. McShane (M) - with Electronic Computer Proj ect
Albert Messiah (p) - independent
Edwin E. Moise (M) - NRC Fellow
John D. Newburgh (M) - mm
Gordon K. Overholtzer (M) - G.I. Bill of Rights
Claude A. Rogers (M) - Commonwealth Fellow
Ernst Specker ( ) - a Swiss stipend
Tor B. Staver (p) - independent
Yue K. Wong (M) - independent
Max A. Woodbury (M) - ONR

Admitted as member if NRC, AEC or Jewett FellOWship is obtained:
William Karush (M)
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVAI.'JCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held October 7, 1949

Present: Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenhei.mer, Siegel, Veblen, Wey'!
and Morse, Secretar,y

1. It was reported. that Dr. Carl G. A. Rossby is coming to the

Institute the second semester of this academic year.

2. It was agreed that Professor Jean Leravr, who is one of the in

vited. speakers for the International Congress in 1950, shall be offered a

stipend of $1000 to cover his expenses as a member of the Institute for a

period of a month or six eeks after the Congress. Professor Morse will

write in a preliminary "'q.
3. It was agreed that Professor Hendrik A. Kramers would be wel

come to the Institute at the time of his forthcoming visit to America.

4. It was voted to offer Professor Friedrich W. Levi of the Tata

Institute an honorarium up to $1.50 for a lecture or lectures to be given at

the Institute during the month of the International Congress of 1950. Pro

fessor von Neumann is to write Professor Bethe of this.

5. A committee on the award of the Einstein Prize was appointed.

consisting of Professors Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer and Weyl. It

was understood that the Committee would report its recommendations to the

School of Mathematics.

6. Professor von Neumann was authorized to write to Professor

Prager that the Institute would welcome Dr. Cahit Ar:f at the Institute in

case he should come to America.

7. Professor Morse announced his intention of asking Dr. Yu \!by Chen

to be :his assist~1'L&~f.fi~present academic year. A stipend of $4,000 was

thought suitable.

8. It is recorded that the stipend of $3,500 offered Dr. Sze-Tsen Hu

for the year 1949-50, was postponed to the year 1950-51 and has now been ac

cepted for that year by Dr. Hu.

Marston Morse

Secretar,r
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INSTI'lUTE FOR ADVANCED ST1JlJY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held November 28, 1949

Present: Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl, and
Morse, Secretary; and by invitation Drs. Montgomery, Pais and Selberg

1. Dr. Oppenhellner stated that he would seek a special Visitors' Fund

of $5,000 for the year 1950-51, available for mathematicians coming to the Insti

tute for short visits in connection with the International Congress of Mathemati-

cians.

2. Drs. Oppenheimer and von Neumann reported on their conversations

with Dr. Albert Szent-Gy6rgyi. It appears that he is receiving a salary of

$10,000 a year in his present Government position. He would like to make the

Institute the headquarters for his future work. It was agreed, if the money

is available, that he should be invited to come to the Institute ior a period of

not more than four months, from February through May of 1950, with a stipend of

;'1,000 a month, with the expectation that he would be abl~ to write up some of

his previous work for publication and could fruitfully exchange ideas with vari

ous mathematicians and physicists. It would be made clear to him that the In

stitute could make no commitment for the future beyond the term of this appoint

ment. [Done]

3. Professor von Neumann reported that admission to the Institute

had been offered to Cahit Arf, and accepted.

4. Dr. Oppenheimer reported that the .~4,000 stipend of Dr. Dyson is

not included in the Mathematics budget.

50 The negotiations between the American 1,athematical Society and

the Departments of State and Justice are at such a stage that it seems unde

sirable, at least for the present, to offer any formal invitation to Professor

Laurent Schwartz. It is expected that he will be able to come to the Inter

national Congress for a limited period of one or two weeks.

6. Fred Supnik has beer offered a~ission to he ~chool of athematics

if he receives a National Research Council fellowship.

7. Professor von Neumann was asked to find out whether Professor

Friedrich W. Levi had received the offer of an honorarium of ~150 for lectures,

and to make it if advisable.

8. Inst,itutional membership in the American athematical Society.

Dr. Oppenheimer approved the proposed new arrangement between the A.L.S. and

its institutional members. In the case of the Institute, this means that the
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Institute will be assessed a sum of $1,275 a year beginning January 1, 1950.
By the new arrangement however, $800 will be paid by the Society to the Armals

of Mathematics. The latter amount represents that fraction of ~1,275 which is

aefined by the quotient of the avera6e number of pages published annually b,y

members of the Institute in the Annals, by the total number of pages published

by members of the Institute in the American Journal of J athematics, the Armals,

and the Bulletin and Transactions of the A.M.S. (Formerly the Institute paid

the Society 775 per year, and there was no return from the Society to the An
nals.)

9. Taking account of the fact that Professor Lipman Bers ordinarily

receives a salary of ~7,000 a year from the University of Syracuse but can ex

pect to receive no help from that university if he absents himself for 1950-51,
it was tentatively voted to offer Dr. Bers 4,000 for the year 1950-51. It is

hoped that Dr. Bers could supplement this stipend by amounts received for work

dur:L'Tlg the summer terms. A:orse will consult Bers.

10. It was voted to offer H. Behnke a stipend of $1,000 for the pur

pose of spending at the Institute one month of the academic year 1950-51. This

offer was planned to supplement an offer of $800 for several lectures to be giv-

en at Harvard in the fall of 1950. orse will write informally, and the Director

formally.

11. The School of Mathematics did not approve the grant of a stipend

to Mr. Francois Teissier du Cros, though they would not wish to discourage his

applying another year for such a grant. Professor Weyl will write.

12. It was voted to offer to Dr. Martin Eichler a stipend of ~B,500

for the year 1950-51. It was understood that Eichler had made tentative ar

rangements to work under a contract with the Navy. Professor Siegel is to

write Dr. Eichler to see if the arrangement with the Institute can take preced

ence. [Done]

13. It was voted to offer a stipend of $4,000 to Professor Kenkichi

Iwasawa for the year 1950-51. Morse will write informally, and the Director

formally.

14. The matter of assistants for the permanent members who are not

Institute professors was discussed. Dr. Oppenheimer stated the principle that

these permanent members could have such assistants in any year in which they
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needed them and in which notification was given in due season. (There is a

distinction here from the arrang~nents which are made for the professors,

in that an allowance is automatically made in the budget for assistants for

the professors.)

15. Professor ~orse will inquire of the present holders of Insti

tute stipends in Mathematics who have been here one year or less, as to their

desires for continuation of their stipends for the year 1950-51.
16. Wednesday, December 7, 10:30 a~., was set for the next meet

ing of the School of Mathematics faculty.

Marston Morse

Secretar,y

165
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nmTITUTE FOR ADV TCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of athematics, held December 7, 1949

Present: Profs. Einstein, von ITeumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl, and
orse, Secretary; and by invitation Drs. GBdel, 'ontgomery and Pais

1. It was voted to admit the following without stipends for the spring

tenn 1950:

Asst. Prof. Cheng-jung Hsu of Taiwan Universi~, Fonnosa. orse will write Chern.
Kenneth S. Miller (184 Truman venue, Yonkers, N. Y. ) The Director will notify.

2. It was voted to renew for 1950-51 the following appointments,

with the stipends stated:

Dr. ·Raoul Batt --------- ,3,500
Prof. Kunihiko Kodaira - 4,000
Dr. Harry E. Rauch ---- 3,000

The case of lJr. Kollagunta G. Ramanathan was left in Professor )"{eyl's hands for

further investigation. Professor eyl suggested the possibility that he might

take Ramanathan as his assistant [which he has since arranged]; and there is

the question of Ramanathan's obtaining a Doctor's degree from Princeton University.

3. The following new stipends for 1950-51 were voted:

Dr. Werner Fenchel, University athematical Institute, Copenhagen:
for t e Institute's fall tenn 1950 -------------- 2,000
[Dr. Fenchel will be at the University of Cal-
ifornia for the coming term of 1949-50 with a
salary of 5,000.] The Director will notify.

Prof. George liller, at the rate of p3,500 a year, on the under-
standing that Dr. Orpenheimer will write and ex-
plore the situation ----------------------------- ?

Dr. S. S. Pillai, Calcutta University -------------------------------- 4,000
~"orse will write informally and the Director
formally.

Prof. Beniamino Segre, Istituto atematico, University of Bologna,
Fall term 1950 ----------------------- 2,500
1.lorse will write infonnally and the Director
formally.

Prof. Fabio Conforto (Via Livorna 20, Rome, Italy), Fall term 1950 - 2,500
Siegel will write informally and the Director
formally.

4. Stipend was declined for Prof. J. Sutherland Frame, but he will

be admitted as a member if he so wishes. 1orse will write.

5. It was voted to decline the follo ing a plications for stipend:

Dr. Chuan-Chih Hsiung (forth Hall, University of isconsin). orse will write.
Prof. Tsurusaburo Takasu (Tohoku Univ., Sendai, Japan).' Morse will write Price.
Prof. Donald L Thomsen, Jr. (Haverford Col.) 1.orse will write.
Dr. T. Venkatarayudu (Andhra Univ., iraltair, S. India) • [Prof. eyl has written.]
Prof. Hidegor~ r akano (Tokyo Univ.) has written infonnally to von eumann con-

cerning a grant from the Institute. Von f eumann will answer this
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150
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letter negatively.
Morse is declining for the Annals of athematics Studies to pub

lish Nakano's book on "Modern Spectral Theory.1I

6. It was voted to place the follmving candidates on a deferred list:

Dr. I. S. G<U
Dr. Olli Erkki Lehto
Prof. Ralph S. Phillips
Jacques 1(on Tits - Weyl will confer further with

Artin concerning his merits
Stanley S. Vialters
Dr. Hsien-Chung Wang

7. It was voted to appoint Professors Morse and Weyl a c onnnittee to

offer lectureships at the Institute for dvanced Study to distinguished mathe

maticians visiting this country in connection with the International Congress,

honorariums for the lectures to be of the order of $100-200, and the total

available not more than . 2,500.

8.
Budget for l~athematics Stipends 1950-51 ------------------------------- $50,000

1950-51 ~.at..'leIllatics Stipends offered to date:
Prof. H. Behnke -------------------
Prof. Lipman Bers ---------------------
Dr. Raoul Batt --------------------------
Prof. Fabio Conforto (fall term) -----
Dr. martin Eichler --------------------
Dr. erner Fenchel (fall term) -----
Dr. Sze-Tsen Hu ------ ---------------
Prof. Eenkichi :,asaw ----------------

of. Ku ..:..,.:.. 0 !~odaira ----------------
Prof. Jean Lera;'l 4-6 weeks, Sep.,Oct.)
Prof. George A. ~iller ----------------
Prof. Otto eugebauer (1 term - outside

funds? ~5,u )
Dr. S. S. Pillai -----------------------
Dr. Harry E. Rauch ------------------
Prof. Beniamino Segre (fall term) ------

Special Visitors' Fund for 1950-51 proposed by the Director ----------- ~ 5,000

.onorarium offered Prof. Friedrich W.
Levi ------------------------------

Reserved for honorariums, not more than

Larston Korse

s.ecretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held February 8, 1950

Present: Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl, and
Morse, Secretary; and by invitation Dr. Montgomery

1. The request from Professor Weyl for financial support to

Dr. Edward S. Kennedy, assistant to Prof. otto E. Neugebauer, will be referred

to the School of Historical Studies. A grant of $500 is suggested.

2. Dr. Oppenheimer reported on the problem of enlarged library facil

ities. As a solution he suggested the increasing use for library purposes of

rooms on the second floor of Fuld Hall, -anticipating that the whole of this floor

will eventually be used for the library. He also suggested the possibility of

placing a balcony around the main library room, the alternative being not to use

the shelves out of reach. The Library Committee has suggested a new library

building, but the plan presented by Dr. Oppenheimer seems to have equal merit

and the additional advantages of elasticity and of minimum expense. It is un

derstood that office space would be provided by building one or two new office

buildings to the south of Fuld Hall.

3. Dr. Oppenheimer discussed the problem of long-term appointments

in Physics, reporting the conclusions of the Committee on Physics. On the basis

of this report the School of Mathematics endorses the proposal to appoint Profs.

Richard P. Feynman and Julian Schwinger as Professors of Physics, provided they

seem ready to accept such position, and subject of course to faculty and trustee

approval. The School of Mathematics also endorsed the proposal to give Dr.

Chen Ning Yang and Dr. George Placzek appointments as Members for a term of five

years with stipends of $5,500 and $9,000 respectively.

4. Professor Morse observed that it now seemed time to recommend the

appointment of Dr. Kurt G6del as full Professor of Mathematics, and there was no

dissent from this viewpoint. However, after the meeting several of the pro

fessors reported that they did not consider that any formal action had been taken

at the meeting.

5. It was reported that Prof. Marshall H. Stone is interested in com

ing to the Institute for a period of six weeks in the fall of 1950 for the pur

pose of collaboration with Professor Earle. It was agreed that Stone would be

welcome if he decides to_ come. [Since the meeting, Dr. Oppenheilller has written

Stone in this sense.]

6. It was agreed that the request of Prof. Friedrich W. Levi for

financial aid in excess of the $150 honorarium already granted could best be met

by seeking additional lectureships for Navy and other institutions. [Prof. von

Neumann has written to Prof. Bethe.]
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7. In order that the stipend of Prof. otto E. Neugebauer may be

removed as an obligation of the stipend fund of the School of Mathematics, it

was voted to recommend that Prof. Neugebauer be given a five-year appointment

with stipend of $5,000 a semester for one semester each year. 'lhis recommenda

tion will be presented to the faculty.

B. It was voted to offer Prof. Ralph S. Fhillips and Dr. Olli E. Lehto

each a stipend of $3,500 for the academic year 1950-51. [Morse and the Director

have written.]

9. The case of Dr. John D. Newburgh was doubtful in the following

sense: he has an ONR contract which, in accordance with past experience, may

be renewed if his merits in comparison with other applicants are sufficient.

It was agreed that in the absence of any principle which bars him from a re

newed appointment with the ONR no appointment from the School of Mathematics

would be regarded as necessar,y. Professor Morse has written 1una Rees (appar

ently on leave of absence) and will write Joachim Weyl of the Of'fice of Naval

Research to inquire if the above principle as to renewal still stands.

10. Of' the candidates for stipend now in the United States, it was

agreed to put in the f'irst preferred list:

Dr. John D. Newburgh
Dr. Calvin R. Putnam
Mr. Isadore '. Singer ,....,

and in a second reserved list:
Mr. Alex Heller
Mr. Henry Helson
Dr. Hugh L. Turri
Mr. Stanley S. Walters
Dr. Hsien-Chung Wang [added to this list by orse]
Dr. Albert Wilansky

11. Professor Morse wa authorized to explore the possibilities

with the Division of' Educational Exchange in the Department of State f'or obtain

ing a grant-in-aid under the Smith-l.:.'Undt Act for Jacques L. Tits for the year

1950-51 to enable him to spend the year at the Institute.

12. The remaining applications for stipend ill be reconsidered on

the basis of subsequent inf'ormation.

13. It was voted to admit Dr. John B. Kelly without stipend, and
-the Director is requested to send him an invitation.
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It is recorded that the following have been offered membership without

stipend:

Prof. Cahit Arf (Turkish fellowship?)
Prof. J. Sutherland Frame
Dr. John B. Kelly (as above)
Mr. Naoki Kimura (short visit financed by "Japanese Government")
Dr. nse L. Novak (Jewett fellow - admitted subsequent to Feb.8)

Admission contingent on receipt of National Research Council fellowship:

}lJI'. Alex Heller
Mr. A. J. Hoffman
Mr. Richard V. Kadison
1I'ir. Isadore M. Singer (also IAS stipend applicant).n 1~' ~

1Jr. Fred Supnick

14. Professor Veblen's assistant for next year will be Prof. Kentaro

~, Professor of thematics at Tqkyo University; and Professor Deane Mont

gomery's assistant will be Dr. Edwin Moise. Each will have a salary of $4,000.

15. Professor Morse reco~nended that the reserve for honorariums

from the special Visitors' Fund be reduced from $2,500 to ~?2,000. Stipends
, .:::>~~

previously granted to Drs. Fenchel and. Leray were transferred to the special

Visitors' Fund. It was reported that Prof. Lipman Bers had accepted the

$4,000 stipend offered, and that Dr. Oppenheimer had arranged for a stipend of

$1,-000 to Prof. George A. Miller.

Budget for athematics Stipends 1950-51 -------------------------- ~50,ooo

1950-51 Mathematics Stipends offered to date:
Prof. H. Behnke (1 month - Oct.Nov.?) -------- $ 1,000
Prof. Lipman Bers ------------------------- 4, 000 ~ c..

Dr. Raoul Bott ---------------------- 3,500
Prof. Fabio Conforto (fall term) ----------- 2,500

, Dr. Martin Eichler ------------------ 3,500
Dr. Sze-Tsen Hu ----------------------- 3,500
Prof. Kenkichi Iwasawa -. ---------------- 4,000
Prof. Kunihiko Kodaira -------------- 4, 000
Dr. alIi E. Lehto ----------------------- 3,500°<<:.
Prof. George A. Miller --------------------- 1, 000 <

Prof. Ralph S. Fbillips -------------------- 3,500
Dr. S. S. Pillai ------------------------- 4, 000
Dr. Harry E. Rauch -------------------- 3,000
Prof. Beniamino Segre (fall term) ------------- 2,500 43,500

BALANCE AVAILABLE ------------------------------------- $ 6,500
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Special Visitors' Fund 1950-51 ------------------------------------- $5,000
Dr. Werner Fenche1 (faJ.l term) ------------ $2,000
Prof. Jean Leray (4-6 weeks, Sep.,oct.) ----- 1,000
Reserved for honorariums ----- ------ 2,000 5,000

Honorariums:
Prof. Friedrich W. Levi ----- $ 150
BAIANCE AVAILABLE --------- _1.....,:-8.:..5..;.0 2~,0..;..0;....;.0

Marston Morse

Secretazy

Approved by Profess:> rs Veblen and Wey1
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DISTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held February 1.4, 1950

Present: Profs. Einstein, von Neumann, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl, and Morse, Secy.

1. There was unanimous agreement that .G8del's work is first class.

2. Veblen, Einstein and von Neumann were no longer convinced that

earlier arguments against making Gedel a full Professor are now sufficient.

It was pointed out that Dr. Aydelotte took the point of view that GMel is not

the type of person to be appointed full professor.

3. Weyl and Siegel believe that the position of Permanent ember is

perhaps the most suitable for G8del.

4. Under the circumstances ·orse is satisfied with neither solution.

5. It was agreed that it is not wise to press for a decision at the

moment.

Marston Morse

Secretary
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offer stipends of $.3,250 each to Dr. Calvin R.

[Prof. Morse will write to Putnam, and Prof.

17.3
INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Yinutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held April 5, 1950

Present: Profs. von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, Veblen, Weyl, and Morse, Sec
retary; and by invitation Profs. Montgomer.v and Selberg

1. It was voted to

Putnam and Dr. Istvan S. Gal.

Selberg to au.]
If it turns out that there is a balance remaining from the 1949-50

Stipend Fund, an appropriate small grant could be made to Richard F. Arens

for the summer months of 1950.

2. Declinations are to be sent to the other candidates, with the

exception of Jacques L. Tits concerning whom negotiations are in progress;

and with the understanding that in the cases of Henr.v He1son, Eugene V. Schenk

man and Albert Wilansk;y, a situation might arise in the future in which funds

would be available for them. [Prof. Morse will write to Helson, Schenkman

and Wilansky_]

.3. It was voted to admit Profs. L. J. Mordell [to whom Prof. Siegel

will write] and Inigi Fantappi as members without stipend, to be provided with

suitable office space.

4. The necessar.v correspondence in addition to that noted above will

be conducted as follows:

Professor Veblen: Prof. John L. Kelley

Professor Wey1: Drs. Gert H. Mftller and John R. J4Yhill
Professor Montgomer.v: Dr. Haien-Chung Wang

Professor Morse: Mr. John W. Carr III, Miss Joanne Elliott, "Dr. Benr.v Hil,
Dr. John Beckwith Kel~, Dr. Jacob Korevaar, Dr. Reinhard L. Korgen, Dr.
Richard M. Martin, Pro.f. Jqles McConnon, Dr. Ward C. Sangren, Pro.f. Hugh
L. Turrittin, Dr o stanley S. Walters.

5. It was reported that Professor Morse had used his assistant IS

fund for a stipend for Prof. Emilio Bajada, and that Pro.fessor Siegel had ap

pointed Dr. Theodor Schneider his assistant, both for the year 1950-51.

6. It was reported that since the last meeting

Mr. Bent Fug1ede has been Offered Institute membership without stipend for six
months begiIming in August 1950; and that

Dr. William S. Gustin has been offered Institute membership conditional on his
receiving an O.N.R. fellowship.
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7. The fund allocated to the committee of Professors Wey1 and Morse

(Minutes, December 7, 1949,c:ff1, and February 8, 1950, ~15) for small grants to

visiting mathematicians, shall be referred to as the Visitors' Fund for Small

Grants, am shall be budgeted as $2000, instead of the original $2500, to cor

respond to the state of the total Mathematics budget. Allocations from this

fund to date are:

Visitors' Fund for Small Grants ----------------- $2,000

To Prof. Friedrich W. Levi ---------- $150
Dr. Komaravo1u Chandrasekharan -------- 200
Prof. Giovanni Sansone --------------- 100
Prof. J.H.C.Whitehead ---------- ..,;1;;,.;00;;..;;.... 5:::.::5;..;;;.0

Balance available ------------------- - ------ $1,450
[Copy to be sent to Miss Trinterud]

8. It was agreed that the secretaries are not to mimeograpn notes

for members other than Permanent Members and Faculty, without the explicit ap

proval of a Professor of Mathematics; and that in a.I\Y case this approval is

to be understood as subject to the condition that the secretary shall give

preference at all times to the 'Work - either mathematical or in cOITespondence -

of the Professors and Permanent Members. [Copy to be sent to Mrs. Leary and

the secretaries concerned.]

9. Dr. Oppenheimer has obtained the approval by the members of the

School of Mathematics of the following: to invite Professor Wolfgang Pauli

to be a member of the Institute for five years, without definite financial com

mitment, but with the understanding that his needs will be taken care of in the

light of the budgetary situation then existing.

Marston Morse

Secretary
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]}JSTITUTE FOR ADV. NCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held September 26, 1950

Present: Professors von Neumann, Oppenheimer, Siegel, and Morse; and by
invitation Professors Montgomery and Selberg

1. With regard to the request of Dr. Samuel Bourne, that he be

permitted to retain his membership for the year, Dr. Oppenheimer suggested

that Bourne be written that he would be welcome at any time at the Institute

and that the Institute would be able to pay his traveling expenses to

Princeton for two or three such trips during the year, but the Institute

preferred not to grant membership unless he was in residence a 'greater part

of the time. [Professor Morse has written Dr. Bourne.]

2. The case of Dr. Felix Browder was reviewed and the decision

was reached that his case is not strong enough to warrant granting him a

membership with stipend. [Professor von Neumann will write.]

3. embership was voted to lJr. Thomas V. Davies.

4. 'Ihe cases of Dr. Dorothy L. Bernstein, Dr. Chuan-Chih Hsiung

and Dr. K. Venkatachaliengar were reviewed. The decision was reached that

Drs. Bernstein and Venkatachaliengar were not of the caliber to warrant the

granting of aid. Dr. Hsiung will be written by Morse to the effect that the

membership of the School of 1~thematics thinks he would profit most by

entering some graduate school where the subjects in which he is interested

most are covered in systematic lectures. [Professor urse has written.]

5. It was voted that the offer made to Dr. Jacques L. Tits would

be renewed this year in the same form as last year. Professor .orse was

authorized to so inform Tits, and to suggest that he make his application

at once with the Cultural Attach~ at Brussels for aid under the Fulbright and

Smith- .undt Acts. [Professor orse has written.]

6. Professor Montgomery agreed to write to Professor K. Yosida

of Nagoya University in Japan, to see if he might be free to spend a term

at the Institute. [Professor Montgomery has written.]

7. It was agreed that Dr. C. Y. Rossby will be welcome here as

a visitor the second term and might receive a stipend of 000 a month.

Dr. Oppenheimer will see whether this money can be obtained from sources other

than the fund for stipends for mathematics. [Dr. Oppenheimer will write.]

8. Professor Selberg brought up the case of Dr. Ernst Selmer, a

Norwegian mathematician, who is interested in the Computer Project and who
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would like to spend a half year here as a member. Such an application would

be favorably received if and when made.

Marston orse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of l1athematics, held October il, 1950

Present: Prof'essors Oppenheimer, Siegel, von Neumann, and Morse.

1. It was voted to recommend that Doctors Montgomery, ~,

and Selberg be made Professors in the School of Mathematics. '!his

recommendation carries with it the recommendation that there be

established two grades of Prof'essor in tlle Institute for Advanced Study

without fonnal distinction in title but with an actual distinction cor

responding to seniority, and with two levels of' salaries of which the

lower was tentatively put at $12,000. The above new appoin"bnents were

reconnnended at the lower level.

2. llie Director discussed the figure at which the maximum salar.r

might reasonably be set.

3. The possible appoin"bnent of Jean Lerayr as Professor of

Mathematics at the maximum salary level was discussed. Morse and

von Neumann were strongly in favor. In accordance with Professor Leray's

wishes an arrangement would have to be made with the Administration of the

Coll~ge de France whereby Professor Leray would be assigned a "mission"

at the Institute for Advanced study for two or three years. Professor

Siegel had some doubts as to the maximal character of such an appoin"bnent,

and it was agreed to wait until Professor Weyl returned before taking any

action.

4. Irving Segal was suggested by von Neumann and Morse as

possibly the best appointment which could be made as a pennanent member

at the level of $8,000. Veblen has indicated decided approval, but the

impression which Oppenheimer had gained of Segal was not highly favorable.

No action was taken.

5. It was agreed that Siegel and Morse should report on

Selberg an:i Montgomery respectively to the faculty.

6. Professor von Neumann raised the question of making Goldstine

and Bigelow pennanent members of the Institute for Advanced study it being

understood that this implied a possible financial commitment in the future.

No immediate demand on the budget of the Institute is anticipated however,

since their salaries are at the present time otherwise provided. It was

agreed to consider this matter .further.

Marston Morse
Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR V. rCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of athematics, held Tovember 9, 1950

Present: Professors Oppenheimer, Siegel, Weyl, von !eumann, and orse;
and by invitation Professors ontgomer,y and Selberg

1. It was voted to offer Professor~ Leray a membership at

the Institute for dvanced Study for three years (or two years, if he

prefers) with a stipend approximating that of Professor. Professors orse

and von! eumann will draw up a preliminary letter to the administrator who

is Lerayt s superior in the Coll ge de France exploring the situation.

account will also be presented by orse and von Neumann to the Faculty at

its meeting next Tuesday.

2. It was voted to make ~ H. Bigelow and ~ H. Goldstine

Permanent .embers of the Institute with appropriate Teachers t Insurance and

Annuity arrangements and with stipends of not more than 9000 and at least

$lCOO more than they were receiving a year ago. It is the expectation,

for the present at least, that their services at the Computer Project will

be paid for out of funds taken from goverrnnent grants. Professors Oppen

heimer and von Neumann will determine the precise &nount of the above

stipends . thin the above limits.

3. It was voted that Dr. Raffia Dhar ·sra be admitted to member

ship for the residue of this academic year. Dr. Op enheimerts office will

notify him.

4. It was voted to offer Dr. K. Yosida a stipend starting L"l

Januar,y, 1951, of 500 a month for a maximum of four months. Iorse will

notify him, and .Dr. Oppenheimer will write formally.

5. It was voted to offer to Professor Y!.:.!:. 'artin, Head of

the Department at ~ssachusetts Institute of Technology, a stipend of

$4000 to supplement the half of his salar,y which he will receive from

...• 1. T. during his leave of absence next year. Morse will notify him,

and Dr. Oppenheimer will write formally.

:!l:Iarston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held December 8, 1950

Present: Professors Oppenheimer, Weyl, von Neumann and Morse; and by .
invitation Professor Montgomery

1. It was voted to offer Dr. Jacques ~. Tits a grant-in-aid of

$2500 for next year. An attempt will be made to ascertain the policy of

the state Department regarding granting aid to a mathematician under the

Smith-1fundt Act. It seems likely that Tits will be able to obtain a Ful

bright grant for transportation once the Belgian Foundation has knowledge

of our unconditional offer. [Professor Morse has written informally; the

Director will write formally.]

2. It was voted to grant Professor Heinrich Behnke a stipend of

$250 to cover his expenses here until December 24, 1950. [Professor Morse

has written. J
3. Grants of '00 and $500 respecti ely were made to Mr. Bent

Fuglede and Dr. Vittorio Dalla Volta for the remainder of this year.

[Professor Morse has written.]

4. It was voted to keep the offer to Dr. KSsaku Yosida for a

grant for the remainder of this year open until such time as he decides

whether to leave for Japan or not. [Dr. Oppenheimer has written in reply

to Yosida1 s letter.]

5. Renewals:

It was voted to offer to renew the grant-in-aid to Dr. Istvcfu

s. G'r for $3250 for next year. Dr. G'al will be encouraged to obtain an

extension to his visa. [Professor Morse has written infornally. J
It was voted to renew Dr. Leo l!. sario t s grant-in-aid for

$4000 for next year. [Professor Morse has written informaJ.ly; the Director

has written formally.]

6. It was voted to postpone consideration of a grant for Dr.

Wen-ts11n Wu. A grant for the remainder of this year seemed impracticable.

Professor Weyl will write suggesting that the School of Mathematics would

consider an application from him for next year if he should wish to make

one. [Professor Weyl has written.]

7. Professor Weyl was asked to write to Professor Tadasi

Nakayama that we would be glad to receive an application from him for a

grant-in-aid for next year. Professor Weyl is to inquire as to what family

Professor Nakayama has. [Professor Weyl has written.]
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8. It was voted to offer a membership to Dr. Victor b,. Klee

conditioned on his receiving a National Research Fellowship. His applica

tion for a grant-in-aid from the Institute will be considered with the other

applications later. [Professor }lorse has written.]

9. Professor Weyl reported on the mathematical work of Professor

Arne E$ !. Beurling, pointing out that he had done interesting work in at

leas t three fields; generalized prime number theory, spectral theory, and

theory of functions of a single complex variable. Professor Montgomery

reported again on the achievements of Irving Segal. It was proposed that

we invite Professor Beurling for one year for a salary about the same as

the one which is considered for Professor Leray, and that in the meantime

we study the work both of Beurling and Segal so that a year from now we

shall be better able to make a decision on a permanent appointment. This

proposal met with general favor. Dr. Oppenheimer request d that the question

be left open until some of the appointment and budget problems now pending

are settled. It is anticipated that another meeting of the School of

Mathematics in about a month can make final recommendations in this respect.

10. It was announced that since the last meeting of the School

of Mathematics the following grants had been voted for next year, 1951-52:

Dr. Beno Eckmann for a maximum of five months at $750 per

month, a total commitment of $3750.

Professor !. !. Martin for one year at $4000.

Dr. Olaf Schmidt on the recommendation of Professor Otto

Neugebauer for the second term at $2500 which is to be divided evenly

between the two Schools amounting to a commitment of $1250.

11. Total funds committed for next year, 1951-52:

Dr. Beno Eckmann ••••••••••••••••••• $3750
Professor W. T. Martin [Accepted]. • • • • • • • • •• 4000
Dr~ Olaf Schmidt [Accepted). • • • • • • • • • • • •• 1250
Dr. Jacques L. Tits [Accepted] • • • • • • • • • • •• 2500
Dr. Istv~ S. etal [Visa extension pending] • • • • •• 3250
Dr. Leo R. Sario [Accepted]. • • • • • • • • • • • •• 4000

Total • .$18750

Marston Morse

Secretary

When it was discovered after this meeting that Mr. Fuglede1s membership
was for the Fall Term only, it was ascertained from the School of
Mathematics that they approved an extension of his membership for the
Spring Term. [Dr. Oppenheimer has written.)
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held January 24, 1951

Present: Professors Oppenheimer, Wey1, von Neumann, and Morse; and by
invitation Professors MoD;tgomery and Selberg

1. Professor Selberg reported on Professor~ Beur1i.ng. It

was agreed that it is desirable to a.sk Beurling to come to the Institute as

visiting professor for the academic year 1951-52 for the whole year if

possible, or the second half year if it is not possible for the first half

year. If it is not possible for him to come either term it is desirable

to ask him if he could come the following year. His salazy would be

substantial~ that of a full professor. Professor Selberg is to write

him informal~ sounding out his reaction to proposals of this sort.

[Professor Selberg has written.]

2. Total funds committed for next year, 1951-52:

Dr. Beno Eckmann [Accepted for three months]. •• $2250
Dr. Istvan S. GU [Visa extension pending]. • •• 3250
Professor W. T. Martin [Accepted] • • • • • • •• 4000
Dr. Leo R. Sarlo [Accepted] • • • • • • • •• 4000
Dr. Olaf Schmidt [Accepted] • • • • • • • • • •• 1250
Dr. Jacques L. Tits [Accepted]. • • • • • • • •• 2500

Total • • • • • $17250

3. 'laking into account the $3145.85 available in the Stipend

Fund this year [$625 being added with the removal of that amount committed

to Professor Rossby] and the $25,000 voted to be made available for 1951-52,

the following grants were voted totaling $5104.15 over the present appro

priation:

Prof. John W. Green, University of California, Los Angeles. •• $2000
Full year 1951-52
Morse has written inform~ and the Director form~

Dr. Sze-tsen Hu, Institute for Advanced study. • • • • • • • •• 3500
Full year 1951-52
Morse has notified informally and the Director has
written fonn~

Prof. Mark Kac, Cornell University. • • • • • • • • • • • • 3000
Full year 1951-52
von Neumann has written infonnally and the Director
fo~

Prof. Tadasi Nakayama, Nagoya University and University of Ill.. 3500
Full year 1951-52
Wey1 has written infonnal1y and the Director fonnal~

Prof. Murray H. Protter, Syracuse University • • • • • • • • •• 4000
Full year 1951-52
Morse has written informa.11.y and the Director fo~
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4. It was voted to grant membership to the following as

• • • • • • • • • •• $4000

•• 4000

to write informally to

requesteds

Prof. Alfred W. Jones, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, spring term, 1950-51

Dr. George A. Austin, University of Michigan, full year, 1951-52

Dr. Arrigo Finzi, via Arno 21, Rome, Italy, several months, 1951-52

Prof. Mohsen Hachtroudi, Harvard University, fall term, 1951-52

'lhe Director wrote formally sending the letter to Dr. Finzi in duplicate.

5. From the additional funds likely to be made available by

the Board of Trustees the following reservations were made, to be decided

definitely after the funds are voted:

Professor John L. Kelle,y••••••••

Nominee of Professor Jean Lera,y • • • • • •

Morse has written informally to Kelley and is

Leray.

6. It was agreed that the following men are likely candidates

for grants insofar as money is available:

Dr. Robert S. Finn • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • •

Dr. Henr,y B. Helson. • • •

Prof. Edwin Hewitt • • • • •

Prof. Yuk~osi Kawada•••••••••

Dr. John Mccarthy•••••••••••

Dr. John R. ~hi11 • • • • • • • • • •

• • • •

• • • •

· . . .

$3500

3000

3500

4000

3000

3500

Marston Morse

Secreta:ty
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INSTITUTE FOR ADY. CED STUDY

YJinutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held February 27, 1951
Present: Professors Oppenheimer, Weyl, von Neumann and Morse; and by

invitation Professors Montgomery and Selberg

1. It was agreed that Professor Selberg should write an explora

tory letter to Professor Arne Beurling suggesting that the School of

Mathematics would be delighted to have him become a member of the Institute

for Advanced Study for the year 1952-53 with a grant of $12,000, under

standing that this would have to be confirmed by the Board of Trustees of

the Institute at its next meeting. [Done.]

2. It was also agreed that Professor von Neumann should write

Irving Segal, Associate Professor of Mathematics at the University of

Chicago, expressing our desire that he should be a member of the Institute

for Advanced Study for the year 1951-52. If Segal should obtain a Guggen

heim Fellowship, the Institute would be ready to make a grant to Segal such

that his net income from the Guggenheim Fund and the Institute for Advanced

Study for the academic year would not be less than he would normally

receive at the University of Chicago. If no Guggenheim Fellowship is

received the Institute would make a corresponding increase in its grant. [Done.]

3. Subject to the allotment of money to the School of Mathe

matics for grants-in-aid the School of Mathematics recommends the following:

Professor Kenkichi Iwasawa be made a member for the year 1951-52 with a

grant of $4000 and that insofar as funds are available the following mathe

maticians be made grants in the following order:

Mr. Robert S. Finn • • • • • •• ~3500

Dr. Henry B. Helson. • • • • • 3000
Dr. Richard V. Kadison • • • • • 3500
Mr. John McCart~. • • • • • 3000

In any case, it is proposed to wait until the Office of Naval Research

Fellowships and the National Research Council Fellowships are determined

and until the Director has more definitive knowledge of the budget.

4. It is here recorded that since the January meeting, by vote

of the Faculty of the School of Mathematics, Dr. Aldo Andreotti was given

membership with a grant of $1500 for the Spring Term, 1950-51. 'llie amount

of this grant was transferred from the assistant's fund allotted to

Professor Siegel to the stipend budget of the School of Mathematics.
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Budget - 1951-52

Funds available from 1950-51 •- - . . . . . . . • $3145.85

~2250.00

3000.00
3000.00
3250.00
2000.00
3500.00
3000.00
4000.00
4000.00
3500.00
4000.00
4000.00
1250.00
2500.00

~ appropriated for 1951-52 • • • • • • • • • • 25000.00

~ committed ~ 1951-52

Dr. Beno Eckmann [Accepted] • • • • • • • • • •
M. Four~s [Accepted]. • • • • • • • • • • •
Mme. Four~s [Accepted] •••••••••••••
Dr. Istvful S. GU [Visa extension pending]. • •
Professor John W. Green [Accepted]. • • • •
Dr. Sze-tsen Hu [Accepted] •••••••••••
Professor Mark Kac [Accepted] • • • • • • • • •
Professor John L. Kelley... ¥- ~ " <;:1, •••••
Professor W. T. Martin [Accepted] •••••••
Professor Tadasi Nakayama [Accepted] ••••••
Professor Murray H. Protter [Accepted] •••••
Dr. Leo R. Sario [ ccepted] • • • • • • • • • •
Dr. Olaf Schmidt [Accepted] • • • • • • • •
Dr. Jacques L. Tits [ ccepted]. • • • ••

Commitments conditional ~ the budget

Professor Kenkichi Iwasawa. • • • • • • • • •• $4000.00

$28,145.85

43,250.00

Proposals approved by~ School of Mathematics conditional £E; the budget

Mr. Robert S. Finn. • • • $3500.00
Dr. Henry B. Re1son • • • • • • 3000.00
Dr. Richard V. Kadison. • • • • • • • •• 3500.00
Mr. John McCarthy' • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• 3000.00

Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTI'IU'IE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held April 10, 1951

Present: Professors Oppenheimer, Weyl, von Neumann and Morse; and by
invitation Professors Montgomery and Selberg

1. Professor Weyl submitted a memorandum to be enclosed in

these minutes about the Mathematics Library of the Institute. It was

agreed that Professor Selberg should represent mathematics on the Librar,y

Committee in the absence of Professor We.rl.

2. Professor Selberg reported that he had not heard further

from Professor Beurling.

3. It 'was unanimously agreed that the School of Mathematics

desires to offer Professor Hassler Whitney of Harvard University a pro

fessorship at the Institute for Advanced Study at the highest salary. A

meeting of the Faculty will be arranged for Monday the 16th of April when

the account will be given by Professor !ontgomery of Whitney. The

Director proposes to acquaint the Trustees at their meeting on May 4th

of the desire of the School of Mathematics to appoint Whitney as full

professor leaving the formal decision of the matter until next fall inas

much as it would seem unlikely that an appointment could be made and

accepted this spring.

4. Professor von Neumann reported on the subsidies granted

the Annals of 1fathema.tics by the University and the Institute. It was

agreed that the Institute, together with the University, should continue

its annual subsidy of $4250. Only $3000 of this is now budgeted. The

full $4250 will be entered in the budget if possible, otherwise the $1250

will be taken from the Publication Fund.

5. Professor von Neumann reported as a member of the Liaison

Committee with the University that various groups would be interested in

receiving earlier reports on the appointments of the Institute for next

year. It was agreed that the appointments in mathematics should be sent

to the Department of Mathematics and those in plvsics to the Department

of pqysics, etc. [Done.]

6. It was voted to offer $3000 to Professor Irving Segal for

the academic year 1951-52 to supplement his Guggenheim Fellowship.

Professor von Neumann will write informal1y. [Done.]

7. It was voted to offer Professor~ Shiffman a grant of

$2500 to supplement the grant which he receives from the Guggenheim
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Hirzebruch, F. E.
Hunt, B.
Keown, E. R.
Koehler, F.
Lister, W. G•
Martin, R. M.
McCarthy, J.
Misra, R. D.
~hill, J. R.
Rosen, J. B.
Roth, K. H.
Sanders, J.
Sasaki, S.
Szebehely, V. G.
Wang, H. C.
Wendel, J. G.
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Foundation. Morse will write informally; the Director formally. [Done.]

8. The appointments already agreed upon for next year exhaust

the Grants-in-Aid for Mathematics. If, however, by virtue of resignations

or other reasons funds become available it was agreed that Dr. Alex Heller

and Dr. Henr,T ~ Helson should be offered grants in the order written.

9. The Director should send formal notice of appointment as

Uember in the School of Mathematics to Professor Kenkichi Iwasawa for the

year 1951-52 with a grant of $4000. [Done.]

10. Dr. N. 2.:. Ankeny's application for membership with an

Office of Naval Research Fellowship was voted for the year 1951-52. The

Director will notify. [Done. ]

11. The following mathematicians will be notified by Professor

MQrse of the inability of the Institute to grant their requests for aid

for the academic year 1951-52:

Aissen, M. I.
Antosiewicz, H. A.
Bade, W. G.
Bambah, R. P.

. Birnbaum, z. w.
Chen, K. T.
Cheo, L. P.
Curtis, M. L.
Dugundji, J.
El-Fandy, M. G. E.
F~, I.
Goldman, o.
GOto, M.
Heerema, N.
Helson, H. B.
Herstein, I. N.

Wermer, J.

Professor Weyl will notify Professor Y. Kawada and Dr. W. T. Wu of the

inability of the Institute to granttb:dr requests for aid for the academic

year 1951-52. [Done.]

12. It is here recorded that Dr. Bruria Kaufman has been

appointed Assistant to Professor Einstein for the months of April through

June 1951, and from July 1, 1951 through June 30, 1952.
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Budget - 1951-52

. . . . . . .Funds available from 1950-51 •

Funds appropriated for 1951-52 • . . . . .
3103.27

50000.00 .53,103.27

48,750.00

~ 4,353.27

. $ 2250.00
3000.00
3000.00
3250.00
2000.00
3500.00
4000.00
3000.00
4000.00
3500.00
4000.00

• 4000.00
3000.00

• • • • •• 1250.00
2500.00
2500.00

Funds committed for 1951-52- -
Dr. Beno Eckmann [Accepted] ••••••••
M. Four~s [. ccepted] • • • • • • • • • • • •
JDne. Four~s [Accepted] • • • • • • • • • • •
Dr. Istvan S. Gal [Visa extension pending] •••
Professor John h. Green [Accepted] • • • • •
Dr. Sze-tsen Hu [Accepted] • • • • • •
Professor Kenkichi Iwasawa [Accepted].
Professor Mark Kac [Accepted]. • • • • • ••
Professor W. T. artin [Accepted] ••••••••
Professor Tadasi Nakayama [ ccepted] • • • •
Professor Murray H. Protter [ ccepted] ••
Dr. Leo R. Sario [ ccepted] ••••
Professor Irving Segal [ ccepted].
Dr. Olaf Sch.~dt [ ccepted] •••
Professor Max Shiffman • • • • • •
Dr. Jacques L. Tits [ ccepted] •••

Balance••••••

Uarston Morse

Secretary
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THE INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY

SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS

Memorandum Regarding Mathematics Libra~

April 5, 1951

When the School of Mathematics of the Institute moved from Fine Hall, with
its excellent mathematics libra~, to distant Fuld Hall it was felt by all mathe
maticians concerned that now the Institute was bound to build up a mathematical
library of its own. After careful consideration the principles determining
scope of the library, regulations for its use, arrangement and cataloguing of
books and periodicals were laid down in an informal memorandum of which I repeat
here some of the main points.

The library is planned as a reference library which is easily and equally
accessible to all members of the School. A reader has two legitimate but con
flicting desires: to find his book in the library at any moment he wants it,
and to tal(e it with him for his own exclusive use as long -as he likes. Just
because books from the mathematics library in Fine Hall may be taken home we
decided that we would give preference to the first requirement and that the books
of our library should, as a rule, stay in the building. A pass key to all offices
would enable the librarian to get hold of books wanted.

Since the most frequent procedure by which our members find the printed in
formation they want is by means of references, we decided upon alphabetical
arrangement of the books as the only one enabling the users to locate books of
known title w;j..thout ambiguity and without having to consult a catalogue. By the
same principle the full titles are used in the alphabetical arrangement and no
liberties are taken with the order of their words (except that the surname of the
author comes first). No arrangement according to lIsubjectsll is possible that is
much better than a completely haphazard one, as can be proved by many examples.
Seldom a book deals with one subject only, but how can it be in two to ten places
at the same time unless one buys as m~ copies? Moreover classifications have a
tendency to become obsolete. For all these reasons I still thiJli< today, as we
all thought when the library was started, that we ought to stick to the alpha
betical ar-.cangement. It is by far the soundest and most objective. If a change
is ever considered one should not underrate the price in confusion and labor one
would have to pay for it.

'!he following were recognized as lIinternational languages: 1I English, French,
German, Italian, Spanish, and Latin. As a rule we would buy only books and periodi
cals which are either printed in, or which include translations of major parts into,
one of these six languages. After the war Russian was added, but we have been
content to buy only the most important books in Russian and to subscribe only to
the most important Russian journals.

For the exchange of journals we depend on close cooperation with the
Mathematics Department of Princeton University since we have all our exchange
material in common with them.
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_bout the purchasing policy there exists a memorandum drawn up on December 12,
1945, which is here copied in full:

np.ight from the beginning when the plans for Fuld Hall were
drawn up, .the School of Mathematics emphasized that without adequate
library facilities for mathematics in Fuld Hall the termination of our
symbiosis with the I,lathematics Department of the University in Fine
Hall would seriously impair the working conditions for mathematicians.
We considered it essential to have a working library for mathematics
and theoretical physics that is fairly complete, at least from 1900 on.

e would continue to rely on the library in Fine Hall as the source of
older literature less frequently consulted. We estimated the initial
outlay for our library at $40,000, and thought that an annual allowance
of $5,000 for books and periodicals would be sufficient to keep it up
to date and supplement less urgent basic equipment that was not purchased
at the outset.

nIn the subsequent building up of the library we have often found
it necessary in our purchases of runs of important periodicals to go
back of the year 1900. But on the whole we have carried out the policy
laid down at the beginning, and our estimates proved fairly correct.
With the present rise in prices, an annual allowance of ii>5,000 me.y become
inadequate; but a definite appraisal will have to wait until conditions
become a little more stable.

"In connection with the request of the Library Committee, the
SChool has reconsidered its purchasing pl~~ and has come to the con
clusion that our needs are still the same, and that no modification of
our program is indicated, with one minor exception however. In view of
the destruction of libraries and stocks in Europe, it seems no longer
justified to purchase for our library runs of Proceedings of Academies
of minor importance, especially if they contain but a small percentage
of material of interest to mathematicians and physicists. 1I

During the first years maqy younger mathematicians who used the library
felt that the alphabetical arrangement made a subject catalogue almost indispensable.
It is clear that only a mathematician or a group of mathematicians can compile such
a catalogue, which must be based on a careful analysis of the contents of each
individual book•. Thus Professor Alfred Brauer, who built up the mathematics library
during these years with great circumspection and efficiency, started work on a
subject catalogue, not without being fully aware of the arbitrariness involved in
the division of the whole of mathematics into numerous subfields and the corres
ponding classification of books. The catalogue as it is now approaching completion
does not include physics. This limitation, together with the fact that demand for
a subject catalogue seems to have become less urgent in the course of time and the
unlikeliness that the younger mathematicians of our staff will be will:L~g to con
tinue Brauer's work, has led to the decision that, at least for the time being, the
catalogue will be closed with the end of the year 1950, and will be typed on loose
leaves with the several items in each subfield roughly arranged in chronological
order. The labor and experience required for putting each item on a separate
card do not seem justified at this stage. Before he began his work on the subject
catalogue Brauer outlined the program in a memorandum of which an abbreviated
version is attached.

With its extension the organization of the Institute Library has changed
considerably since 1940. But fortunately no attempt has been made to impose a
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uniform pattern on the libraries of the different schools. 'Ihey are different in
character and should remain so. I wish to express the hope that also in the
future the mathematics libra~ will be so operated as to insure its greatest
usefulness to mathematical research and to the men who are engaged in it.

Hermann Weyl
HWcdu
Enclosure
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Program of ~ Subject Catalogue for the Eathematics Library

'Ihe subject catalogue has no other aim but to help the mathematicians and
physicists in using the library. 'Ihus, one must not expect that every book of
the library is found in the subject catalogue. For instance, the customary
section IICollected rorks ll is omitted since no user of this library will ever
go over a list of IICollected rorks" undecided whether he wants a volume of
Huygens, Cayley, or Klein. For similar reasons neither the ctualit~es Scienti
fiques nor the dissertations will be listed; they are bound papers rather than
books.

On the other hand certain items will be entered into the catalogue as books
although they appeared in periodicals. Example: Hilbert's II Zahlbericht. ll The
first part of Hasse's later IIBericht ll appeared as a paper, the second as a book;
it would be foolish to treat both parts in a different manner.

For the purpose of classification the whole of mathematics had to be divided
into subfields (such as "Algebraic numbers," "Integral equations,") in a way
that was determined on the one side by the organization of mathematics itself
with its diverse though interrelated subjects, on the other side by the need to
make the sets of books falling under the various headings neither too big nor
too small. The latter viewpoint came fully into play only in the actual process
of cataloguing the library. Of course the division of mathematics into parts as
well as the classification of books according to these parts are highly arbitrary;
and it is almost certain that changes will become desirable, even necessary, in the
course of time. (For instance, "Integral equations,1I is a rubric which would not
have existed before 1900.)

Most of the books, of course, will fall under several headings. A book
with the title "Group 'Iheory and Quantum l1echanics" will obviously have to be
listed under both headings IIGroup theory" and "Quantum mechanics. 1I But the
title seldom tells the whole story. OP~y by careful analysis of its contents
can a book be assigned its right places in the catalogue. Of course, not every
book in which the theory of determinants is used will be found under "'Iheory of
Determinants." This will be so only if at least some chapter of this theory
is treated in the book systematically. The books in a given subfield are ordered
chronologically, at least up to the time when the first draft of the part of the
catalogue covering that subfield was completed. The year which appears on the
title page of the library copy is considered as decisive, also in the case of
an unchanged reprint of an earlier edition.
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

LtiJrrutes of a meeting of the School of athematics, held October 9, 1951.

Present: Professors .ontgomery, orse, Oppenheimer, Pais, Selberg and
von Neumann.

1. The School of Mathematics recommends that Dr. Jule Q.=. Charney

be made a member of the Institute for dvanced Study for a term of five years

starting immediately at an annual salar,v of 9000. It is understood that

Charney's salary-will come either from money obtained under government con

tracts with the Electronic Computer Project or from the gift received by the

Institute for Advanced Study from the International Business achines Corpo

ration.

2. The School of Mathematics recommends that Professor A. K. •---
Beurling be invited to become a member of the Institute for Advanced Study

for the academic year 1952-53 with a grant-in-aid of $12,000. Professor

Selberg will write Professor Beurling informally after the October 25th

meeting of the Board of Trustees, provided the Board of Trustees approves

this invitation. Selberg may suggest that Beurling come as a Visiting

Professor in Mathematics for the purpose of continuing his researches. He

will ask Beurling to give us a definite answer before December 1, 1951.

3. It was voted to offer Dr. Friedrich Hirzebruch a grant-in-aid

of 3,500 for the academic year 1952-53. It was agreed that Morse will write

to him at once informally and that the Director's Office will send a formal

invitation. [ccepted.]

4. The School of Mathematics approved taking $300 from the

Visitors I Fund of the School of Mathematics to partly finance the Conference

on Riemann Surfaces sponsored jointly by the Institute and Princeton Univer

sity. It is understood that the University will make a like contribution.

This conference is to occur in December.

5. The School of Mathematics recommends that arrangements be

made by Professors Oppenheimer and von Neumann with Dr. Chaim ~ Pekeris

in accordance with his desire to spend some months at the Institute during

the academic year 1952-53. It is understood that his grant will be covered

by funds coming from the Electronic Computer Project.

6. It was agreed that the School of Mathematics should seriously

consider offering Dr. Eckford Cohen a grant-in-aid for this year in case

his contract with the Office of 'ir :lesearch does not come through.

7. The question as to a possible future permanent appointment

at the Institute of Irving Segal was discussed. The importance of careful
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consideration of his potential value to the Institute was emphasized. It was

decided that further attention would be given to this later in the year.

8. The following action, taken since the last meeting of the

School of Mathematics Faculty on April 10, 1951, is hereby reported:

Professor Tadasi Nakayama declined his invitation to membership with

grant-in-aid of $3500 to return to his home in Japan.

Professor Hassler 'Vhitney has accepted a professorship in the School

of Mathematics to begin July 1, 1952.

Professor ~ F. Beckenbach, of the University of California at Los

Angeles, was granted membership for the fall term 1951-52.

Professor E. !!.:. Spanier, of the University of Chicago, was invited

to membership for the fall term 1951-52 with a grant-in-aid of $1200.

Dr. Hsien-Chung Wang has been appointed Assistant to Professor

.Montgomery with a salary of .",3000 for the academic year 1951-52.

Professor Emilio Baiada, member during the academic year 1950-51,

was granted an additional $300 for the month of June 1951-

Professor Beno Eckmann accepted membership for four months, making

the total committed to him $3000.

Revised Budget - 1951-52

47,200.00

tjjl 5,.903 ..27

$53,103.27

3000.00
3000.00
3000.00
3250.00
2000.00
3500.00
4000.00
3000.00
4000.00
4000.00
4000.00
3000.00
1250.00
2500.00
1200.00
2500.00

• •• $ 3103 2.7,

50000.00

· . .
· . .

· . .
· . .

· . .
• • • •

• • • •

· . . .

· . . .
. .

• • • • • •

· . .

· .

· . . . . .

. . . .

. .

Balance.

Funds available from 1950-51 • • •

Funds appropriated for 1951-52 • • • • • •

Funds committed for 1951-52

Dr. Beno Eckmann [ ccepted] ••
M. Four~s [ ccepted] ••• • •
Mme. Four~s [Accepted] • • • • • •
Dr. Istvan S. Gal [Accepted] •••••••••••
Professor John W. Green [Accepted]
Dr. Sze-tsen Hu [ ccepted] • • • • • • • • • • • •
Professor Kenkichi Iwasawa [ ccepted] •••••••
Professor ~rk Kac (Accepted] •••••••••••
Professor W. T. Martin [ ccepted] •••
Professor l~rray H. Protter [Accepted] • • • • • •
Dr. Leo R. Sario [Accepted] •••••••
Professor Irving Segal [Accepted] ••
Dr. Olaf Schmidt [ ccepted] ••••
Professor Max Shiffman ( ccepted].
Professor E. H. Spanier [ ccepted]
Dr. Jacques L. Tits [ ccepted] • • • • • • • • • •

Marston 1lorse

Secretary
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]] STITUTE FOR

athematics, held Tovember 23, 1951.

penheimer, Pais, Selberg and

l~utes of a meeting of the School of

Present: Professors ~_ontgome:FIJ, ...orse,
von 1 eumann.

1. The letter from Professor~ Beurling to Professor

elberg, dated November 10, 1951, was discussed. This letter las written

before Beurling had received the formal offer of a membership at the

Institute for dvanced Study for 1952-53. It was agreed that Selberg

should write Beurling that the School of a~~ematics was in favor of

offering Beurling a five-year membership on the same terms as the one

year membership already offered, and that the Director auld seek Faculty

and Trustee approval. It was also suggested by Dr. Oppenheimer that

Selberg could write to Beurling that after Beurling was here one could

consider the possibility of a more permanent alTangement satisfactory

both to the Institute and to Beurling. The present offer carries a grant

in-aid of 12,000 per year.

2. It was agreed that Dr. rmand Borel, Swiss mathematician,

be offered a membership at the Institute for _dvanced Study for 1952-53

with a grant of 3500. :Jr. Borel is married. t present he is cting

Professor of Algebra at the University of Geneva. Lorse will write

informally; the Director formally. [Done.]

3. The following action, taken since the last meeting of the

School of ~thematics Faculty, is hereby reported:

Dr. Sze-tsen Buls grmlt-in-aid was increased for the present

academic year by .;,>3 °after the birth of his son. This revises the remaining

Balance of the 1951-52 Budget for the School of Mathematics to a total

of 5,603.,2·7",

lc:arston _.orse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR AD1/. CED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held Janu~ 25, 1952.

Present: Professors Montgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Pais, Selberg and
von Neumann.

1. It was voted to renew for 1952-53 the grants-in-aid to

Drs. Monce Foures and Yvonne Foures of $3,000 each, and the grant-in-aid

of $4,000 to Dr. Murray H. Protter. [Dr. Oppenheimer will write formally.]

2. It is understood that Dr. Jacques Tits wishes to return to

Belgium next year.

3. The application of Dr. Robert §.:. Finn, for a grant to remain

here during 1952-53, was viewed with approval. A grant of $3, 750 would be

appropriate since they are expecting a child, and such an amount will be

held in reserve, since he is applying for an Office of Naval Research

contract.

4. It was voted to offer Professor Herbert E. Robbins a grant

of 4,000 for 1952-53. Dr. Oppenheimer will write him of this and express

the hope that he receives a Guggenheim Fellowship in addition.

5. Dr. Oppenheimer will write Professor Rudolf Carnap telli....lg

him that we want him to spend the academic year 1952-53 at the Institute,

and we will collaborate with him in the attempt to raise the necess~

8,000.

6. The following grants were voted for 1952-53:

Dr. vraham S. Amitsur. • • 4,000

Dr. Istvan Fary • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3,500

Professor Yukiyosi Kawada • • • • • • • • •• 4,000

[Professor MOrse will write informally; the Director formally.]

6. It was the sense of the meeting that it would be desirable

to have Dr. Ram Prakash Bambah here for the academic.year 1952-53 either

with an ordin~ grant or as assistant to Professor Selberg. Professor

Selberg will write an exploratory letter to Bambah.

7. Professor Veblen will be asked whether he would like to have

Professor Shigeo Sasaki as his assistant for the year 1952-53. This would

meet with general approval.

8. The application of Dr. ~ Dhar Misra should be placed

in the list of applications for grants in physics.

9. The following additional mathematicians seem to have
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Older Americans:

exceptional merit, and are placed on our waiting list:

India: Dr. Gopinath Kallianpur

Japan: Professor Morikuni Go~

Young Americans: Dr. Allen Devinatz

Dr. I. Hirschman

Dr. Alfred Horn

Professor Harry Pollard

Dr. alter Rudin

Dr. James Sanders

Professor Albert L. Whiternan

Professor Hans Samelson

Professor Robert Schatten

10. Membership to those of the above Americans who need member-

40250.00

15353.00

~?55603.00

• .5603.00

• • 50000.00

· .Balance •••

ship in the Institute for dvanced Study for 1952-53 in order to complete

applications for government aid was granted under the condition that they

receive such government aid.

11. It was voted to grant membership to Professor Saunders

I!acLane for the remainder of this academic year, 1951-52. [The Director

will write formally.]

12. Budget - 1952-53

Funds available from 1951-52 • • • • • • • • • •

Funds expected to be appropriated 1952-53••

Funds committed for 1952-53. • • • • • • • • •- - -------........
Dr. Avraham S. Amitsur CAc;.c.-=l • • • •••••••• $4000.00
Dr. Arrrznd Borel [acceptedJ. • • • • • • • • • • • 3500.00
Professor Rudolf Carnap [accepted] • • • •• 4000.00
Dr. Istvan Fary.(1\ c· • • • • • • • • • •• 3500.00
[Dr. Robert S. Finn, reserved. • • • • • • • • •• 3750.00J
Dr. L~once Foures [accepted] • • • • • • • • 3000.00
Dr. Yvonne Foures [accepted] • • • • • • • • • 3000.00
Dr. Friedrich Hirzebruch [acce~ted]. • • • • • 3500000
Professor Yukiyosi Kawada.c;tCc.). • • • •• 4000.00
Dr. kuxray H. Protter [acceptedJ • • • • • 4000.00
Professor Herbert E. Robbins [accepted]. • •• 4000.00

13. It is hereby reported that Dr. James Dugundji has been in

vited to continue as Assistant to Professor Morse, and Dr. Hsien-Chung

-lang as Assistant to Professor ontgomery for the academic year 1952-53.

Marston orse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held February 18, 1952.

Present: Professors Montgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Pais, Selberg and
von Neumann.

1. The Director outlined his plans and intentions with regard

to appointments in physics; and specifically requested approval of the

appointment of Dr. Chen Ning Yang and Dr. George Placzek as Permanent

Members, indicating his reasons for these steps and sketching the financial

arrangements which he proposed to make.

Approval of the appointments was voted.

Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held March 24, 1952.

Present: Professors lbntgomery, _orse, Oppenheimer, Pais, Selberg, and
von 1eumann.

1. The Director moved the following vote:

(a) That the School of Mathematics recommends, as one

step, among others, to strengthen the permanent staff in theoretical physics,

that George Placzek and Chen Ning Yang, now holding five-year memberships,

be made Permanent Members of the School of athematics;

(b) That they each receive $10,000 a year; and, with their

concurrence, a joint five per cent-five per cent contribution to a retire

ment policy;

(c) That, in the case of Yang, there be no commitment at

the present time as to whether he will or will not at a later date be

offered a Professorship at the Institute; that this issue be determined

by the progress of his ovm work, by the general situation in physics at

the Institute, and by the relative merits of competing available candidates

for such a Professorship; but that the appointment as Permanent ember has

taken into account a substantial probability that, in the light of these

conditions, he will in fact be offered a Faculty appointment at a later

date;

(d) That, in the case of Placzek, it is not at this time

anticipated that he will be offered a Professorship at the Institute; that

this will not occur unless circumstances now unanticipated supervene; ~d

that the Director communicate the sense of this appointment to Placzek at

the time that he is notified of its official confirmation.

The motion was seconded and carried without dissent,

Montgomery abstaining on the question of Placzek.

2. The Director moved that the School of Mathematics recommend

an extension of Professor Arne Beurling's appointment for a period of up

to five years, but in no event longer than the period for which Beurling

could obtain leave of absence from the University of Uppsala. Professor

Beurling should receive 12,000 a year for the period of his appointment

The motion was seconded and carried without dissent.

3. Dr. Oppenheimer approved the raising of grants to members

of the Institute to -,;3200 for an unmarried member, $3700 for a married

member without children, with a supplementary grant of ~250 for each child

up to two children. These increases are not to apply to grants already

made and accepted.
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4. It was voted to grant membership to each of the following

mathematicians in case they receive and accept the grants for which they

have applied:

5.
1952-1953 :

Dr. Robert L. Blair (NSF)

Dr. Eckford Cohen (ONR)

Dr. Morton L. Curtis (ONR)

Dr. Allen Devinatz (NSF)

Dr. Robert S. Finn (ONR)

Dr. Donald J. Lewis (NSF)

Dr. Arthur E. Livingston (NSF)

Professor Harry Pollard (ONR)

Professor Albert L. Whiteman (ONR)

The following action was taken for the academic year,

A grant of $3200 will be reserved for Dr. Allen Devinatz in

case his National Science Foundation application is not successful.

[Morse will write informally.]

A grant of $3950 will be reserved for Dr. Isidor Hirschman

subject to the condition that he not receive a Guggenheim Fellowship.

[Morse will write informally.]

A grant of~3300 will be reserved for Professor~ Samelson

in case he does not receive a contract with the Office of Ordnance Research.

It is understood that MOntgomery will write to Samelson to this effect,

expressing the hope that Samelson will get the desired Office of Ordnance

Research contract.

$4000 was reserved for Professor Rudolf Carnap in case he fails

to obtain additional funds from other sources.

It was voted to offer Dr. Gopinath Kallianpur a grant of ;;,3200.

[Morse will write informally; the Director formally.]

It was voted to offer Dr. Serge Lang a grant of 3200. [von Neumann

will write informally; the Director formally.]

It was voted to offer Dr. James Sanders a grant of $3200. [MOrse

will write informally; the Director formally.]

6. Professor Shigeo Sasaki was named as the first alternate

to receive a grant of 4000 if, by virtue of the reservations made above,

there ultimately appears to be enough money left in the budget to cover

the 4000 grant for Sasaki and still leave a balance of several thousand

dollars. [The Director has made this offer, and it has been accepted.]
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7. Professor Selberg desires to convert his assistantship to

a membership for Dr. Ram Prakash Bambah with a minimum grant of $3500.
[The Director will write formally.]

8. Professor von Neumann desires to convert his assistantship

to a membership for Professor Robert Schatten with a minimum grant of $3200.
[von neumann will write informally; the Director formally.]

9. It was voted that the Director should offer Professor

George Temple a membership at the Institute for dvanced Study for 1953-54
with a grant of $4000, suggesting that Temple apply for a Fulbright Grant

to cover his travel expenses.

10. The application of ~~. Bruce Gilchrist for membership at

the Institute was declined. It was agreed, however, that von Neumann

should write him that he would be cordially received at the Electronic

Computer Project if he desired to associate himself with this group.

11. The total number of non-permanent members for 1952-53,
including probable members by virtue of grants from outside sources, is

somewhat less than the total number of thirty-three for the present year,

at the time of this meeting.

12. Dr. Norman Wolfsohn has been invited to come as assistant

to Professor Hassler Whitney for 1952-53 with a grant of $3000.

13. The Revised Budget, 1952-1953, shown below, takes into

account, for the first time, an increase to Professor~ Kac' grant for

1951-52 of $50, the unexpended $1400 of the grant made to Professor Max

Shiffman, and the increased grant to Professor Beno Eckmann of $3750.
This adjusts the balance carried forward from the current acade."'Ilic year's

budget to $6203.
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$66,203.00

64,550.00

$ 1,653.00

4000.00

3500.00

4000.00

4000.00]

3200.00]

3500.00

3000.00

3000.00

3950.00]

3500.00

3200.00

4000.00

3200.00

4000.00

4000.00

3300.00]

3200.00

4000.00

6203.00

60000.00

· .

· .

· .

· . .

· . .

• • •

· . .

· . . .

· . . .

· . . .
· . . .

· . . .
· .

· .

. . . . .
. .

. . . .

· . . . . . .

· . .

· . .

· . .

· . . . . . . .

· . . .· .

. . . . . . . . .

. . .

. . .

Balance.

. . . . .Professor Shigeo Sasaki. •

Dr. Serge Lang • • • • • •

[Dr. Isidor Hirschman, reserved

Dr. Friedrich Hirzebruch •

Dr. Gopinath Kallianpur. • • • •

Professor Yukiyosi Kawada.

Dr. Yvonne Foures.

Professor Rudolf Carnap. • • • • •

[Professor Rudolf Carnap, reserved.

[Dr. Allen Devinatz, reserved • • •

Dr. Ist~an F~••••

Dr. teonce Foures. • •

Dr. Murray H. Protter••••

Professor Herbert E. Robbins •

(Professor Hans Samelson, reserved••

Dr. James Sanders. • • • •

Revised Budget - 1952-1953

Funds available from 1951-52 • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Funds expected to be appropriated for 1952-53•••••

Funds committed for 1952-53••

Dr. Avraham S. Amitsur • • •

Dr. Armand Borel • • •

Assist~ts' Fund - Taxable salary

Dr. James Dugundji [:florse] ••

Mr. R. L. Ingraham [Veblen]. • •

Dr. H. C. Wang (Montgomery] •••

Dr. lITorman Wolfsohn [Whi.tney]. •

Transferred from Assistants' Fund to

• • $ 3500.00

• •• 3500.00

3000.00

3000.00

Grants-in-Aid

Dr. R. P. Bambah [Selberg] • • • • • • • • • • • •

Professor Robert Schatten [von Neumann] ••••

3500.00

3200.00

Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED SWDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held May 1, 1952.

Present: Professors Montgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Selberg, and
von Neumann.

1. '!he School of Mathematics voted against a grant-in-aid to

Professor Theodore ~ Motzkin and to discourage him and Professor Harold

A. Freeman.

2. It was voted to give a grant of $3500 to Dr. ~~ Liao

for the academic year 1952-1953.

3. A grant-in-aid was voted for Professor Morikuni GatS for

the academic year 1952-1953 in the amount of $4000.

h. Since the last meeting Professor Einstein has requested

the Director's Office to reappoint Dr. Bruria Kaufman as his assistant for

the period July 1, 1952, to June 30, 1952, with a salary of $3200. '.!his

has been done.

Marston MJrse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

'Ihis note in the minutes of the School of Mathematics is for the purpose

of reporting that on June 30, 1952, Dr. Hidehiko Yamabe was appointed to

the assistantship for Professor Montgomery with a salary of $3500 for the

academic year 1952-1953. '!his was done at the time Dr. Hsien-Ghung ang

resigned as assistant to Professor MOntgomery to accept a position in

Alabama.

On September 2, 1952, Professor !=. Vijayaraghavan was invited to spend

a two-months' visit at the Institute with a grant of $750 being offered to

him from the School of Mathematics grant-in-aid fund.
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IIJSTITUTE FOR V. ICED STUDY

Kinutes of a meeting of the SChool of Mathematics, held October 6, 1952.
Present: Professors Montgomery, __orse, Oppenheimer, Pais, Selberg,

von Heumann and Whitney.

1. Dr. Oppenheimer will endeavor to budget p3700 for each

professor listed in the ssistants Fund Budget for the academic year

1953-195h.
2. It was voted to ant increases of 250 eaCh to

Drs. :::-Tiedrich E. _ • • irzebruch (from the Grants-in- . d Budget), F.idehiko

Yarnabe and Richard ~ Ingraham (from the .ssistants Fund) because of

additional dependents. [The Director's Office will notify.]

3. Dr. Selberg discussed the impressions which Professor

Siegel and he had obtained of the work of Leslie Q:. Feck in number theory.

'It ese impressions were so unfavorable that it was agreed that it would

not be appropriate to make Peck a member. [Dr. Oppenheimer will V'irite

Peck. ]

4. It was agreed that Professor H~1S P~demacher would be

offered a membership for the second term of tr~s year and that Morse

will write Rademacher to ascertain his financial situation during this

second half year. [ grant of 800 was later voted.]

5. It was agreed that Professor iladimir Seidel Hould be

offered the privileges of the Institute including the use of the Library,

and the right to attend seminars. The Institute would then offer him

membership if the full implications of this, including office space, could

be carried through. [Horse will write.]

6. It was voted to offer Claus kUller $500 for a month at the

Institute in the second term of' this year. Selberg will write Professor

- eyl and Dr. " ller to malce appropriate arrangements. The Director I s

Office will write tiller then these arrangements have been ma e.

7. The application of Dr. aul Dedecker jas brought before

the School. Recommendations have been received from Janet and de Rham,

and Leray will be asked to write to Lepage for his opinion concerning

Dr. Dedecker.

8. The balance remaining in the Grants-in-•. d Budget after

this meeting, allm'ling for the expenditure of 1500 and 800 to _ ller

and Rademacher, respectively, is . ,303.

1arston orse

Secretary
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INSTI roTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

This note in the minutes of the School of Mathematics is for the purpose

of reporting that on October 27, 1952, with the unanimous vote of the

School Faculty, Professor Harold S.~ was offered membership for the

remainder of the first term of the academic year 1952-1953, and a grant

in-aid of $1200.

On October 31, 1952, Professor F. Waismann was invited to membership for

the spring term of the academic year 1952-1953, and was offered a grant

in-aid of $1500, with the unanimous vote of the Faculty.
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INSTI'lUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Yinutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held November 10, 1952.

Present: Professors Montgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Pais, Selberg,
von Neumann and Whitney.

1. It was unanimously voted to recommend the appointment of

Kurt Gadel and Freeman ~ Dyson as Pro~essors in the School of llathematics

at the junior salary level, and~~ as Professor in the School of

Mathematics at the senior salary level. It is understood that these

recommendations will go before the Full Faculty and their implementation

will depend upon the action of the Trustees and negotiations now being

carried on.

2. It was unanimously voted to offer ~ A. !:. ~DJ.r_·_&0_ membership

for the academic year 1953-1954. The financial arrangements will be

made between Dr. Oppenheimer and the Board of Trustees wi.th the amount of

$15,000 being proposed.

liarston Ili:>rse

Secretary
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INSTI1UTE FOR ADVANCED SroDY

'Ibis note in the minutes of the School of Mathematics is for the purpose

.of reporting that on November 24, 1952, with the unanimous vote of the
D

School Faculty, Dr. Lars Garding was offered membership for the second term

of the academic year 1952-1953, and a grant-in-aid of $3000. Of the grant

in-aid, $1500 will be charged against the budget for the School of Mathe

matics and $1500 against the budget for Physics.
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANdED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of l4athematics, held February 3, 1953.

Present: Professors Montgomery, Morse, Pais, Selberg, von Neumann and
Whitney.

1. 'lhe recommendations voted at this meeting are subject to

oonfirmation by Dr. Oppenheimer.

2. It was voted to recommend renewals for the following

mathematicians for the academic year 1953-54:

Amitsur, A. s. $4,000

Borel, Armand 3,750

GotS, Morikuni 4,000
Kawada, Yukiyosi 4,000

Lang, Serge 3,200 [Declined later.]

Liao, S. D. 3,500

Sasaki, Shigeo 4,000

'!he amounts recommended are the same as for last year with the exception

of Dr. Borel whose grant-in-aid has been increased to $3,750 to correspond

with that of Dr. Hirzebruch. [Director will noti.fy.]

3. Grants-in-aid were recommended for the following mathematicians:

Arens, R. F. $2,500

Browder, F. E. 3,700

CalderOn, A. P. 3,950

Fine, N. J. 3,950

Strebel, Kurt 3,750

Of these mathematicians, Calder6n and Strebel should be notified of this

vote, if confirmed, at once. '!he recommendations as to Arens, Browder

and Fine, who are applying for funds from other sources, are that the

corresponding funds be reserved until such time, around April 1, as it

is known whether or not they will receive grants from other sources. It

is recommended that these mathematicians be ~ notified of any appointment

at this time.

4. It was voted to make a grant of $2,000 to Dr. Gert Sabidussi.

'!his grant of $2,000 is toward his subsistence while in Princeton and is

conditional upon his raising at least $1,000 more for this purpose from

other sources, and additional funds for his travelling expenses. [Informal

letters will be written to Calder6n, Strebel and Sabidussi as soon as the
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Director approves. 'Ihe Director- will write formal letters to these

mathematicians if he confirms our recommendations.]

5. It was voted to recommend a membership for the remainder of

the year, 1952-53, for~~ Barricelli.

6. Professor von Neumann read a letter from Professor Ledger

Wood, of Princeton University, regarding a joint discussion of problems

in philosopQy involving Professor Waismann. It was voted to leave this

matter with Professor von Neumann with power to arrange the conference at

a convenient time, and with notification of the members of the School as

to the time.

Marston Morse

Secretary

7. Subsequent to this meeting Professor Orban !!. Alisbah of

the University of Ankara was voted membership in the School of Mathematics

for the remainder of the current academic year and for the faJ.! term of

1953-54.
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INSTITUTE FOR DVANCED STUDY

bunutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held W~rch 25, 1953.

Present: Professors lLontgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Pais, Selberg,
von eumann and Whitney.

1. It was agreed that the case of Allan £. 1.artin might wait

until such time as he has proven his mathematical abilities somewhat more

complete~. [Morse vrill write.]

2. It was voted to offer Professor ,"alter Leighton a member

ship in the School of Aathematics for next year, 1953-54. [The Director

will write.]

3. It was voted to grant Dr. Gert Sabidussi $500 more, making

a total grant of $2,500. ['Ihe Director will write.]

4. It was voted to tell Dr. Frank H. Brownell that his

application had not been favorably acted upon. [Professor Morse will write.]

5. The application of Dr. James Sanders will be reviewed by the

members of the School Faculty with the expectation that application will

be made to the Office of Ordnance Research.

6. It was felt that the School should give every consideration

to Dr. Clarence ~. Stephens. Morse has written for further information

concerning him. If the information turns out to be reasonably favorable

it is the expectation that he will be granted a membership.

7. It was agreed that Professor Montgomery would take up with

Dr. Eugene Schenkman the question as to whether he would like to have the

Institute make an application in his behalf for a contract with the Office

of Ordnance Research in case he should not get a postdoctoral fellowship

from the National Science Foundation.

Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held pril 8, 1953.
Present: Professors ._ontgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Pais, Selberg, and

von Neumann.

1. lembership was voted for the following:

Professor Henry !. SChaerf, Washington University, on a Faculty Fellowship;

Professor 11alter Prenowitz, Brooklyn College, Ford Foundation grant;

Professor Clarence F. Stephens, MOrgan State College, Ford Foundation grant;

Professor Paul Civin, University of Oregon, half salary from Oregon;

Mr. John.2. Shepherdson, University of Bristol, England;

Professor Lowell J. Paige, U.C.L.A., will work at Computer, probably on
ONR funds;

Dr. Nathan J. Fine, University of Permsylvania, National Science Foundation
grant;- --

Mr. Bertram Kostant, University of Ch:i,cago, National Science Foundation grant;

Dr. David Ri ttenberg, College of Physicians and Surgeons.

(Dr. Oppenheimer will notif.y these men of their membership in the Institute

for next year, 1953-54.]
2. A grant of 3750 was voted to Dr. _lIen Devinatz. [Dr.

Oppenheimer will notif.y.]

3. It was agreed that Shepherdson, Civin, and Mr. Frederick

Bagemihl (University of Rochester) might receive grants with the order of

priority as written, in case funds become available. In his letters to

Shepherdson and Civin, Dr. Oppenheimer may give such indication of this

as he finds appropriate.

to giv two or

[ lon tgomery

4.

6.
because of

A supplementary grant of $500 was voted for Dr. Armand Borel
" -

making his grant for next year 4250. [Dr. Oppenheimer will notii'y.]

5. It was voted not to grant membership to Frank !!. Brownell

s emphasis upon housing. r- 'orse will write.]

It was voted to ask Frofessor Kosaku Yosida

more lectures at the Instit 'te with an honorarium of $200.
will write.]

7. It was voted to recommen a five-year extension of

Dr. Res Jost's membership at J.O,OOO a year.

8. Unless word is received to the contrary Professor Morse

understands that declinations can now be sent to all persons who have not

. been granted membership or conditional membership, who have not received
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grants from the Institute or from foundations for study at the Institute,

or who are not on our priority list, or for whom contracts are being

negotiated.

Marston Uorse

Secretary
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$4200

3750

(Morse)

( Veblen)R. L. Ingraham

INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics, held May 21, 1953.

Present: -Professors Montgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Selberg, von Neumann,
and Whitney

1. It was voted to reserve $4600 as a grant for Professor

Rademacher for the first term of next year in case the contract in his

behalf with the Office of Ordnance Research does not come through.

2. The recommendation of Dr. OOdel that the fund available for

his assistant be converted to a grant for Professor Carnap was approved.

Dr. Oppenheimer will confirm thi s recommendation of Dr. OOdel with Dr. OOdel

and notif.y Professor Carnap of the grant. Membership for Professor Carnap

for next year was voted.

3. It was voted to make :Mr. Frederick Bagemihl a grant of $3200

for next year. The Director will notify Mr. Bagemihl.

4. Professor Paul Civin was placed after Professor Rademacher

as one for whom a grant would be reserved insofar as money becomes available.

Professor Morse will write Civin telling him that in case the contract with

the Office of Ordnance Research does not materialize there will be available

a grant to him of at least ~1500 and possibly more, depending upon various

factors which are unknown at the present time.

5. It was voted to grant membership for next year to Dr. F. H.

Brownell (Ford Foundation grant), Professor William ~ Madow (Ford Founda

tion grant), and to Professor Herbert Robbins. The Director will send

formal notices of membership to these mathematicians. In the case of

Robbins it was understood that the Institute housing which has been available

to him this year would not be available next year and that the membership is

for one year only.

6. The recommendations of Professor von Neumann with regard to

Dr. Benoit Mandelbrot were approved. Professor von Neumann will write to

Warren Weaver in a preliminary way and to Mandelbrot for further information.

Upon receipt of the appropriate information the Director will make applica

tion to the Rockefeller Foundation.

7. The status of the Assistants' Fund for bhe Professors of

Mathematics is as follows:

R. Deheuvels
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$3200

3750
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Funds for the following were converted to grants-in-aid:

H. Anzai (von Neumann) 3500

R. P. Bambah (Selberg) 3500

R. Carnap (G6del) 4000

Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of an informal meeting of the School of Mathematics, held
August 25, 1953.
Present: Professors Montgomery, Morse, and Oppenheimer.

1. It was agreed that Dr. Oppenheimer would t~ with

Miss Trinterud concerning Mr. Goodall, indicating the difficulty in solving

the problem concerned.

2. Consideration of the case of Kuo-Tsai~ was postponed

except that it was agreed that it might be desirable to talk informally

with the Science Advisers of the State Department regarding Chen.

[Dr. Oppenheimer has done.]

3. Professor Hans Rademacher has indicated a desire to spend

the Spring Term of 1953-54 at the Institute. Professor Kline has not yet

shown willingness to grant leave of absence to Rademacher. The Office of

Ordnance Research desires to transform the contract involving Rademacher

into a contract which would cover the Second Term of 1953-54. Under these

circumstances it was agreed that it was not necessary to continue a reserva

tion of a stipend for Rademacher for this Second Term; but ra~her to indi

cate to Kline and Rademacher that the Institute would be glad to make a

contract with the Office of Ordnance Research involving Rademacher for the

Spring Term, 1953-54. Morse was authorized to write Kline and Rademacher

to this effect, asking them to give their decision as soon as possible in

order that the Office of Ordnance Research might act.

4. It was agreed that $1500 be made available to Michael Fekete

for the Fall Term and that von Neumann be asked to communicate with him to

this effect.

5. Membership of Victor ~ Shapiro was approved.

6. Membership for Fdoardo Storchi was approved providing

Charney agrees that this is desirable.

7. It was agreed to offer the Dutch mathematician L. E. J.

Brouwer $500 in order that he might stay somewhat longer with us in the

Fall.

Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVAYCED STUDY

Ydnutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics h Id September 30, 1953.

Present: Professors Dyson, GBdel, Montgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Selberg,
von Neumann and Whitney.

1. It was voted to offer Kosaku Yosida $2000 for the First Term,

1954-55. [Morse will write informally and the Director formally.]

2. 'Vith regard to Professor Arne Beurling it was agreed that

Worse and Selberg would write up an account of his scientific qualifications

and, separately, an account of his general qualifications for the School of

Mathematics and ultimately, if the School agrees, for the Faculty.

3. Professor Montgomery is authorized to write Hsien-Ghung Wang

that he will be granted membership for 1954-55 if he obtains funds enabling

him to come to the Institute. [Professor Montgomery has written Wang as

follows: nprofessor Leon Cohen called me up recently and asked whether the

Institute had any preference about a grant for your stay here being made to

the Institute or to Alabama. I am replying to him that you would be very

welcome here under either arrangement and I enclose a copy of my letter to

him. If he says he would like the application to be sent in from here I will

prepare an application from the material you sent and have it sent in. On

the other hand if he writes to you that he would like to have the application

sent in from Alabama I hope that you will make arrangements to do that.

Either way I hope very much that eyerything will work out favorably. II ]

:Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics held October 30, 1953 •.
Present: Professors Dyson, G6del, Montgomery, Morse, Oppenheimer, Selberg,

von Neumann and Whitney.

1. It was voted to extend the membership of Orhan H. Alisbah for

the Spring Term, 1953-54, with the understanding that this does not mean that

he will be able to retain his present house on Maxwell Lane. [Morse will

write. ]

2. It was voted to seek arrangements satisfactory to Charles B.

Morrey, Jr., for the academic year, 1954-55, of the following nature. If

arrangements satisfactory to Morrey can be made he would be supported by a

contract with the Office of Scientific Research with a salary of $4000 paid

under this contract (being approximately 1/3 of his present salary) plus a

travel grant of $500 to $1000 plus the usual overhead. If such an arrange

ment is not possible because of his commitment to other government agencies,

the Institu.te will grant him 1/3 of his salary from its own funds. [Morse

will write.]

3. It was voted to offer Nils Aall Barricelli $1800 for the Spring

Term, 1953-54, as requested by von Neumann. [von Neumann will 'Write informally

and MOrse fo~, representing the Committee acting for the Director.]

4. It was voted to grant Paul Civin $1000 for the remainder of the

year in addition to the $1500 already granted him. [Morse will write.]

5. In the case of Kiyosi ItS the proposal will be made to the

University that the Institute grant him $2000 for one term and that the

University grant him $2000 for the other term of the next academic year,

1954-55. It is important that the grant be by terms to avoid confusion on

its taxability. He would perform no service in return for the grant from the

Institute, whereas the situation would presumably be different in the case of

the University. [Morse will write Professor Feller.]

6. It was voted to offer~ Malliavin a grant of 3500 for the

academic year, 1954-55. [Morse will write.]

7. The desire of Friederich !.=.. Mautner to spend the following year,

1954-55, at the Institute was noted. Professor Montgomery was authorized to

make arrangements, if possible, with Mautner and the National Science Founda

tion to the end that Mautner might come here next year under a contract

between the Institute or Johns Hopkins University and the National Science

Foundation. To take care of the possibility that such an arrangement might

•
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faU or Mautner should fail to get a Guggenheim Fellowship, it was agreed

to reserve $4000 as a grant for him.

:Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

Minutes of a meeting of the School of Mathematics held November 18, 1953.
Present: Professors Dyson, G6del, Montgomery, Morse, Selberg, von Neumann,

and Whitney.

1. It was voted to reserve $4000 for Professor ~ ~ Chern in

case he receives no other grants from sources outside the University of

Chicago for 1954-55. It is understood that part of this would be available

for him. if these grants turn out to be insufficient. An application for a

grant in his behalf will be made to the National Science Foundation.

[Professor Montgomery will write Chern.]

2. It was voted to reserve $4000 for Professor ~ S. Besicovitch

with the understanding that an application would be made to the Office of

Scientific Research for funds for him in case he wishes to spend a term

during 1954-55 at the Institute. [Morse will carry on the negotiations.]

3. It was voted to grant membership to i:. Q..=. Hocking for the

year 1954-55 on the condition that he receives a National Research Council

fellowship. [MOrse will write.]

4. It was voted to reserve $4000 for Friederich ~ Mautner for

1954-55 and meanwhile to apply to the Office of Ordnance Research for a

contract in his behalf. [Professor Montgomery will follow this up.]

5. In the case of Eugene Schenkman it was suggested that the

Air Research and Development Command be asked to extend his present contract

to October 1, 1954. If such an extension is made, his need for the following

year could probably be covered by the Institute. It was also .agreed that an

application for a grant should be made to the National SCience Foundation for

Schenkman for 1954-55. [:Montgomery will negotiate.]

6. Membership to Edoardo Storchi has been voted previously and

the Fulbright office has been notified by telegraph. formal letter will

now be sent inviting him to the Institute for the Spring Term, 1953~54.

7. I t was voted to reserve $2125 for Georges Reeb in case the

University is able to make an equal amount available. It is understood that

the Institute grant would be for one term of 1954-55 and the University grant

for the other term. [Whitney will seek the formal University approval of

such an arrangement.]

8. It was voted to offer Professor Marcel Riesz i200 from the

Visitors' Fund for two lectures to be given at the Institute during this

academic year on dates to suit his convenience. It is hoped that the
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University can make a similar grant. The negotiations are left to Selberg

with the understanding that he will seek a list of topics for Riesz l

lectures from which two selections can be made.

9. It was agreed that it would be desirable for Professor Gustave

Choquet to spend a term here sometime in the future provided money is

available. Professor .Morse will report back the probable state of the

budget for next year considering the grants already voted and the likely

renewals.

In accordance with our understanding the actions voted in this

meeting will become final when approved by Professor Kantorowicz. [Done,

November 19, 1953.]
Marston Morse

Secretary
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INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED STUDY

!tUnutes of a meeting of the School of l~thematics held December 11, 1953.

Present: Professors Dyson, GBdel, funtgomery, Morse, Selberg, von Neumann,
and nitney.

1. It was voted to make a grant of $4000 to Professor Tadasi

Nakayama for the academic year 1954-55•. [Morse will write informally.]

2. It was voted to make a grant of $3750 to Dr. Peter Raquette

of funich, recommended by Professor i eyl, with an additional reservation

of ~250 in case he does not receive Fulbright aid for transportation.

[Selberg will notify informally.]

3. It was voted to accept the proposed contract from the Office

of Scientific Research on behalf of Dr. Allan ~ :Martin of Washington

University. [1rorse will write to 'alter Leighton.]

4. Edgar Reich, who has applied for a National Research Council

fellowship, will be granted membership provided he obtains such a fellowship.

[1brse will write to the National Research Council agreeing to act as his

Scientific Advisor.]

5. It was voted to ask Professor Gustave Choquet nhether he

would like to spend a term here during the year 1955-56 with a grant of

~4ooo. Any other proposal coming from Choquet will be referred back to the

School of Mathematics.

l'!arston Morse

Secretary

6. For additional information of the Faculty the following are

commitments, at this time, for the academic year 1954-55:

K. Ite, Term II $2,000

P. Malliavin 3,500

T. Nakayama 4,000

G. Reeb, Term II 2,125

P. Raquette 3,750

[II II reservation 250]

K. Yosida, Term I 2,000

[A. S. Besicovitch, Trinity College, reservation 4,000]

[So S. Chern, University of Chicago, reservation 4,000]

[F. Mautner, Johns Hopkins University, reservation 4,000]

[C. B. llorrey, Jr., Univ. of Calif., Berkeley, res. 4,000]
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for contracts with government agencies:

from present members with 1953-54 grants:

3,200
2,500 (plus?)

3,750
Rutgers Univ. grant

Ford Foundation Fellow

Applications

F. Bagemihl

G. Sabidussi

K. Strebel

V. L. Shapiro

C. F. Stephens

Pending applications

National Science Foundation

S. S. Chern

Office of Ordnance Research

C. Goffman

F. Mautner

E. V. Schenkman

Office of Scientific Research

• D. Martin

C. B. Morrey, Jr.

7. Since the meeting on December 11, 1953, the following actions

were taken:

a. The School of Mathematics voted to give Professor Gustave

Choquet $150 for his expenses in connection with his visit and lecture at

the Institute. This is to be taken from the School's Visitors' Fund.

b. We are also giving Dr. Hans ~ Bremermann his travelling

expenses from Harvard for his trip to lecture at the Institute. This

anIDunts to ~15 and is to be taken from the School's Visitors' Fund.

c. It was agreed that we would share equally with the University

the expenses of visitors speaking at the University-Institute Mathematics

Club.

8. It is hereby reported that Professor Choquet is very much

interested in coming here for a term during the year 1955-56 at a grant-in

aid of $4,000, and will come if he can make arrangements with the Sorbonne.

Marston orse

Secretary
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